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FRENCH

1. Lisa : Karine, es-tu prête?

2. Karine : Non je suis sous la douche.

3. Lisa : Notre train est à 9h, nous sommes déjà en retard!

4. Karine : C'est vrai, je me dépêche!

5. Lisa : Karine, est-ce que tu as les billets de train?

6. Karine : Oui, je les ai dans mon sac.

ENGLISH

1. Lisa : Karine, are you ready?

2. Karine : No, I'm in the shower.

3. Lisa: Our train is at nine o'clock; we are already late!

4. Karine : You're right; I will hurry!

5. Lisa : Karine, do you have train tickets?

6. Karine : Yes, I have them in my bag.

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

dans in preposition
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vouloir to want verb

Être sous la douche
To be in the shower/

Having a shower verb

être en retard be late phrase

sac bag noun masculine

Être prêt(e) To be ready verb

se dépêcher to hurry verb

déjà already adverb

sous underneath, under preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Papa est dans la cuisine.
 

"Dad is in the kitchen."

Nous sommes dans la ville de Mexico.
 

"We are in Mexico City."

Elle veut manger.
 

"She wants to eat."

Elle te veut.
 

"She wants you."

Je reste sous la douche 20 min chaque 
jour.

 
"I spend 20 minutes in the shower 
everyday."

Je suis toujours en retard au travail.
 

"I'm always late for work."

J'ai un sac à main Louis Vuitton.
 

"I have a Louis Vuitton handbag."

Mes sacs sont lourds.
 

"My bags are heavy."

Je suis prête pour sortir ce soir.
 

"I am ready to go out tonight."

Depêche-toi, on va être en retard !
 

"Hurry up, we’re going to be late !"

Tu dois te dépêcher si tu veux être à 
l'heure!

 
"You have to hurry if you want to be 
on time!"

Il est déjà amoureux!
 

"He is already in love!"
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Il a déjà pris une décision.
 

"He already made a decision."

Le chat est sous la table.
 

"The cat is under the table."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

The expression Être prêt(e) ("to be ready") 
 The word prêt(e) is an adjective. In French, remember that you have to make the adjective 
agree with the subject. 

For Example:  

1. Es-tu prêt à partir? 
 "Are you ready to go?"

In this case, Es-tu prêt? is the masculine and informal form of "Are you ready?" If you want to 
ask a male friend or family member "Are you ready?" you will use this form. 

If you want to ask "are you ready?" to a woman (still in an informal way), you will use Es-tu prête 
à partir? By adding an -e, you use the feminine form of this adjective. 

If you want to use this expression in a formal and polite way (with someone you don't know 
well, with your boss, or with someone much older than you), you will use Êtes-vous prêt? for a 
man or Êtes-vous prête? for a woman. This is the formal way to speak. 

However, be careful: we've seen that the expression "Are you ready?" is maybe more suitable 
in informal situations because it implies a feeling of impatience. 

The expression Être sous la douche 
 Être sous la douche means to be in the shower at the moment. You can only use it when you 
are currently taking a shower. 

Here are some other common expressions you can use to talk about the action of taking a 
shower: 

1. Je veux prendre une douche. 
 "I want to take a shower."

2. Il va prendre une douche. 
 "He is going to have a shower."

The expression Être en retard ("to be late") 
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 The literal translation of this expression would be "to be in delay." 
 It is composed of three parts: 

1. the verb être.

2. the preposition en, which aims to link the verb and indirect object.

3. the noun retard, which is here the indirect object.

Here, we cannot explain the grammar behind the use of the preposition en because être en 
retard is a ready-made expression. 

Here are some examples of être en retard expressions. 

For Example: 

1. Je vais être en retard à mon rendez-vous. 
 "I'm going to be late for my appointment."

2. Je suis désolée d'être aussi en retard. 
 "I'm sorry to be so late."

3. Ne soyez pas en retard ! 
 "Don't be late!"

The expression Se dépêcher 
 Se dépêcher is a first group verb (verbs ending in -er). It is also a pronominal verb because it is 
preceded by se, which is a personal reflective pronoun. We always use this pronoun for 
pronominal verbs. 

Here are some examples of usual expressions with se dépêcher. 

For Example:  

1. Dépêche-toi! (informal form) 
 "Hurry up!"

2. Dépêchez-vous! (formal form) 
 "Hurry up!"

3. Il faut se dépêcher si nous ne voulons pas rater le train. 
 "We have to hurry if we don't want to miss the train."

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of This Lesson Is a Review of the Main Uses of the Verbs Être ("to Be") and Avoir 
("to Have"). 
 Je suis sous la douche. 
 "I am in the shower."
 

In this lesson, we will review the basic uses of être and avoir in the present tense: 

1. How to answer questions starting with "Where?" by using the verb être, as in Je suis 
sous la douche.

2. How to answer questions starting with "At what time?"

3. How to talk about what you and others have with the verb avoir, as in Est-ce que tu as 
les billets de train? 

Expressing Where You Are or What Time It Is: The Present Tense of the Verb être + a Place or 
Time 
 

To express where you are, you have to use the verb être + preposition + place name. 

For Example: 

1. Où es-tu? Je suis sous la douche. 
 "Where are you? I'm in the shower."

The expression être sous la douche is made up of three kinds of words: 

1. Être is the verb "to be."

2. Sous is a preposition that designates the place; it literally means "under" (as in under 
the shower water).

3. La doucheis a preposition + noun form, feminine and singular. Here, in this sentence, 
it's also the place complement.

In French, you always need to put a preposition between the verb and the object 
(complement object or place complement). Here, we use the preposition sous to make a link 
between the verb être and the place la douche. 
  By using the third person singular il/elle est, you can answer a "What time?" question. 

For Example: 
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1. A quelle heure est notre train? Notre train est à 9h. 
 "At what time is our train? It is at nine o'clock."

Be careful: here you can only use the verb être at the third person singular, as in Notre train est 
à 9h. As in English, the third person singular is the one to use to talk about your schedule. 

For Example: 

1. Le diner est à 8 heures. 
 "Dinner is at eight o'clock."

Here, both uses of the verb être are similar to English ones: 
 à Je suis sous la douche. = "I am in the shower." 
 à Notre train est à 9h. = "Our train is at nine o'clock." 

Review of the conjugation of the verb être at the present time: 

Person French Example

First person singular Je suis sous la douche

Second person singular Tu es sous la douche

Third person singular Il/elle/on est sous la douche

First person plural Nous sommes sous la douche

Second person plural (also used for formal 
form)

Vous êtes sous la douche

Third person plural Ils/elles sont sous la douche

How to Talk about What You and Others Have with the Verb Avoir (Possession) 
 
 

To express that you own something or that someone has something, you have to use the verb 
avoir + direct object (noun). 

For Example: 

1. Est-ce que tu as les billets ? Oui, je les ai dans mon sac. 
 "Do you have tickets? Yes, I have them in my bag."
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Here also, the use of the verb avoir is also similar to the English use. 
  

For Example: 

1. Je les ai dans mon sac. 
 "I have them in my bag."

Review of the conjugation of the verb avoir at the present tense: 

Person French Example

First person singular J'ai les billets

Second person singular Tu as les billets

Third person singular Il/elle/on a les billets

First person plural Nous avons les billets

Second person plural (also used for formal 
form)

Vous avez les billets

Third person plural Ils/elles ont les billets

 Here are some other examples. 

For Example: 

Verb être + place  

1. Je suis à Paris aujourd'hui. 
 "I'm in Paris today."

2. Il est dans le garage. 
 "He is in the garage."

3. Nous sommes à la plage. 
 "We are on the beach."

Verb être + time 

1. Mon avion est à 17h 
 "My plane is at five P.M."
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 Verb avoir + direct object (noun) 
  

1. Il a un nouveau vélo 
 "He has a new bike."

2. Vous avez un joli sac 
 "You have a nice bag."

3. Tu as une maison moderne (informal) 
 "You have a modern house."

4. Vous avez une maison moderne (formal) 
 "You have a modern house."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The SCNF: A Company Not Always Well-Liked by French People
 

The SNCF (French National Railway Company) is one of the most well-known companies in 
France, as it is the only railway company in the country. Created in 1938, it has always been a 
state-owned company, mainly regulated and supported by the French government. 
 
 Even if it is a huge and old company, its reputation has not been always good, as the SCNF is 
currently often attacked because of regular delays on its trains. 
 
 More and more users are complaining about significant delays, mainly because they are not 
justified and passengers are rarely financially compensated for them. An example of this new 
protest is illustrated by a French lady who recently won her court case against the SNCF 
because her train was delayed for six hours. The current CEO of the company promised efforts 
will be made to improve the quality of the service. 
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FRENCH

1. Cécile : J'ai une idée, on va jouer aux devinettes, tu devines qui je suis, 
d'accord?

2. Louis: D'accord! Alors, première question: Es-tu une femme?

3. Cécile: Non je ne suis pas une femme!

4. Louis : Alors, est-ce que tu es un homme?

5. Cécile : Et bien oui, forcément!

6. Louis : Es-tu un homme séduisant alors?

7. Cécile : Non pas du tout et je n'ai pas de succès avec les filles!

8. Louis : Est-ce que tu es célèbre?

9. Cécile : Non je ne suis pas célèbre et je n'ai pas d'argent!

10. Louis : Si tu n’es pas célèbre, je ne peux pas trouver! Je donne ma langue 
au chat!

11. Cécile : Idiot, mais je suis toi!

ENGLISH

1. Cécile: I have an idea! Let's play a guessing game! You have to guess who 
I am, all right?

2. Louis: Okay! So, first question… Are you a woman?

CONT'D OVER
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3. Cécile: No, I'm not!

4. Louis: So, you are a man?

5. Cécile: Yes, obviously I am!

6. Louis: So are you an attractive man?

7. Cécile: Not at all! And I'm not popular at all among women.

8. Louis: And are you famous?

9. Cécile: No I'm not famous, and I have no money.

10. Louis: If you are not famous, I cannot figure it out! I give up!

11. Cécile: Idiot! I'm you!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

être to be verb

Être célèbre
To be famous/

popular verb

donner to give verb

jouer to play verb

avoir une idée have an idea verb

deviner to guess Verb

avoir to have verb

je donne ma langue 
au chat I don't know/I give in expression
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trouver to find, to think verb

actrice actress noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Il est  gent il
 

"He is nice."

Ce rest aurant  est  t rès célèbre pour 
son poisson.

 
"This restaurant is very famous for 
seafood."

On t 'a donné le mérit e que je suis sûr
(e) que t u ne mérit es pas.

 
"You have been given the credit 
that I'm sure you don't deserve."

Je voudrais donner des conseils.
 

"I'd like to give advice."

Le vendeur me donne un reçu.
 

"The salesperson gives me a 
receipt."

Il ne faut  jamais jouer avec les 
sent iment s des aut res.

 
"You should never play with 
people's feelings."

Le pet it  garçon joue à des jeux vidéo 
t ous les soirs après avoir  t ravaillé 
dur.

 
"The litt le boy plays video games 
every evening after studying hard."

Je joue le rôle du méchant  dans 
cet t e pièce.

 
"I play the role of the bad guy in 
this play."

Je joue à l'harmonica.
 

"I play harmonica."

J'ai une super idée.
 

"I have a great idea."

Devine ce que j'ai gagné?
 

"Guess what I have won?"

Devine ce que j'ai achet é aujourd'hui!
 

"Guess what I have bought today?"

Ils ont  t rop d'ordures dans leur  
jardin.

 
"They have too much garbage in 
their garden."

J'ai deux frères et  une soeur.
 

"I have two brothers and one 
sister."
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Il a une voit ure.
 

"He has a car."

J'ai t rent e-t rois ans.
 

"I am thirty-three years old."

Excusez -moi, avez -vous du pain?
 

"Excuse me, do you have some 
bread?"

Je donne ma langue au chat !
 

"I don't know, I give in!"

Je t rouve que les français sont  t rop 
fiers.

 
"I think that French people are too 
proud."

Audrey Taut ou est  une jeune act r ice.
 

"Audrey Tautou is a young actress."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

avoir une idée ("t o have  an idea") 
 This is the exact translation of "to have an idea." 

For  Example: 

1. As-tu une idée de ce que c'est? 
 "Do you have any idea of what it is?"

We build this expression with the verb avoir. 

As in English, you can use this expression to launch a conversation by saying Hé, j'ai une 
idée! as in "Hey, I have an idea!" It's a dynamic way to suggest something. 

For  Example: 

1. J'ai une idée, et si on allait au restaurant ce soir? 
 "I have an idea; what about going to a restaurant tonight?"

Be careful: as in our conversation, it's an expression you can only use with friends or persons 
you know very well. Otherwise, it's going to sound quite familiar. 

If you want to say the same thing but be more delicate and polite, you can also say Nous 
pourrions aller au restaurant, qu'en pensez-vous? which means "We could go to a restaurant, 
what do you think?" 
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deviner ("t o guess") 
 This verb means "to guess." The word devinettes is the noun we use to designate a "game of 
riddles." 

jouer ("t o play") 
 As in English, we use this verb to talk about both games and sports. 

For  Example:  

1. J'adore jouer au football. 
 "I love playing soccer."

Here is the pattern: verb + jouer + [the game or sport's name]. 

être célèbre ("t o be  famous") 
 Être célèbre means "to be famous." We usually use this word for talking about celebrities 
who are well known by everybody. For example, when you are talking about "a famous 
actress," you can say c'est une actrice célèbre. 

You can also use this phrase for talking about a successful place or thing, as in Ce restaurant 
est très célèbre pour son poisson, which means "This restaurant is very famous for seafood." 

This expression always uses the verb être, so that you can use it at all persons: Je suis 
célèbre, Tu es célèbre, Il/elle est célèbre, Nous sommes célèbres, Vous êtes célèbres, Ils/elles 
sont célèbres. 

avoir du succès ("t o have  success," "t o be  popular") 
 This a very similar expression to the previous one because it means "to be successful" in 
general. For example, you can be successful in your favorite sport, not only as a movie star. 
Also, you could say Il a beaucoup de succès auprès des filles to talk about "an attractive man 
who is is very popular among women." This phrase uses with the verb avoir, so you can say 
J'ai du succès, tu as du succès, etc. 

trouver ("t o find," "t o discover," "t o figure  out ") 
 This is a convenient verb when you want to say you've found something or also when you 
have succeeded in doing something. For example, when you have found a solution, you 
might say J'ai trouvé! or "I found this letter in your mailbox." 

Je donne ma langue au chat ("I don't  know, I give  up")  
 This is a typical French expression that you can use to say that you don't know at all and 
that you are fed up with looking for the answer. We would literally translate Je donne ma 
langue au chat in English as "I give my tongue to the cat!" 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is t he  Const ruct ion of Negat ive  Sent ences Using t he  
Verbs Être and Avoir at  t he  Present  Tense. 
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 Je ne suis pas une femme. 
 "I am not  a woman." 
 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to form negative sentences in order to say Je ne suis pas or 
Je n'ai pas, which respectively mean "I'm not" and "I don't have": 

• Es-tu une femme? Non, je ne suis pas une femme (use of the verb être at the negative 
form, first person singular, present tense).

• As-tu de l'argent? Non, je n'ai pas d'argent (use of the verb avoir at the negative form, 
first person singular, present tense).

Expressing That  "You Are  Not ": The  Negat ive  Form Is Je Ne Suis Pas 
 
 

To express that "you are not," you have to use this pattern: 
 Negat ion word ne or  n' + t he  verb être at  t he  present  t ense  + t he  negat ion word 
pas. 
 After the negative form of the verb être at the present, you can use different kinds of words, 
such as: 

-  a noun 

For  Example: 

1. Ce n'est pas une blague. 
 "It's not a joke."

-  an adject ive  

For  Example: 

1. Il n'est pas beau. 
 "He is not good looking."

2. La maison n'est pas confortable. 
 "The house is not comfortable."

-  a place  or  t ime  complement  

For  Example: 
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1. Cécile n'est pas là. 
 "Cecile is not here."

2. La Saint-Valentin ce n'est pas aujourd'hui. 
 "Today is not St. Valentine's Day."

-  an adverb 

For  Example: 

1. Tu n'es pas encore prêt! 
 "You are not ready yet!"

The pattern is the same for every person. 

For  Example: 

1. Es-tu content? Non, je ne suis pas content. 
 "Are you happy? No, I'm not happy."

2. Est-ce une de tes amies ? Non, ce n'est pas mon amie. 
 "Is she a friend of yours? No, she is not a friend of mine."

3. Sommes-nous déjà* tous là ? Non nous ne sommes pas encore tous là. 
 "Are we already all here? No, we are not all here yet."

4. Sommes-nous toujours sur l'autoroute? Non vous n'êtes plus* sur l'autoroute. 
 "Are we still on the highway? No, you are not on the highway anymore."

5. Sont-ils disponibles? Non, ils ne sont pas disponibles en ce moment. 
 "Are they available? No, they are not available at the moment."

* Please note that the word déjà is an adverb that means "already." 
 * Please note that here, the word encore is an adverb that means "yet." 
 * Please note that here, the word plus is also a negative word that means "not anymore." 
   

Expressing That  "You Don't  Have": The  Negat ive  Form Is Je N'ai Pas 
 

To express that "you don't have," you have to use this pattern: 
 Negat ion word ne or  n' + avoir verb at  t he  present  t ense  + t he  negat ion word pas. 
 After the negative avoir form at the present tense, you can also use different types of words, 
such as nouns, some adjectives, and adverbs. 
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This pattern works for every person. 

For  Example:  

1. As-tu du temps là ? Non, je n'ai pas de temps, désolé. 
 "Do you have time now? No, I don't have time, sorry."

2. A-t-il une autre clef ? Non, il n'a pas d'autre clef. 
 "Does he have another key? No, he doesn't have another one."

3. Avez-vous froid ? Non nous n'avons pas froid. 
 "Do we have some water here? No, we don't have water here."

4. Avons-nous le droit de tourner ici? Non vous n'avez pas le droit de tourner.  
 "Do we have the right to turn here? No, you don't have the right to turn here."

5. Ont-ils des animaux de compagnie chez eux? Non, ils n'ont pas d'animaux de 
compagnie chez eux. 
 "Do they have pets at home? No, they don't have pets at home."

* Note concerning the negation words n' and ne: Remember, you have to use ne if the 
following verb starts with a consonant, as in Ils ne sont pas amis. Here, the verb starts with an 
-s (sont), so we have to use ne. Use the n' if the verb after starts with a vowel, as in Je n'ai pas 
de temps. Here, the verb starts with an -a (ai), so we have to use n'. 
  Some other negative form examples: 

Negat ive  Form of t he  Verb Être in t he  Present  Tense

French "English"

Je ne suis pas à l'heure. "I'm not on time."

Tu n'es pas très galant ! "You are not very gallant!"

Vous n'êtes pas joignable. (formal) "You are not available."

Negat ive  Form of t he  Verb Avoir in t he  Present  Tense

French "English"

Elle n'a pas encore de voiture. "She doesn't have a car."

Je n'ai aucun souvenir d'enfance. "I don't have any childhood memories."

Tu as une maison moderne (informal). "You have a modern house."
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Vous avez une maison moderne (formal). "You have a modern house."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Teenagers' Groups in France
 

In France, it's hard to talk about teenagers in general as there a real divide between teen 
groups. Depending on the music they're listening to and the fashion style they have adopted, 
they can be very different. Also, these groups are changing a lot according to fashion trends 
that are also changing frequently. 

For example, some years ago, you had the "Tecktonik" group, which has been really famous 
in France but only for six months! These guys were between thirteen and eighteen, and it was 
easy to recognize them because they were wearing very colorful clothes, even fluorescent 
ones. They only listened to electronic or techno music and created a very special dance that 
they even danced in streets. 

Today, another group called "Emo" is quite popular among young French people. These 
teens are entirely dressed in black with some touches of pink. They have dyed hair and are 
always overly made-up with black eye shadow. They listen to some romantic rock but also to 
electronic music. Even if their philosophy is a pacifist one, their look often scares people! 

Both boys and girls have adopted this look, and now, especially in Paris, Emo members get 
together every weekend in some specific districts. 

Surely, a new trend will soon create another group in France! 
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FRENCH

1. Sylvie: C'est votre fille sur cette photo?

2. Marie: Oui, elle est belle n'est-ce pas?

3. Sylvie: Oui elle est grande et mince. Que fait-elle dans la vie?

4. Marie: Elle est dans les affaires et elle va bientôt se marier.

5. Sylvie: Ah oui? Et comment est son futur mari?

6. Marie: Ne m’en parlez pas ! Il est assez gros, plutôt petit et au chômage, 
mais que voulez-vous, elle l'aime tellement!

ENGLISH

1. Sylvie: Is that your daughter in this picture?

2. Marie: Yes, isn't she pretty?

3. Sylvie: Yes! She is tall and thin. What is she doing?

4. Marie: She is a businesswoman, and she will get married soon.

5. Sylvie: Really? And how is her future husband?

6. Marie: Oh, please don't mention him! He is fat, small, and 
unemployed...but what can you do? She is so in love with him!

VOCABULARY
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French English Class Gender

Être dans les affaires
to be a business-man 

or woman verb

un mari a husband noun masculine

belle beautiful adjective feminine

Ne m’en parlez pas!
Don’t even mention 

it! expression

grand(e) big, large, tall adjective

Être au chômage to be unemployed verb

n'est-ce pas?
Isn't it? / Don't you 

think? expression

gros fat (for man) adjective

mince thin adjective

Tu ne trouves pas? 
Don’t you think? 

(informal) expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Je crois qu'il travaille dans les affaires.
 

"I think he is a business man."

Mon mari s'appelle Marc.
 

"My husband's name is Marc."

Cette région est belle.
 

"This region is beautiful."

Ne m'en parlez pas!
 

"Don't even mention it!"

Il est grand.
 

"He's tall."

J'ai une grande maison.
 

"I have a big house."

J'ai des grands pieds.
 

"I have big feet."

Je suis au chômage depuis 3 mois.
 

"I have been unemployed for 3 
months."
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C'est très bon, n'est-ce pas?
 

"It's delicious, isn't it?"

Tu manges trop, tu vas être gros!
 

"You eat too much, you're going to 
be fat!"

Qu'est ce que tu es mince!
 

"You are so thin!"

Elle est belle, tu ne trouves pas?
 

"She's beautiful, don't you think?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

N'est-ce pas? ("Don't you think?") 
 This is a ready-made expression that we use to ask for confirmation of what we've just said. 
For example, in the sentence Elle est belle n'est-ce pas?, Marie is making sure her daughter is 
beautiful by asking Sylvie "Isn't she?" meaning "Don't you think it's true?" 
 Contrary to English, you don't have to make this expression agree with the subject of the 
sentence as in "Isn't she?" (referring to "she"). In French, no matter what the subject is, you just 
have to add N'est-ce pas? at the end of your sentence. 

Another example is Ce paysage est vraiment magnifique, n'est-ce pas? ("This landscape is 
really wonderful, isn't it?"). Here, N'est-ce pas is a translation of "Don't you think?" 
 
 Ne m'en parle pas! ("Don't even mention it!") 
 We always use this expression when we want to show we don't want to talk about something 
or someone. Here, Ne m'en parlez pas has a general meaning, as in "Don't talk about it, 
please!" 

In the dialogue, Sylvie is asking Marie about her daughter's future husband, and she seems 
not to like him. She says Ne m'en parlez pas! which literally means "Don't mention this subject!" 
In this case, Marie and Sylvie are friends, so they use formal French (second person plural) 
because they are quite sophisticated women. But you can also use this expression in informal 
French, as in Ne m'en parle pas! (second person singular). 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is How to Describe People or Things with the Verb Être ("to Be") + 
Adjectives. 
 Elle est belle. 
"She is pretty."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to describe someone or something properly by making the 
adjective agree with the word it is qualifying, as in Elle est grande, which means "She is tall." 
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The big difference here is that in French, we have to make the adjective agree with the word 
it's qualifying (in gender and number). To properly make this agreement, you always have to 
ask yourself which word the adjective is qualifying. 

For Example: 

1. Elle est grande et mince. 
 "She is tall and thin." 
 -> Here, you have to ask yourself who is grande and mince? The answer is elle, so you 
have to put the adjectives in the feminine singular form.

2. Il est assez gros, plutôt petit. 
 "He is quite fat and small." 
 -> Here, you have to ask yourself who is gros and petit? The answer is il, so you have 
to put the adjectives in the masculine singular form.

Describing Someone or Something with Adjectives
 

To easily describe someone or something in French, you can use the verb être and add an 
adjective just after it: 

Verb être + adjective. 

1. For people: Elle est grande ("She is tall") or Il est gros ("He is fat.").

2. For things or places: Ce paysage est magnifique ("This landscape is wonderful.").

Here, the structure is really simple: être + adjective. 

The pattern is the same for every person and also at the negative form. 

For Example:  

1. Sont-ils gentils avec leurs parents? Oui, ils sont gentils avec eux. 
 "Are they kind to their parents? Yes, they are kind to them."

2. La bouteille est-elle pleine? Non elle n'est pas pleine. 
 "Is the bottle full? No, it's not full."

Agreement of an Adjective with the Subject
 

In the case of simple sentences such as "subject + verb être + adjective," the basic rule in 
French is to make the adjective agree with the subject of the sentence. 
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Contrary to English, which doesn't require this agreement, in French you have to be careful of 
the gender and number of the subject. 

As an example, if the subject is masculine and singular, the adjective will be in a masculine/
singular form. 

For Example:  

1. Il est grand. 
 "He is tall."

The same sentence with a masculine plural subject: 

For Example: 

1. Ils sont grands.  
 "They are tall."

Even if you don't hear it, there is an -s. You have to add this -s to the adjective to make it 
masculine and plural. 

The same sentence with a feminine singular subject: 

For Example: 

1. Elle est grande. 
 "She is tall."

Here, you have to add an -e to the adjective to make it feminine and singular. 

The same sentence with a feminine plural subject: 

For Example: 

1. Elles est grandes. 
 "They are tall." 

Here, you have to add an -es to the adjective to make it feminine and plural. 

Here are some other examples. 

For Example: 
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1. Je suis courageux. (a man speaking)/Je suis courageuse. (a woman speaking) 
 "I'm brave."

2. Nous sommes courageux.* (men speaking) 
 "We are brave."

3. Nous sommes courageuses. (women speaking) You have to add an -e to make it 
feminine and switch the -x to -s to make it plural. 
 "We are brave."

*Please note that the adjective courageux keeps the same ending at the masculine plural form. 

For Example: 

1. Ce projet est compliqué. (masculine/singular subject) 
 "This project is complicated."

2. Cette mission est compliquée. (feminine/singular subject) You have to add an -e to 
make it feminine. 
 "This mission is complicated."

3. Les garcons sont compliqués. (masculine/plural subject) You have to add an -s to 
make it plural. 
 "Boys are complicated."

4. Les filles sont compliquées. (feminine/plural subject) You have to add an -es to make 
it feminine/plural. 
 "Girls are complicated."

Here, the general rule concerning adjective agreement with the subject is: 
 - To add an -e to an adjective to make it feminine. 
 - To add an -s to an adjective to make it plural. 

But be careful! Many French adjectives don't follow this rule. Please find below some other 
cases: 

- Many adjectives already have an -e even at the masculine form, so that their form is the same 
for both masculine and feminine. 

For Example: 

1. Il est rapide. 
 "He is quick."
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2. Elle est rapide. 
 "She is quick."

- Many adjectives end with an -x. In this case, drop the -x at the feminine form and replace it 
with se. 

For Example: 

1. Il est ambitieux. 
 "He is ambitious."

2. Elle est ambitieuse. 
 "She is ambitious."

- For some adjectives, you have to double the last consonant + add an -e to make it feminine. 
(This is the case for most adjectives with an -el or -n ending.) 

For Example: 

1. Il est breton. 
 "He is from Britain."

2. Elle est bretonne. 
 "She is from Britain."

3. C'est réel problème. 
 "It's a real problem."

4. C'est une situation réelle. 
 "It's a real situation."

For Example: 

French "English"

Ce bus est noir. "This bus is black."

Cette robe est noire. "This is a black dress."

Ce plat est très bon. "This dish is really tasty."

Cette recette est très bonne. "This recipe is very nice."
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C'est un gros chat ! "This is a big cat!"

Cette voiture est vraiment grosse ! "This car is really huge!"

Cet homme est très beau. "This man is really attractive."

Cette femme est très belle. "This woman is very attractive."

Switch from singular to plural: 

French "English"

Cet outil est vraiment pratique. "This tool is really convenient."

Ces outils sont vraiment pratiques. "These tools are really convenient."

Sa personnalité est étrange. "Her personality is quite strange."

Leurs personnalités sont étranges. "Their personalities are quite strange."

Ce bar est très conviviale. "This bar has a really friendly atmosphere."

Ce sont des bars sont très conviviaux. "These bars have a really friendly 
atmosphere."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Ending a Marriage in France 
 

France is a country where divorces have become very common, as almost 45%* of marriages 
end in a divorce. This is one of the highest levels recorded in Europe. French mentalities 
have changed quickly, as the figure was only of 30% in 1985 and even only 10% in 1970! 

Nowadays, les familles reconstituées ("reconstituted families") have never been so numerous, 
as 7.7% of French families are in this situation. Very often (three times out of four), it is the 
woman who wants to get divorced. And most divorces happen within "young" couples who 
have spent less than three years together. 

Young people are also more likely to get divorced than old couples, and this is mainly due a 
deep change in mentalities: now, French couples know it's quite easy to get divorced, and 
above all that it's not considered as a "crime" anymore, especially for women. 
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Today, many single women are raising their children alone or decide to "share" them once a 
week with their father. This has become a really popular system in France. 

A funny thing is that some serious studies show that divorces are more popular in some job 
categories than others. It seems, for example, that French engineers have less risk of divorce 
than artists or barmaids! 

* These figures are for 2010. 
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FRENCH

1. Sales assistant: Bonjour madame, quel style de voiture voulez-vous acheter?

2. Marie-Louise: Je voudrais une petite voiture, vous voyez… Une voiture pratique 
pour la ville. Mais attention, il me faut cinq places à l'intérieur.

3. Sales assistant: Et en ce qui concerne la couleur?

4. Marie-Louise: Une voiture rouge serait parfaite!

5. Sales assistant: Je viens de recevoir un modèle d'occasion qui pourrait vous plaire!

6. Marie-Louise: Mais enfin ! Je n'achète que du neuf!

ENGLISH

1. Sales assistant: Good morning, Madam, what kind of car are you looking for?

2. Marie-Louise: I would like a small car, you see…a convenient car to go downtown. 
But of course, I would need five seats inside.

3. Sales assistant: And what about the color?

4. Marie-Louise: A red car would be the best!

5. Sales assistant: I just received a secondhand car that you may like!

6. Marie-Louise: For heaven's sake! I only buy if it's new!

VOCABULARY
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French English Class Gender

Mais enfin! For heaven's sake! expression

aimer to like verb

acheter to buy verb

pratique convenient adjective

plaire to like, to enjoy verb

d'occasion second-hand noun

voiture car noun feminine

en ce qui concerne
concerning, 
regarding expression

désirer to want, to desire for verb

place seat, place noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Mais enfin! Pour qui il se prend?
 

"For heaven's sake! Who does he 
think he is?"

J'aimerais une bière, s'il vous plaît.
 

"I would like a beer, please."

Elle aime discuter au bistrot.
 

"She likes to chat at the bistro."

Il a acheté une maison.
 

"He bought a house."

Ce n'est pas très pratique.
 

"It's not really convenient."

J'ai acheté cette jupe en ligne. Elle te plaît?
 

"I bought this skirt online. Do you 
like it?"

J'aime acheter d'occasion.
 

"I love to buy second-hand things."

Arrête la voiture!
 

"Stop the car!"
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A défaut du train, je prends la voiture.
 

"Instead of the train, I am taking the 
car.

En ce qui concerne ton futur achat? Qu'as-
tu decidé?

 
"Concerning you next purchase, 
have you made your decision?"

Vous désirez?
 

"What do you want?"/"What would 
you like?"

Je désire aller à Bordeaux le week-end 
prochain.

 
"I'd like to go to Bordeaux next 
weekend."

Tu peux me reserver ma place à table?
 

"Can you reserve a seat at the table?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

en ce qui concerne ("concerning...," "regarding...") 
 This is a polite, ready-made expression that we use to introduce the topic of the conversation 
or a question. Here, for example, the sales assistant wants to know which color her customer is 
interested in. Instead of saying Et la couleur? which would be quite rude, he is using the polite 
pattern En ce qui concerne la couleur? This way, the customer understands that he's talking 
about the choice of the car color. 

You can translate this pattern by "Concerning the color?" which implies you want the person to 
choose one. 

People often use this kind of introduction in formal situations, such as a sale or when the waiter 
asks you what you want to order, as in En ce qui concerne les boissons? ("And what about 
drinks?") However, you won't hear it everywhere: only in classy places. 
 A more casual and intermediate expression with the same meaning would be Et pour les 
boissons? which we can translate as "And what about drinks?" 
 
 plaire ("to like," "to enjoy") 
 This verb is quite difficult to translate exactly in English. It's very close to "to like," but in some 
cases, it is also similar to the verb "to want," as in Quel modèle vous plairait? which literally 
means "Which model would you like?" 

In any case, we use the verb plaire to talk about what you like, about what you would like to 
have, and about your preferences. 

For Example: 
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1. Celui-ci me plait beaucoup. 
 "I like this one very much."

Here some other examples at different persons: 

For Example: 

1. La danse me plait énormément. 
 "I love to dance."

2. Ca te plairait d'aller à la piscine? 
 "Would you like to go to the swimming pool?"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is to Properly Place the Adjective and the Noun in a Simple 
Descriptive Sentence (Noun + Adjective Sentence). 
 Une petite voiture. 
 "A small car." 
 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to correctly place an adjective in a simple sentence. Contrary 
to English, the adjective in French does not always come before the name: in many cases, the 
adjective appears after. We will learn how to know the proper position. 

Types of Adjectives You Generally Put before the Noun
 

When do we have to put the adjective before the noun? (General rule) 

1. When the adjective is qualifying a proper name:

For Example: 

1. Le célèbre Docteur Labbé 
 "the famous Dr. Labbé"

1. When we use an adjective to describe something or someone (good or bad) and it's 
a short adjective:
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For Example: 

1. un mauvais garcon 
 "a nasty boy"

2. une belle femme 
 "a beautiful woman"

3. une bonne recette 
 "a good recipe"

1. When an adjective is in a "nominal group" (in a locked group of words):

For Example: 

1. ma belle-mère

2. "my mother-in-law"

3. les jeunes mariés

4. "newlyweds"

1. When the adjective is very commonly used and is a short one (you have to know 
them!):

For Example: 

1. un bon livre 
 "an interesting book"

2. un gros sac 
 "a big bag"

3. un petit souci

4. "a small problem"

1. When it's a numeral acting as an adjective:
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For Example: 

1. la première heure de la journée 
 "the first hour of the day"

2. le dernier verre 
 "the last drink"

3. le quatrième étage 
 "the fourth floor"

Types of Adjectives You Generally Put after the Noun
 

When do we have to put the adjective after the noun? (General rule) 

1. When we use the adjective to classify or to describe something:

For Example: 

If it's a nationality/region description: 

For Example: 

1. un enfant brésilien 
 "a Brazilian child"

If it's a color description: 

For Example: 

1. un chat noir 
 "a black cat"

If it's a taste description (objective, not a personal opinion): 

For Example: 

1. une eau pétillante 
 "a sparkling water"

If it's an appearance description (it looks like): 
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For Example: 

1. un homme triste 
 "a sad man"

If it's a style description or a categorization: 

For Example: 

1. de l'art contemporain

2. "contemporary art"

1. When the adjective is paired with a complement:

For Example: 

1. une langue difficile à parler

2. "a difficult language to speak"

1. When the adjective has three or more syllables:

For Example: 

1. un voyage extraordinaire  
 "an extraordinary trip"

2. un garçon paresseux 
 "a lazy boy"

1. When the adjective is paired with an adverb of several syllables, as in:

For Example: 

1. une fille vraiment folle

2. "a totally crazy girl"
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1. When we use a past participle as an adjective, as in:

For Example: 

1. cette chemise repassée

2. "this ironed shirt"

1. When the adjective is giving information related to time:

For Example: 

1. Je viendrai le mois prochain. 
 "I will come next month."

2. La chanson suivante est super. 
 "The next song is great."

Sample Sentences
 

Adjectives Placed before the Noun 

French "English"

une bonne soirée (bad/good appreciation 
adjectives)

"a good night"

la grande Sophie (proper name) "the big Sophie"

Les nouveau-nés sont si mignons (nominal 
group)

"Newborn babies are so cute."

Un gros problème (usual adjective) "a big problem"

C'est la première fois que je vois ça! 
(numeral information)

"It's the first time I've seen that!"

 Adjectives Placed after the Noun 

French "English"
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J'ai beaucoup d'amis 
australiens. (nationality)

"I have many Australian friends."

un cheval blanc (color) "a white horse"

un plat salé (taste) "a salted dish"

un homme sage 
(appearance)

"a wise man"

un fromage facile à découper (complement) "a cheese easy to cut up"

un bâtiment futuriste (categorization) "a futuristic building"

un message important (≥ three syllables) "an important message"

un film complètement idiot (adverb of ≥ three syllables) "a totally stupid movie"

n homme pressé (past participle) "a man in a hurry"

Je n'étais pas disponible la semaine dernière. (time-related 
adjective)

"I was not available last 
week."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Secondhand Market in France 
 
 

Reinforced by the recent economic crisis, more and more French families are now buying 
their goods on the secondhand market. On the Internet with eBay, in specialized stores, and in 
flea markets, some French people are totally addicted to this new, trendy way of consuming. 

It's true that you can easily find all kinds of half-price products on this market, from household 
electrical appliances to fashionable clothes. And this doesn't only apply to housewives in 
need; even French students often have recourse to this technique to make some pocket 
money. They sell their old video games and schoolbooks in stores like Gibert Jeune, which 
specializes in the secondhand market for cultural goods. Located in Paris, more precisely in 
the "Latin district," where many universities are established (the most famous one is the 
Sorbonne), Gibert Jeune has become a true institution. On weekends, you can see a big 
queue in front of the buyback cashiers. This system allows students to pay for their new books 
without losing money. 

More than a strategy to save money, the secondhand market is also in perfect agreement with 
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the current "green attitude" and recycling trend, which are now very strong in France too. 
You can now recycle almost everything from your grandma's clothes to your old cell phones! 
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FRENCH

1. Vanessa: Salut Tristan, ça va? Où peut-on se retrouver ce soir?

2. Tristan: On se retrouve devant la Pyramide du Louvre, qu'en penses-tu?

3. Vanessa: Parfait! Quelle heure t'arrangerait? Dis-moi!

4. Tristan: On dit 8h?

5. Vanessa: Très bien, et tu viendras comment?

6. Tristan : Je prendrai le métro comme toujours!

7. Vanessa : Ok, à ce soir alors!

ENGLISH

1. Vanessa: Hi, Tristan, how are you? Where should we meet tonight?

2. Tristan: We can meet in front of the Louvre Pyramid; what do you think?

3. Vanessa: Perfect! What time is better for you? Let me know!

4. Tristan: We could say eight o'clock?

5. Vanessa: Great, and how will you get there?

6. Tristan : I'm taking the subway, as usual!

7. Vanessa : Okay, see you then!

VOCABULARY
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French English Class Gender

Dis-moi!
Let me know!/Tell 

me! expression

très bien very well phrase

en face de opposite expression

On dit Let's say... expression

comment how adverb

Quelle heure? What time? expression

Où ? Where? question

arranger to suit verb

devant in front of preposition

métro subway noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Miroir , beau miroir , dis-moi que je 
suis la plus belle.

 
"Mirror, beautiful mirror, tell me that 
I am the most beautiful."

Dis-moi si t u peux!
 

"Let me know if you can!"

Dis-moi à quelle heure elle sort  ce 
soir .

 
"Let me know at what time she is 
going out tonight."

La clinique est  t rès bien et  est  
réput ée.

 
"The clinic is very good and has a 
good reputation."

La st at ion de bus, c'est  en face de la 
gare.

 
"The bus station, it 's in front of the 
train station."

En face de chez  moi, il y a un parc.
 

"In front of my house, there is a 
park."
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On dit  demain à 5h?
 

"Let's say tomorrow at f ive 
o'clock?"

Comment  ça va ?
 

"How are you?"

Comment  ils vont  ?
 

"How are they?"

Dis-moi à quelle heure elle sort  ce 
soir .

 
"Let me know at what time she is 
going out tonight."

Rencont rons-nous devant  l'office du 
t our isme.

 
"Let's meet in front of the tourist 
information."

Je suis devant  le bar .
 

"I am in front of the bar."

Le mét ro fonct ionne jusqu'à deux 
heures du mat in en fin de semaine.

 
"The subway runs until two A.M. on 
the weekend."

Le mét ro est  en ret ard.
 

"The subway is late."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

arranger ("t o suit "/"t o be  bet t er  for  you") 
 The verb arranger is the one to use for asking what is the best solution for another person: for 
example, when planning an appointment with the other person in your schedule. For 
instance, you can ask your friend Qu'est-ce qui t'arrange le plus? We can translate this as 
"What would be the best for you?" which implies that you are asking for the most suitable for 
him.

Here is a concrete example. You want to meet an old friend, but you don't know what is the 
better place: at his home or at yours? To find out, you can ask him Qu'est-ce qui t'arrange le 
plus? meaning "What would be the best for you?" This is a polite and convenient way to 
make somebody choose.

You can also ask Quelle heure t'arrange le plus? which means "What hour is the best for 
you?" Then your friend can answer A 6h ça m'arrangerait, which means "six o'clock would be 
perfect for me."

Another well-known sentence with this word is Ca ne m'arrange pas, which literally means 
"This is not the best option for me."
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Also, there is Tu dis ça parce que ça t'arrange! is "You say that because it suits you!"

On dit ("Let 's say") 
 The expression On dit is really convenient for setting an appointment with someone. 
 For example, you can ask On dit devant l'Opéra à 9h? which is "Let's say in front of the opera 
at nine o'clock?" 
 
 However, this is a quite informal way to set an appointment; it is more suitable for friends 
than for business meetings. We can also use on dit in an affirmative sentence, as in D'accord, 
on dit demain à 20h, which means "Okay, let's say tomorrow at eight P.M."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is How t o Set  an Appoint ment  wit h Friends, Telling 
Them t he  Place, t he  Hour, and t he  Transport at ion Using Int errogat ive  Words Such 
As Où?, Quand?, and Comment? ("Where?" "When?" "How?") 
 Où peut-on se retrouver ce soir? 
"Where  should we  meet  t onight ?"
 

After this lesson, you will be able to set an informal appointment by asking your friends where 
and when they want to meet and also how they can come to the meeting point. To do so, 
you will have to learn how to correctly use these basic interrogative words.

Où ? Used t o Ask about  Places
 

Où is an interrogative adverb. Its main use is to talk about places. It is the equivalent of 
"Where?"

You can use the word où in many different sentences (see below) to ask about a meeting 
point.

For  Example: 

1. Où peut-on se retrouver?  
 "Where can we meet?"

2. Où peut-on se donner rendez-vous ? 
 "Where can we meet?"

3. Où est le rendez-vous ? 
 "Where is the meeting point?"

4. Où peut-on se voir ? 
 "Where can I meet you?"
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Each sentence above has the same meaning but does not have the same formulation; some 
of them use the verb retrouver, whereas others use the expression rendez-vous.

In every case, however, we have to place the interrogative word où at the beginning to make 
a correct sentence (we'll see that it's the same rule for every interrogative word).

How to answer "where" questions? Here's an example. Imagine you want to meet the person 
at the Villette. Here are some different expressions to suggest it informally.

For  Example: 
 

1. On dit à la Villette? 
 "Let's say at the Villette?"

2. Que penses-tu de la Villette? 
 "What about the Villette?"

3. Ca te dirait de se retrouver à la Villette ? 
 "Would you be up to meet at the Villette?"

4. La Villette, c'est bien non? 
 "What about the Villette, it's cool, no?"

Or if you don't want to choose, use Où tu veux = "It's up to you (informal)."

Here is also a quick point on useful expressions you can use to ask about a meeting place: 
 Se retrouver* = "to meet (each other)" 
 Se voir* = "to see each other" 
 Se donner rendez-vous = "to set a meeting point" (literally, "to give an appointment")

Quelle heure? / Quand? Used t o Ask about  a Dat e, a Day, or  an Hour  
 

Quand is an interrogative adverb. Its main use is to talk about time. It is the equivalent of 
"When?" A quelle heure is composed of the interrogative adverb quelle, which means "what" 
or "which," and the noun heure, which means "hour." This is the expression for "What time?"

You can use Quand or A quelle heure in many different sentences (see below) to ask about a 
meeting date. You can see that the sentences' structures are the same as ones seen before; 
we just replaced the interrogative adverb with quand or a quelle heure.

For  Example:

1. Quelle heure t'arrangerait? 
 "What time would be better for you?"
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2. Quand peut-on se retrouver? 
 "When can we meet?"

3. Quand peut-on se donner rendez-vous? 
 "When can we meet?"

4. A quelle heure est le rendez-vous? 
 "What time is the meeting point?"

5. A quelle heure peut-on se voir? 
 "What time can I meet you?"

How to answer "when" questions? For example, imagine you want to meet the person at 
eight o'clock. Here are some different expressions to suggest it informally.

For  Example:

1. On dit 8h? 
 "Let's say at eight o'clock?"

2. Ca t'irait 8h? 
 "Eight o'clock would be okay for you?"

3. On pourrait se retrouver à 8h? 
 "We could meet at eight o'clock?"

4. Que penses-tu de 8h? 
 "What about eight o'clock?"

Or if you don't want to choose, you can use Quand tu veux = "It's up to you."

Comment? Quel est le moyen? Used t o Ask about  t he  It inerary and Transport at ion 
 

Comment is an interrogative adverb. Its main use is to talk about means; it is the equivalent 
of "How?"

Quel moyen? is composed of the interrogative adverb quel (as in quelle heure?) and the noun 
moyen, which we translate as "means" or "way." Literally, it means "What is the means?"

You can use the words comment and quel moyen in many different sentences (see below). We 
use these expressions to ask about the means or the best way to get to the meeting point.

You can see that the sentences' structures are the same as the ones you've seen before; we 
just replaced the interrogative adverb with comment or quel est le moyen.
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For  Example: 

1. Comment viens-tu/Tu viendras comment?  
 "How do/will you get there?"

2. Comment faire pour venir? 
 "How can I get there?"

3. Comment peut-on se retrouver facilement? 
 "How can we meet easily?"

4. Quel est le moyen le plus simple pour venir? 
 "What is the best way to get there?"

How to answer "how" questions? Imagine you want to go somewhere by subway. Here are 
some different expressions to suggest it informally.

For  Example:

1. Et si on y allait en métro? 
 "And what about going there by subway?"

2. On pourrait y aller en métro non? 
 "We could go there by subway, no?"

3. Le métro ça serait pratique pour y aller je pense. 
 "The subway would be convenient to go there, I think."

Or if you don't want to choose, use Comme tu veux, which means "It's up to you (informal)." 
 
 Sample  Sent ences
 

Où

French "English"

Où va t-on ce soir ? "Where do we go tonight?"

Où aimerais-tu aller ? "Where would you like to go?"

Où peut-on aller pour s'amuser ? "Where can we go to have fun?"

Où peut-on aller pour être au calme ? "Where can we find a quiet place?"
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Où pourrions-nous aller pour réviser nos 
devoirs ?

"Where could we go to revise our exams?"

Quand ?/A quelle heure ?

French "English"

Quand pourras-tu sortir cette semaine ? "When will you be able to go out this 
week?"

A quelle heure viendras-tu à la soirée ? "What time will you come to the party?"

Quand fais-tu ta soirée ? "When do you organize/do a party?"

A partir de quand peut-on venir ? "At what time can we come?"

La soirée dure jusqu'à quelle heure ? "How much longer does the party last?"

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comment ? / Par quel moyen ?

French "English"

Comment vas-tu rentrer chez toi ? "How will you go back home?"

Comment fais-tu pour y aller ? "What do you do to get there?"

Comment faire pour être à l'heure ? "What can I do to be on time?"
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Quel est le moyen le plus rapide pour y 
aller ?

"What is the fastest way to get there?"

Quel moyen de transport me conseilles-tu ? "What transportation do you advise me to 
take?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Louvre  Pyramid  
 
 

The Louvre Pyramid is a work piece building, ordered by the French President François 
Mitterrand in 1983 and finally opened in 1989. It is located within the Louvre Museum's 
courtyard in Paris.

This construction is a modern version of antique Egyptian pyramids, mainly composed of 
glass and metal. Its futuristic architecture has been a controversial topic for decades and 
even now, many Parisians criticize this building that they consider too different from the rest 
of the Louvre Museum.

We can't deny that this work is really different from the classic style of the museum, but the 
Pyramid has succeeded in becoming a part of this space. Nowadays, the Pyramid is a 
cultural and also a commercial place: many exhibitions are organized each year within its 
basement, which is called the Carrousel du Louvre. Many trendy stores have also opened, 
some related to art and others completely different, such as a big Apple Store that also 
opened recently!
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FRENCH

1. Karine: Alors comme ça, tu es originaire du sud de la France?

2. Marcel: Oui je suis né à Marseille mais je vais bientôt déménager...

3. Karine: Ah oui, et tu vas où?

4. Marcel: Devine quoi ! Je suis muté dans le Nord!

5. Karine : Mon pauvre, ça va te changer! Et quand déménages-tu ?

6. Marcel: Dans deux jours !

ENGLISH

1. Karine: So, do you come from the south of France?

2. Marcel: Yes, I was born in Marseille, but I will soon move to a new place…

3. Karine: Really? And where are you going now?

4. Marcel: Guess what! I have been transferred to the north!

5. Karine: Oh my dear! It will be a big change! And when are you moving?

6. Marcel: Within two days!

VOCABULARY

French English Class

originaire de come from phrase
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être muté
to be transferred (for 
professional reasons) verb

à in preposition

je suis I am phrase

né born verb

habiter to reside, to live verb

Devine quoi! Guess what?! expression

déménager
to move (to another living 

place) verb

dans in preposition

Mon pauvre! Oh my dear! expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Tu es originaire d’où ?
 

“Where do you come from?”

Elle a été mutée au bureau de  St-Etienne.
 

“She has been transferred to St-
Etienne’s office.”

J'habite à Paris.
 

"I live in Paris."

Je suis à la maison.
 

"I'm at home."

Excusez-moi, je suis maladroite.
 

"Excuse me, I'm clumsy."

Je suis né en juin.
 

"I was born in June."

J'habite seul.
 

"I live by myself."

En 2000, Alice habitait dans un 
appartement.

 
"In 2000, Alice lived in an apartment."

Devine quoi ! Je suis muté à Paris!
 

“Guess what? I have been 
transferred to Paris!”

Je déménage demain, tu viens m’aider?
 

“I’m moving tomorrow, could you 
come help me?”
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J'ai décidé de déménager.
 

"I decided to move."

Papa est dans la cuisine.
 

"Dad is in the kitchen."

Nous sommes dans la ville de Mexico.
 

"We are in Mexico City."

Mon pauvre, tu n’as pas de chance!
 

“Oh my dear! You are so unlucky!”

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

être originaire de/être né à 
 We would literally translate the expression être originaire de as "to have its origins in." You 
always have to put the location name after this expression (country, region, city), as in Je suis 
originaire de Marseille, which means "I'm coming from Marseille." You can also understand it 
as "My native city is Marseille." Indeed, originaire implies that your roots are in this area, either 
because you were born there or because you have always lived there. 

To be even more specific about your birthplace, you will use the expression Je suis né à, 
which literally means "I was born in." Here, you can't have doubt on the native place; if you say 
Je suis né à Paris, it means that you "were born in Paris." 

Déménager/Être muté ("to move"/"to be transferred") 
 The verb déménager is the one you can use when you settle into a new place to live 
(apartment, city, etc.) It is the translation for "to leave for" or "to move to." This is a general verb 
you can use when you are leaving (not only for work reasons but also for personal reasons). 

For example, you can say Je déménage à Lyon, which means "I move to Lyon." A friend of 
yours could also ask Tu déménages quand? which means "When are you moving?" 
 The expression être muté has a similar meaning, but the exact meaning is "to be transferred." 
As in déménager, you use this expression when you are going to leave for another place. The 
big difference is that the expression être muté always implies it's for professional reasons and 
that you don't really have the choice, as your company is sending you to another place for 
business reasons. So, for example, you can say J'ai été muté en France, which means "I have 
been transferred to France (for work)." In France, it's mostly civil servants or government 
employees who are mutés. 

Here is the conjugation table for the verb déménager: 
 Je déménage 
 Tu déménages 
 Il/Elle/On déménage 
 Nous déménageons 
 Vous déménagez 
 Ils/Elles déménagent 

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of This Lesson Is How to Make Correct Interrogative Sentences with the Adverbs 
Où ("Where") and Quand ("When?").  
 Quand déménages-tu ? 
"When are you moving?"
 

We have already learned the use of the adverb où in the previous lesson. This is an 
interrogative adverb that we use to ask questions about a place. Now, let's try to make 
interrogative sentences related to somebody's country or city of origin. 

Please note that there is a slight difference between où, which means "where," and d'où, 
which means "from" (that implies an origin). 

For Example:  

1. D'où viens-tu?* 
 "Where do you come from?" (very informal)

2. D'où êtes-vous originaire? 
 "Where do you come from?" (formal)

3. Où es-tu né? 
 "Where were you born?" (informal)

4. Où êtes-vous né? 
 "Where were you born?" (formal)

Note: The question D'où viens-tu? is really informal, and we only use it between friends and to 
ask about a city or region of origin. Using this pattern to ask about the country of origin would 
be considered rude (even racist), especially if you use it to ask someone you do not know. If 
you don't know the person and you want to know his or her country of origin, you should use 
D'où êtes-vous originaire? or Vous êtes originaire de quel pays? to ask about this person's 
origins. Do not forget that questions about origins in France always have to be handled with 
care! 

Each sentence cited as an example here has the same general meaning. However, you will 
see that each of them carries small nuances. 

The first two sentences focus on the origin area (country, region, or city). Note that we can use 
these two sentences to refer to both a past and current living place; for example, D'où viens-
tu? means both "Where are you living now?" and "Where do you come from?" The nuance 
will depend on the context. 

On the other hand, the last two questions really focus on birthplace. If you specifically want to 
know where a person was born, you will ask one of these two sentences. In every case, 
however, we have to place the interrogative word où at the beginning to make a correct 
sentence (we'll see it's the same rule for every interrogative word). 
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The basic pattern to ask questions about origins with the adverb où is 
 Où/d'où + verb + subject, as in D'où viens-tu? or Où es-tu né ? 

Here are some other examples with the same pattern (interrogative adverb + verb + subject). 
  
 For Example:  

1. Où habites-tu? 
 "Where do you live?"

2. Où vas-tu? 
 "Where do you go?"

3. Où déménages-tu?* 
 "Where do you move to?"

Interrogative Sentences with Quand? ("When?")
 

We have already learned the use of the adverb quand in the previous lesson. This is an 
interrogative adverb that we use to ask questions about time. Now, let's try to make 
interrogative sentences related to somebody's past or future living places. 

For Example:  

1. Quand as-tu déménagé? 
 "When did you move?" (informal)

2. Quand avez-vous déménagé? 
 "When did you move?" (formal)

3. Quand pars-tu? 
 "When are you leaving?" (informal)

4. Quand partez-vous ? 
 "When are you leaving?" (formal)

The sentences cited above are asking about a person's timetable; however, they have different 
meanings as they deal with both past and coming plans. 

The first two sentences focus on past actions. For example, Quand avez-vous déménagé? is the 
formal way to ask someone "When did you move?" It implies that the person has already 
moved to a new place and that you are asking when the move date was. 

The next sentences are referring to present or near future plans. For example, Quand pars-tu? 
is the informal way to ask someone "When are you planning to leave?" As the main verb, partir 
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("to leave") is at the present tense, it implies we are talking about the very close future (the 
person is about to leave). 

The basic pattern we use to ask questions about plans with the adverb quand is 
 Quand + verb + subject, as in Quand déménages-tu ? or Quand partez-vous? 

Here are some other examples with the same pattern (interrogative adverb + verb + subject). 

For Example: 

1. Quand viens-tu? 
 "When are you coming?" (informal/near future)

2. Quand as-tu mange?  
 "When did you eat?" (informal/past action)

3. Quand êtes-vous rentré? 
 "When did you come back?" (formal/past action) 

Other examples: 

Où ? (Formal Order) "English"

Où est-il né ? "Where was he born?"

Où habitent-ils maintenant ? "Where are they living now?"

Où vas-tu déménager ? "Where are you going to move to?"

Same Sentences with Casual Order

Il est né où? "Where was he born?"

Ils habitent où maintenant ? "Where are they living now?"

Tu vas déménager où? "Where are you going to move to?"

Quand ? (Formal Order)

Quand rentre t-il? "When will he go back home?"

Quand penses-tu y aller ? "When do you think you'll go there?"

Same Sentences with Casual Order

Il rentre quand ? "When will he go back home?"
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Tu penses y aller quand ? "When do you think you'll go there?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Ch'tis Phenomenon in France
 

The word Ch'tis initially designated a well-known local dialect of northern France, more 
precisely in Picardie. It is also what French people call the inhabitants of the entire north part of 
France, who they call the Nord-Pas de Calais. 

Parisians often make jokes about Ch'tis because they speak with a strong accent. They are also 
known to be very friendly and welcoming to strangers. Unfortunately for them, their region is 
also famous for its harsh climate, as it rains almost every day and the temperature is quite cold. 

According to this reputation, you can hear this French proverb Les gens du Nord ont dans le 
cœur le soleil qu'ils n'ont pas dehors, which means "People of the north have in their heart the 
sun they don't have outside." 

The Ch'tis became very popular thanks to a French movie called Bienvenue chez les Ch'tis, 
which means "Welcome to Ch'tis." This movie, released in 2008, was entirely shot in the Nord-
Pas de Calais region and tells the funny story of a Parisian guy who has just been transferred to 
a small village in the northern region. This comedy plays on the prejudices French people 
can have about Ch'tis and northern customs in general. 

More than a simple blockbuster in France (it's the biggest success in French movie history), 
this comedy is also a real social phenomenon as it encouraged French people to discover this 
region and totally boosted its tourism industry. Today, many tourists' buses are coming every 
day to visit the famous village where the movie was shot! 
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FRENCH

1. Sally: Bonjour, j'aimerais allez jusqu'à Montauban en train mais je ne sais 
pas comment faire.

2. Railway employee: Vous devez prendre le TGV de 8h00 et aller à Toulouse. Depuis 
Toulouse, vous devez prendre un train local pour Montauban.

3. Sally: Le train local passe vers quelle heure?

4. Railway employee: Il passe environ à 10h00, s'il n'y a pas de grève!

5. Sally: Les grèves! Ah oui j'avais oublié que j'étais en France!

ENGLISH

1. Sally: Hello, I would like to go to Montauban by train, but I don't know how 
to.

2. Railway employee: You have to take the eight o'clock TGV and go to Toulouse. Once 
there, you have to take the local train to Montauban.

3. Sally: At around what time is the local train?

4. Railway employee: It is at around ten o'clock, if there are no strikes!

5. Sally: Strikes! Oh yeah, I forgot I was in France!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

là-bas there adverb

Le train passe à The train is at expression
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grèves strikes noun feminine

TGV
French high speed 

train noun masculine

vers toward preposition, adverb

environ around, about adverb

jusqu’à until, up to preposition

depuis since adverb

prendre to take verb

oublier to forget verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Es-tu déjà allé là-bas?
 

"Have you ever been there?"

Le train est déjà passé.
 

“The train is already gone.”

Les employés se sont mis en grève.
 

“The employees were on strike.”

Le TGV est un des trains les plus rapide du 
monde.

 
“TGV is one of the fastest trains in 
the world.”

La piscine est vers le centre-ville.
 

“The swimming-pool is near the 
town center.”

Je regarde vers l'horizon.
 

"I am looking toward the horizon."

J’ai mis environ 15 minutes pour venir ici.
 

"It took around fifteen minutes to 
come here."

Jusqu’à aujourd’hui, ils n’avaient pas 
d’accès à l’eau.

 
“Up until now, they didn’t have 
access to water.”

Tu peux marcher jusqu’à la maison ?
 

“Can you walk all the way home?”

Je reste aux Bahamas jusqu'à mardi.
 

"I'll stay in the Bahamas until 
Tuesday."
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Depuis que je travaille ici, je déprime.
 

"I have been depressed ever since I 
started working here."

Il prend le train jeudi.
 

"He takes the train on Thursday."

Il a pris le train.
 

"He took the train."

N'oublie pas la virgule.
 

"Don't forget the comma."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

jusqu'à ("to," "until," "up to") 
 The word jusqu'à is a preposition that we use in French to talk about distance in space, about 
duration in time, or about maximum limits. 

The first translation of this preposition would be "to" when you're talking about distance. For 
example, in our dialogue, you heard Aller jusqu'à Montauban, which literally means "I'd like to 
go to the City of Montauban." Here, we used jusqu'à to specify the arrival point, the destination. 
Contrary to the simple preposition à that you often use in French (which also means "to"), 
jusqu'à implies a notion of distance, of a route you have to cover before arriving at your 
destination. In the dialogue, jusqu'à is appropriate as Sally will have to make a stop in Toulouse 
before reaching the city of Montauban. That's why we often use jusqu'à in French when taking 
the train, for example. 

We also use the preposition jusqu'à to talk about duration, and in this case, it's the equivalent of 
"until." For example, you can say Tu dois attendre jusqu'à 8h, which means "you have to wait 
until eight o'clock." 

You can also use jusqu'à to say "up to," such as when talking about a maximum, as in Ce 
bassin peut contenir jusqu'à 1000l d'eau, which means "This pool can contain up to one 
thousand liters of water." 

vers/environ ("around") 
 We use both prepositions vers and environ to talk about an approximate place or time. You 
can, for example, say Le restaurant se trouve vers la Mairie, which means "The restaurant is 
around the city council area," if you don't know the exact address but only the district. 

Also, environ is very useful when talking about an approximate hour, as in On se retrouve vers 
11h, which means "Let's meet around eleven o'clock." If you are not sure you will be right on 
time, you can use it to say you'll be there maybe five minutes before or five minutes after it. 

le train de 8h ("the eight o'clock train) 
 We often use the expression le train de + hour to talk about recurrent things (such as trains) that 
always have the same timetable. For example, if you are used to taking the same bus every 
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morning, you will say Je prends toujours le bus de 7h, which means "I always take the seven 
o'clock bus." 

It implies that you already know the timetable. That's why you will often hear this expression 
from the French railway company's employees. If you ask them which train you have to take, 
they will certainly answer Vous devez prendre le train de 17h30, for example, which means 
"You have to take the five-thirty P.M. train." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Use of Main French Prepositions Related to Distance and Time 
to Talk about Your Route and Destination. 
 J'aimerais allez jusqu'à Montauban en train. 
"I would like to go to Montauban by train."
 

After this lesson, you will be able talk about where you want to go and how to reach your 
destination. 

To do so, you will have to learn how to properly use all French prepositions according to their 
meanings and nuances. 

The Prepositions We Use to Talk about the Departure Point: Depuis/À Partir ("From")
 

To talk about your starting point in French, you will generally use the two prepositions depuis 
and à partir de, which both mean "from." 

It will help you to talk or ask about your route when you want to leave a place for another. 
Imagine you are in a small station in the middle of French countryside. You can ask Comment 
faire pour aller à Paris à partir d'ici/depuis cette gare? ("How can I go to Paris from here/from 
this station?") 

Also, the railway employee can indicate your route as follows: Depuis Saint-Etienne, prenez la 
navette qui vous emènera à Paris ("From Saint-Etienne, take the shuttle bus, which will bring 
you to Paris."). 

The pattern to use depuis/à partir de is really simple; you just add the starting point after this 
preposition depuis/à partir de. Note that the starting point can be either a city, a station, or even 
just "here" if you don't know your exact location. 

For Example:  

1. depuis Saint Etienne 
 "from the city of Saint-Etienne"

2. a partir d'ici * 
 "from here"
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3. depuis/a partir de cette gare 
 "from this station"

Note: A partir d'ici will sound much more natural than depuis ici. Even if both prepositions have 
the same meaning, a partir d'ici is a ready-made expression that we often use. 

The Prepositions We Use to Talk about the Arrival Point or the Destination are À, Pour, and 
Jusqu'à ("To," "For").
 

To talk about your destination in French, you will generally use the prepositions à, pour, or 
jusqu'à, which all mean "to" and "for." 

These three prepositions will help you talk about your arrival point and to ask for the best route 
to reach it. 

The basic preposition to talk about a precise destination* (city and address) is à, which is the 
simple translation of "to." 

For Example:  

1. Je voudrais aller à Bordeaux.  
 "I'd like to go to Bordeaux."

2. Ils sont allés à la piscine hier.  
 "They went to the swimming pool yesterday."

The pattern to use à is really simple; you just add your destination after it. 

* Note that we mainly use the preposition à to talk about precise destinations. We can use it for 
a city, a station, or even just "here" if you don't know your exact location. 

When talking about less precise destinations (such as countries or regions), you will use other 
prepositions. 

Another useful proposition to talk about precise destinations is pour, which we can translate as 
"for" or "bound for." We use this preposition to talk about the last stop (terminal) of a 
transportation: for example, a train that is bound for your destination. 

For Example: 

1. Vous devez prendre le train local pour Montauban. 
 "You have to take the local train for Montauban."
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2. Est-ce que c'est le train pour Lille? 
 "Is that the train for Lille? Is that the train that goes to Lille?"

The pattern to use pour is also really simple; you just add your destination after this preposition. 
Note that the starting point can be either a country, a city, or a station. 

For Example:  

1. Il prend le prochain avion pour l'Irlande. 
 "He's taking the next plane for Ireland."

2. Je prends le train pour Madrid.  
 "I'm taking the train bound for Madrid."

3. Prenez le metro pour Pigale et descender au 3ème arrêt. 
 "Take the underground bound for La Vilette and get off at the third stop."

The last preposition we will see is also one to talk about destination, jusqu'à, which literally 
means "until" or "to." But, contrary to the previous prepositions we mentioned, jusqu'à implies 
a notion of the distance of the route you have to cover before arriving at your destination. 

For Example:  

1. Prenez à droite jusqu'à la boulangerie. 
 "Turn right and walk all way to the bakery."

2. Tu dois marcher jusqu'à la route principal pour trouver un taxi. 
 "You have to take the train to Lorient and then change there."

The pattern to use jusqu'à is the same as the one for pour; you just add your destination after 
this preposition. 

The Prepositions We Use to Talk about Time: À, De, Vers, Environ ("At," "Of," "Around")
 

When you are traveling, you also need to talk about the timetable and schedule. To do so, 
we'll see there are many different prepositions to express time. 

The basic preposition we use to talk about time is à, which means "at." 

For Example: 

1. Nous partons à 10h. 
 "We leave at ten o'clock."
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Another convenient expression that we can use to talk about the timetable is the preposition 
de, as in our dialogue: 

1. Vous devez prendre le TGV de 8h00. 
 "You have to take the eight o'clock TGV."

You will often hear expressions such as Le train de + an hour, as in Le train de 8h00. We use 
this expression to talk about a recurrent train that always has the same timetable. 

If you are talking about an approximate timetable, use the preposition vers or environ. 

Note: We can also use the preposition vers to talk about approximate places. For example, you 
can say Il habite vers Rouen, which means "He is living around Rouen." 

Sample Sentences
 

Depuis/À partir de ("From") 

1. Le bateau part depuis le port de Marseille. 
 "The boat is leaving from the port of Marseille."

2. À partir d'où faut-il marcher ? 
 "From which point do we have to walk?"

3. Depuis la gare, il faut marcher 5min. 
 "From the station, you have to walk five minutes."

A/pour/Jusqu'à ("At"/"For"/"To") 

1. Comment faire pour aller à Versailles? 
 "How to travel to go to Versailles?"

2. La navette pour le Mont Saint-Michel est là. 
 "The shuttle for the Mont Saint-Michel is here."

3. Pouvez-vous m'accompagner jusqu'à la Poste? 
 "Can you come with me to the post office?"

A/De/Vers, Environ (to talk about timetable) ("At"/"Of"/"Around") 

1. A quelle heure est le prochain vol pour Paris? 
 "At what time is the next flight for Paris?"
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2. Le bus de 8h20 est en retard. 
 "The eight-twenty a.m. bus is late."

3. Il faut environ 20 min pour aller jusqu'au centre-ville. 
 "It takes around twenty minutes to go to the town center."

4. Le ferry pour l'ile d'Oléron est à 7h. 
 "The ferry boat for l'ile d'Oléron is leaving at around seven o'clock."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The French Strikes
 

When foreigners think about France, they often think about strikes before thinking of the Eiffel 
Tower or the Mont Saint-Michel! But there is a good reason why France has such a bad 
reputation. 

Indeed, even if the right of strike is guaranteed in the French constitution, as in many other 
democracies, strikes in France are much more common than anywhere else. Strikes are really 
part of the process, especially in the public sector. The thing is that in French companies, only 
a few employees are members of trade unions. That's why there is only a little bargaining 
between employees and the management when a problem appears. 
 
 When employees are not satisfied about their wages or working conditions, it's usual for them 
to come out on strike. But nowadays, the main reason why strikes happen is political issues: for 
example, when a reform concerning retirement conditions is launched and is voted for 
without the workers' agreement. For example, in 1995, there was a big strike in the major part 
of public sector, such as the SNCF (railway) and the RATP (subway), but also in the post office, 
in telecommunications companies, and in the public schools. France was totally paralyzed! 

Almost the same thing happened in 2006 when workers demonstrated in the street against a 
new working contract. 

When strikes happen, French people have to change their habits; they go to work by bike, by 
car with colleagues (carpool), and they have to ask family or friends to look after children 
because schools are often closed. In a word, "strike" is often synonymous with "hell" for 
French people! 
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FRENCH

1. Joséphine: Veux-tu de la tarte, Julien?

2. Julien: Oui s'il te plait mamie j'en veux bien avec du chocolat dessus.

3. Joséphine: Quel gourmand!  Heureusement, j'ai aussi préparé des macarons, 
tu en veux aussi?

4. Julien: Il y a de la crème dedans?

5. Joséphine: Oui j'ai fait ma recette spéciale, avec de la chantilly.

6. Julien: Super, c'est encore meilleur avec de la chantilly!

ENGLISH

1. Joséphine: Do you want some pie, Julien?

2. Julien: Yes, Grandma, I'd like some, with some chocolate on it, please.

3. Joséphine: What a greedy person! Fortunately I also baked some macarons; 
do you want some of those too?

4. Julien: Is there some cream inside?

5. Joséphine: Yes, I did my special recipe with Chantilly!

6. Julien: Great! They're even better with Chantilly!

VOCABULARY
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French English Class Gender

crème cream noun feminine

aussi too, also adverb

J’en veux bien to agree; to accept verb

heureuseument fortunately adjective

encore meilleur even better phrase

tarte pie noun feminine

gourmand greedy; food lover adjective; noun masculine

dedans inside adverb

super great interjection

recette recipe noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Il y a de la crème dedans?
 

"Is there cream inside?"

Je suis aussi allé(e) chez  le dent ist e 
la semaine dernière.

 
"I also went to the dentist last 
week."

Elle apprend aussi le français.
 

"She also learns French."

Je veux bien le faire mais t u me 
revaudras ça!

 
"I agree to do it but you will have to 
return this favor!"

Heureusement  pour nous, il n’est  pas 
devenu chant eur.

 
"Fortunately for us, he’s not a 
singer."

C’est  encore mieux avec le son!
 

"It ’s even better with sound."

Oui j'adore la t art e aux pommes.
 

"Yes, I love apple pie."

Les Français sont  connus pour êt re 
gourmands.

 
"French people are well-known for 
being food lovers."
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Les jeunes aiment  bien les sacs avec 
des poches dedans.

 
"Young people like bags with 
pockets inside."

Il y a de la crème dedans?
 

"Is there cream inside?"

Super! Je vais à New York!
 

"Great! I'm going to New York!"

C'est  super d'êt re dans un pays 
exot ique.

 
"It 's great to be in an exotic 
country."

Ils adorent  ma recet t e de biscuit s!
 

They love my cookie recipe!

Quelle est  t a recet t e pour ce 
gât eau?

 
"What is your recipe for this cake?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Bien vouloir ("To agree/t o accept ") 
The expression bien vouloir is used very often in French and basically means "to agree" or "to 
accept." Sometimes, it implies you agree but you have some conditions or requests; for 
example, you can say Je veux bien y aller mais pas longtemps" that literally means "I agree to 
go there but not for long." In the dialogue, the little boy Martin says J'en veux bien avec du 
chocolat dessus which means "I accept some (but) with some chocolate on it."

In questions, bien vouloir also means "to agree" but it does not have exactly the same 
nuance: it's used to soften the question, as in: Tu veux bien fermer la porte s'il te plait? which 
means "Do you mind closing the door please?" Here the word bien is used to asked 
indirectly something.

Recette ("recipe") 
The word recette in French doesn't only means "recipe" for cooking context, it can also mean 
"to bring in money," just as in La directrice compte la recette de la journée which means "The 
manager is counting today's takings." You can also use it in the expression faire recette 
which means "to be a success," as in: Cette boutique fait recette grâce à ses petits prix which 
is "This store is a success thanks to its low prices."

Encore meilleur ("even bet t er") 
The expression Encore meilleur which means "even better" is interesting because in this case, 
the word encore doesn't have its original meaning (still) but is here to reinforce the meaning 
of the word placed just after: for example, you can say: C'est encore mieux avec de la crème 
that means "It's even better with cream."
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Here, encore is a way a kind of superlative, used to emphasize a feeling. Another example: 
Elle est encore plus belle en vrai which is translated as "She looks even more beautiful in 
person."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is t he  French Part it ive  Pronouns, Used t o Talk about  
Things That  You Cannot  Count  Easily. 
 Veux-tu de la tarte? 
"Do you want  some  pie?"
 

After this lesson, you will be able to say "some" and "with some" and ask for something 
properly in French using "I want some," "with some," and "Is there some?"

To do so, you will have to pay attention to the gender and number of the thing you are 
talking about.

The  Part it ive  Pronoun Du
 

To talk about a masculine and singular thing that you cannot easily count or for abstract 
things, you will use the pronoun du to define it. Here an example from our dialogue.

For  Example:

1. Avec du chocolat dessus. 
 "With some chocolate on it."

Here, as the word chocolat is masculine and singular in French, you will use du to define it in 
general.

Du is the translation of "some." Even if we often omit "some" in English, you have to use it in 
French; you couldn't say Avec chocolat dessus. Here, something is missing, whereas in 
English you could just say "With chocolate on it."

Here we use du because we are talking about chocolate in general. Here, Martin wants some 
chocolate, not a precise quantity of chocolate. If Martin wanted only one chocolate, for 
example, he would have asked Avec un chocolat dessus.

Here is an example for abstract things.

For  Example:

1. Nous avons du courage d'y aller. 
 "We have courage to go there."
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Here, the word "courage" is masculine/singular and is abstract, as it's hard to count it. 
That's why we use du here. Note that contrary to English, a partitive pronoun is indispensable 
here.

The  Part it ive  Pronoun De  La
 

The partitive de la is the equivalent of du, but for feminine/singular things you cannot easily 
count or for abstract things.

Here an example from our dialogue.

For  Example:

1. Veux-tu de la tarte?  
 "Do you want some pie?"

Here, as the word tarte is feminine/singular in French, you will use de la to define it. De la is 
also a translation of the word "some" but its feminine equivalent, which doesn't exist in 
English. This is why you have to be particularly careful when it is a feminine/singular word 
not to use du as in du tarte, which is totally incorrect, for example!

De la refers to the pie in general, not only to a portion. Here, Joséphine is asking Martin 
whether he wants pie in general, not a precise quantity. If she were talking about one portion, 
she would have asked Veux-tu une part de tarte?

Here is an example for abstract things.

For  Example: 

1. Il a de la force. 
 "He has strength."

Here, the word force that means "strength" is feminine/singular and is abstract, as it's hard 
to count it. That's why we use de la here. Note that contrary to English, a partitive pronoun is 
here indispensable.

The  Part it ive  Pronoun Des
 

The partitive des is the equivalent of du and de la but for all plural things you cannot easily 
count or abstract ones (either masculine or feminine). We can also translate it with "some" 
even though we often omit it in English.

Here is an example from our dialogue.

For  Example:
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1. J'ai préparé des macarons. 
 "I cooked some macarons."

Here, as the word macarons is plural (there is an -s at the end), you will use des to define them.

You have only one partitive pronoun to talk about plural things, so it's quite easy to 
remember: when plural, use des.

Here, des refers to all macarons, not to only one or two. As there are certainly many of them, 
you have to use des. Here, Joséphine is talking about macarons she cooked in general; she 
doesn't mention a precise quantity. If she were talking about one macaron, she would have 
said J'ai préparé un macaron.

Here is an example for abstract things.

For  Example:

1. Elle garde des souvenirs de son enfance. 
 "She has memories of her childhood."

Here, the word souvenirs that means "memories" is masculine/plural and is abstract, as it's 
hard to count it. That's why we use des here. Note that contrary to English, a partitive 
pronoun is indispensable here.

For  Example :

1. Il a des ambitions grandissantes. 
 "He has big ambitions."

Here, the word ambitions that means "ambitions" is feminine/plural and is abstract as it's 
hard to count it. That's why we use des here. Note that contrary to English, a partitive 
pronoun is indispensable here.

Sample  Sent ences
 

Du "Some"

Il y a du bazar partout ! "There is a mess everywhere!" (familiar)

As-tu du gaz chez toi? "Do you use gas at home?"

Eloigne-toi du danger! "Go away from danger!"
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De la "Some"

Vous avez encore de l'énergie. "You still have energy."

Ils ont de la chance d'être partis en 
vacances.

"They are lucky to have left for vacation."

Je mets de la confiture sur mes tartines. "I put some jam on my toast."

Des "Some"

Avez/vous des consignes? "Do you have instructions?"

Arrête de dire des bêtises ! "Stop telling lies!" (familiar)

J'ai des notions de japonais. "I have some notions of Japanese."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

La Durée
 

La Durée is a very famous French pastry brand that specializes in macaron confections. The 
first store opened in Paris in 1862, and it quickly became very popular among the Parisian 
high society. This pastry invented the "modern" macaron we all know today by adding 
cream in it.

Today, La Durée is still a big success, as six stores are located in Paris and many others 
have opened in all of Europe and even in Japan. The most famous store remains the one on 
the Champs-Elysées, the main and longest avenue of Paris. This shop not only sells delicious 
pastries, but it's also a place to visit since it has a very special decoration totally inspired 
from the nineteenth century.

Even if La Durée macarons are known to be the best macarons ever, some French journalists 
recently published a controversial article announcing that La Durée's macarons were 
cooked with chemical ingredients and in an industrial way. But this didn't seem to affect the 
firm's sales, which are increasing each year.

As a matter of interest, these macarons even made an appearance in Sofia Coppola's movie 
Marie-Antoinette!
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FRENCH

1. Sophie: Julien, tu te brosses les dents d’accord ?

2. Julien: Oui... je vais me les brosser dans 5 minutes, promis!

3. Sophie: Et tu te douches aussi bien-sûr !

4. Julien: Oui et je me lave même les cheveux.

5. Sophie: Et tu te les sèches au moins ?

6. Julien: Oui et juste après, je me couche! Tu vois, je suis un enfant très sage!

ENGLISH

1. Sophie: Julien, you brush your teeth tonight, all right?

2. Julien: Yes... I'm going to do it in five minutes, I promise!

3. Sophie: And you'll also take a shower, of course...

4. Julien: Yes, and I will even wash my hair today!

5. Sophie: And will you dry it at least?

6. Julien: Yes, and right after I'm going to bed! You see, I am a really nice boy!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

sage nice; wise adjective
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se coucher to go to bed verb

au moins at least adverb

se laver les cheveux to wash one's hair verb

se brosser les dents to brush one's teeth phrase

se doucher to take a shower verb

promise / promis promised Adjective promise (fem)

sécher to dry verb

bien sûr of course adverb

juste just adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

C’est une sage décision.
 

"This is a wise decision."

Essayez de vous coucher tôt ce soir!
 

"Try to go to bed early tonight!"

Ca coûte au moins 1500 euros.
 

"It costs at least 1500 euros."

Je me suis déjà lavé les cheveux.
 

"I already washed my hair."

Il se brosse les dents deux fois par jour.
 

"He brushes his teeth twice a day."

La femme se brosse les dents.
 

"The woman is brushing her teeth."

L'homme se douche.
 

"The man is taking a shower."

Ils ont finalisé la vente promise hier.
 

"They finalized the promised sale 
yesterday."

Le garçon sèchait la vaisselle.
 

"The boy dried the dishes."

Le café est excellent ici. -Mais bien sûr!
 

"Coffee is excellent here. -But of 
course!"

J'aime Paris, bien sûr!
 

"I like Paris, of course!"

J'ai juste deux euros.
 

"I just have two euros."
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L'accident est juste arrivé.
 

"The accident just happened."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

au moins ("at least") 
 The expression au moins is the translation of "at least." You can use it to express a minimum, 
as in Il doit avoir au moins 40 ans, which means "He must be at least forty years old," or Il a au 
moins un Master, which is "He has at least a master's degree." You can use au moins also to 
express that you are relieved or that you succeeded in doing something, as in Au moins, on a 
réussi à le rencontrer, which means "At least we managed to meet him." 

se coucher ("to go to bed") 
 The verb se coucher is the equivalent of "to go to bed" as in Il est l'heure d'aller se coucher, 
which is "It's time to go to bed." 

But se coucher also has another meaning, which is "to lie down." For example, you can say Je 
me suis couché sur le canapé car j'ai eu un malaise, which we can translate as "I lay down on 
the sofa because I felt faint." 

sage ("quiet," "nice," and "wise") 
 The word sage in French has many meanings. The first one is "to be nice." For example, 
when talking about a child, you can say C'est un enfant très sage (as in the dialogue), which 
means "He is a really nice child." 

For babies or animals, sage will mean more precisely "quiet." 

For Example: 

1. Tu as de la chance, ton chiot a l'air sage. 
 "You're lucky: your puppet looks very quiet."

Finally, the word sage can mean "wise" when talking about decisions or grown-up persons, as 
in Un homme sage, which is "a wise man," or "This was a wise decision." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Pronominal Verbs (Verbs Using a Reflexive Pronoun) at the 
Present Tense. 
 Oui et je me lave même les cheveux. 
 "Yes, and I will even wash my hair today!"
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In French, some verbs are called "pronominal verbs," which are verbs with a reflexive 
pronoun placed before them. At the infinitive form, this pronoun is always se, as in se laver, se 
brosser, or se coucher, as in our dialogue. 

The special quality of pronominal verbs is that they need a reflexive pronoun in addition to a 
subject pronoun. 

For Example: 

1. Je me douche. 
 "I take a shower."

 

So if we had to literally translate this sentence, it would be "I me shower," which means in 
French "I take a shower" because if you ask yourself who is taking a shower, it is "me." Here, 
the subject performing the action, Je, is the same as the object, me. 

For Example: 

1. Nous nous lavons les dents. 
 "We are brushing our teeth."

 

So if we had to translate this sentence literally, it would be "We us brush our teeth." In French, 
it means that the subject nous is the same as the object nous. 

How to Use Pronominal Verbs at the Present Tense
 

The main difficulty is that the reflexive pronoun has to agree with the subject: 

1. If the personal pronoun is je, the reflexive is always me (first person singular)

2. If the personal pronoun is tu, the reflexive is always te (second person singular)

3. If the personal pronoun is il or elle or on, the reflexive is always se (third person 
singular)

4. If the personal pronoun is nous, the reflexive is always nous (first person plural)

5. If the personal pronoun is vous, the reflexive is always vous (second person plural)

6. If the personal pronoun is ils or elles, the reflexive is always se (third person plural)
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For example, in our conversation, we had the following sentences: 
 Tu te brosses les dents 

The same thing is true in these sentences: 
 Nous nous douchons tous les jours = "We take showers every day." 

Conjugation for the Pronominal Verb Se Coucher at the Present Tense 
 
 

Je me couche 
 Tu te couches 
 Il/elle/on se couche 
 Nous nous couchons 
 Vous vous couchez 
 Ils/elles se couchent 

Sample Sentences
 

French "English"

Je me demande si j'y arriverais "I wonder whether I will succeed."

Tu te prends pour qui ? "Who do you think you are?"

Il se fait toujours avoir "He is always taken for a ride."

Elle se maquille et elle arrive "She is making up and coming."

On se donne les cadeaux maintenant ? "Can we give presents to each other now?"

Nous nous saluons chaque matin. "We say hello each morning."

Vous vous doutez que ceci est faux. "You guess this is false."

Ils se comportent comme des enfants. "They are acting like kids."

Elles se prennent en photo. "They take picture of themselves."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Le Savon de Marseille 
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A very famous and traditional soap in France is called the savon de Marseille. As its name 
suggests, this soap was created in the city of Marseille in the south of France since the 
fourteenth century, and it's still a specialty of this area. 

This soap was very popular during the nineteenth century but knew a lack of interest at the 
beginning of the twentieth century because of new synthetic soaps. But now, as natural 
products become again really trendy in France, the Marseille soap has a new lease of life. 

The specificity of this solid soap is that it's made from at least seventy-two percent of olive oil 
and plant essential oils, such as lavender or verbena. It's a natural soap that is mainly used for 
personal hygiene, especially for the face and hands, because it is mild and non-allergic. 
Some Marseille's soaps are also used for linen washing because they are very efficient against 
all types of stains. Today, savons de Marseille is modernizing, as you can find every type of 
fragrance, from coconut to banana. 

You can find it everywhere in France, from big supermarkets to small traditional soap factories, 
but the best place to enjoy all soaps' fragrances remains the provençal markets that you can 
find in the south of France. There, each producer has a big stand with the largest choice of 
soaps. 

The savon de Marseille have even become famous abroad as you can find them everywhere. 
However, you must be careful because there are many imitations, as the real Marseille soap 
has to respect a very strict process of manufacturing! 

The real savon de Marseille has to be stamped with the name of one of the Marseille factories 
and the percentage of olive oil soap (at least seventy-two percent) has to also be specified on 
it. 
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FRENCH

1. Marie: Tu vas choisir quelle paire de chaussures?

2. Karine: Je ne sais pas, tu préfères les rouges ou les noires?

3. Marie: Je préfère les rouges!

4. Karine: Bon, alors je prends les rouges!

5. Sales-assistant: Ca y est? vous avez choisi? Lesquelles préférez-vous?

6. Karine: Je choisis les rouges, c'est décidé!

ENGLISH

1. Marie: Which shoes are you going to choose?

2. Karine: I don't know; which ones do you prefer, the red or the black ones?

3. Marie: I prefer the red ones!

4. Karine: Well then, I will take the red ones!

5. Sales-assistant: Is it okay? Have you made your decision? Which one do you prefer?

6. Karine: I choose the red ones! It's decided!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

ca y est? is it okay? expression
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les noires the black ones phrase

les rouges the red ones phrase

Une paire de 
chaussures a pair of shoes phrase

bon, alors well, then expression

paire pair noun feminine

préférer to prefer Verb

choisir to choose verb

décider to decide verb

chaussure shoes noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ca y est ? vous êt es prêt s à part ir?
 

"Is it okay? Are you ready to go?"

Je ne port e que des robes noires.
 

"I only wear black dresses."

Les rouges sont  bien plus élégant es.
 

"The red ones are much more 
elegant."

Je rêve de cet t e paire de 
chaussures.

 
"I’m dreaming of these shoes."

Bon alors là on n’a pas le choix!
 

"Well then, we don’t have any 
choice!"

Voici quelques paires de pant alons 
signés par Bono.

 
"Here are some pairs of pants 
signed by Bono."

Je préfère aller  au cinéma.
 

"I prefer to go to the movie 
theater."

Personne ne peut  choisir  à vot re 
place, c'est  à vous de le faire vous-
même.

 
"Nobody can choose for you, you 
have to do it yourself."
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Je l'ai choisie car  c'est  elle qui a le 
plus d'expér ience pour ce t ravail.

 
"I chose her because she had the 
most experience for the job."

Il a choisi la couleur de sa voit ure 
aléat oirement .

 
"He chose the color of his car 
randomly."

Quel cours t u choisis?
 

"Which class do you choose?"

c'est  décidé!
 

"It 's been decided!"

Les chaussures du chasseur sont  en cuir .
 

"The hunter shoes are made of leather."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

bon alors ("well t hen") 
 The French often use the expression bon alors in everyday language. It's a way to punctuate 
a conversation by saying "well, then." It is also a way to say you are eager to know more or to 
know what is coming next, as in Bon alors ça vient? which means "Well, is it coming then?" 
when you are asking for something that is never coming (this is a familiar way to ask for it). 
You can also say Bon alors tu es prêt? which we could translate as "Well, are you ready at 
the end?" 

Another way to use bon alors is when you are planning to do something , as in Bon alors 
demain je vais me coucher tôt, which means "Well, tomorrow, I go to bed early." You can also 
use it to insist on an important decision or to show that you are determined to do 
something, as in Bon alors cette année j'arrête de fumer, which is "Well, this year, I quit 
smoking." 

les rouges, les noires ("t he  red, t he  black ones") 
 The expression les + color in French is a way not to repeat the topic of the sentence only by 
mentioning the color of it. Just like in English, where we say "the red ones" to talk about 
shoes, for example, in French you will only say les rouges, which literally means "the red." In 
this case, we omit the word chaussures ("shoes") because it's implied and there's no need to 
repeat it. Of course, each time you use this expression, be careful of having specified the 
topic of your sentence before; otherwise, people won't understand what you are talking 
about. 

You can use this expression for all colors; for example, if you are choosing flowers at a florist, 
you can say Je voudrais ces jaunes là s'il vous plait, which means "I'd like these yellow ones 
there please." 

Ca y est? ("Is it  okay?") 
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 The French expression ça y est? in an interrogative tone is a quite direct way to ask whether 
something is finished. For example, you can ask people whether they made a choice or 
whether they are ready, as in Ca y est tu es prêt? meaning "Are you ready now?" Be careful 
when using this expression, as it is generally quite informal and a bit pressing. The only time 
you can hear it in formal situations is in restaurants or shops, when employees need to know 
your choice (as in our dialogue). In this case, ça y est will be followed by Vous avez choisi? 
which means "Have you made your choice?" 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is How t o Express Your  Preferences and Choices. 
 Je préfère les rouges! 
"I prefer  t he  red ones!"
 

Verb Préférer
 

The  verb préférer in French has t he  same  usage  of "t o prefer ." This is the main verb 
to express your preference or your favorite thing. 

For example, in our conversation, Karine is asking Marie Tu préfères les rouges ou les noires? 
which means "Do you prefer the red or the black ones?" And Marie answers Je préfère les 
rouges! which means "I prefer the red ones." 

As you can see, the pattern to use the verb préférer with a noun is quite simple: 
 Verb préférer conjugated + noun (the thing you prefer) 
                 
 You can also use  t he  verb préférer wit h anot her  verb aft er  it , as in Il préfère danser, 
which means "He prefers dancing." You can also use it in a question: Préfères-tu manger 
quelque chose? meaning "Do you prefer to eat something?" 

Here, the pattern with another verb is the following: 
 Verb préférer conjugated + verb at the infinitive form 

This pattern works for every person, as in Préférez-vous rester ou partir? which means "Do 
you prefer to stay or to go?" here at the second person plural, or also Elles préfèrent toujours 
s'amuser, which means "They always prefer to have fun." 
  At  t he  negat ive  form, this pattern préférer + infinitive verb is also possible, as in Il préfère 
ne pas venir avec nous, which is "He prefers not to come with us." 

In this case, the pattern is: Verb préférer + ne pas + infinit ive  verb 
  Note that the verb préférer 8 is a good choice if you want to express your preference softly 
and politely, as it is a quite indirect way to do so and it is much more delicate than the verb 
choisir ("to choose") that we are going to study now. 

If you want to be even more polite with the verb préférer, you can use its conditional form, 
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which is at the first person singular Je préfèrerais. 
  Conjugation table for verb préférer in the present tense: 
 Je préfère 
 Tu préfères 
 Il/Elle/On préfère 
 Nous préférons 
 Vous préférez 
 Ils/Elles préfèrent 
  

Verb Choisir 
 

The  verb choisir in French has t he  same  usage  of "t o choose." This is a direct and 
firm way to express your preference because it implies you will buy or do the thing you are 
talking about. 

For example, in our conversation, the sales assistant is asking Karine Avez-vous choisi? 
which means "Have you made your choice?" which implies "Do you know what you will 
buy?" And when Karine answers Je choisis les rouges? it means in fact "I buy the red ones." 
  Through these examples, you can see that choisir is the verb you use when you are going to 
act according to the choice you've just made. For example, if you say J'ai choisi une petite 
voiture, which is "I chose a small car," it implies you consciously decided to buy a small car 
instead of a big one. 
  Here also, the pattern to use the verb choisir with a noun is quite simple: 
 Verb choisir conjugated + noun (the thing you choose) 
                 
 You can also use  t he  verb choisir wit h anot her  verb aft er  it , but in this case you have 
to add the preposition de between choisir and the second verb. For example, you can say Il a 
choisi de partir, which means "He chose to leave." 
  Here, the pattern with another verb is the following: 
 Verb choisir conjugated + preposition de + verb at infinitive form 
  Be careful if you want to use the verb choisir in a question: you will generally suggest a 
choice between two options. As in English, you rarely use it with only one option. 
 The verb choisir needs a suggestion and its opposite, as in Choisissez-vous de rester ou de 
partir? meaning "Would you rather stay or go?" 
  At  t he  negat ive  form, this pattern choisir + infinitive verb is also possible, but as for the 
affirmative form, you have to add de, as in Il a choisi de ne pas venir avec nous, which is "He 
chose not to come with us." In this case, the pattern is: 
 Verb choisir + preposition de + ne pas + infinitive verb 
  Note that the verb choisir is a good choice if you want to express your preference frankly 
and firmly (if you hesitate between two purchase options, for example). But you shouldn't use 
it if you only want to express your preference in general. For example, if a friend is asking you 
Dans quel restaurant veux-tu aller? meaning "To which restaurant do you want to go?" you 
would say Je préfére instead of Je choisis because it's too direct and you will sound a bit 
rude. 
  Conjugation table for the verb choisir: 
 Je choisis 
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 Tu choisis 
 Il/Elle/On choisit 
 Nous choisissons 
 Vous choisissez 
 Ils/Elles choisissent 
  
  

Préféré and Favori
 

You can also use the words préféré and favori to qualify something you prefer as they both 
mean "favorite." For example, you can say C'est mon film préféré, which means "This is my 
favorite movie" or also C'est mon film favori, which sounds a bit more formal. 

Another example with another person would be C'est ma chaîne préférée. 

Here, the pattern is very simple: 
 Verb être conjugat ed + mon + Noun + préféré or  favori 

At  t he  int errogat ive  form, you can, for example, be asked Quel est ton film préféré? 
meaning "Which is your favorite movie?" and then you can answer Autant en emporte le vent 
est mon film préféré, which will mean "Gone with the Wind is my favorite movie." 
 Not e: Here, we  used préféré and favorias adjectives, so they have to agree with the thing 
you prefer. 

Other examples: 

Préférer "To prefer"

Je préfère le goût sucré au goût salé. "I prefer sweet tastes to salty ones."

Elle préfère ne pas le revoir. "She prefers not to see him again."

Nous préfèrerions y aller ensemble. "We would prefer to go there together."

Préférez-vous la variété française ou le rock 
anglais
?

"Do you prefer French popular music or 
English rock?"

Je préfère ne pas y penser. "I prefer not to think about it."

Choisir "t o choose"

J'ai choisi de voter pour ce candidat. "I have chosen to vote for this candidate."

Il n'a pas choisi la meilleure option. "He didn't choose the best option."
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Elles ont du mal à choisir. "They have trouble choosing."

Nous avons choisi l'Irlande comme 
prochaine destination.

"We chose to go to Ireland the next time 
we travel."

Préféré/favori "Favor it e"

C'est vrraiment ma chanson préférée. "This is really my favorite song."

Il m'a fait visiter son quartier préféré. "He made me visit his favorite district."

Ce n'est pas mon plat préféré. "This is not my favorite dish."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

French Women Are  Shoe  Lovers
 

A big cliché about French women is that they love shoes. And this is not a cliché anymore 
when you know that French women have more than ten different pairs of shoes on average 
and buy at least six pairs each year. 

The reason why French women are so in love with shoes is certainly because a major part of 
haute couture brands are French and that women are always dreaming of buying these 
exceptional but also extremely expensive models. 

But even if you have a small budget, you will find shoes inspired from these big brands at 
reasonable price in specialized chain stores everywhere in Paris. 

French women do not consider shoes as other women do in the world; for them, shoes are a 
full-fledged element of the wardrobe that they cannot disregard. Even if a pair of shoes is 
terribly uncomfortable and unstable, many French women often would prefer to suffer than 
not to wear them! To understand this phenomenon, you can just have a look at working 
women in France, especially in Paris, who are mainly wearing heeled and elegant shoes to 
go to work every day. The reason why is quite simple as it is often forbidden to wear casual 
shoes in some job categories, for example for sales assistants, receptionists, or secretaries, 
who are asked to wear classy shoes. Another simple way to notice French women's shoe 
addiction is to go in the shoe store on the first day of sales... 
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FRENCH

1. Maxime: Je suis plus grand que toi! Tu es le plus petit de la classe!  Na na 
nère!

2. Julien: Je suis peut-être plus petit que toi, mais je suis plus intelligent et 
plus beau que toi!

3. Maxime : Ah oui ? Et bien tu te trompes, c’est moi le préféré des filles !

4. Julien : Non au contraire, toutes les filles disent que tu es le plus moche, le 
plus méchant et le moins intéressant de la classe... Alors qu'est ce 
que tu préfères?

ENGLISH

1. Maxime: I'm taller than you! You are the smallest of the class, haha!

2. Julien: I may be smaller than you, but I'm smarter and more handsome than 
you!

3. Maxime: Really? But guess what, you are wrong! I'm the boy that girls prefer!

4. Julien: On the contrary, all girls are saying that you are the ugliest, the 
nastiest, and the least interesting of the class... So what do you 
prefer?

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

le plus moche the ugliest adjective

au contraire on the contrary expression

le préféré the favorite adjective
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Tu te trompes
You are wrong; 
You've made a 

mistake
ex

plus petit que smaller than

Na na nère ! Ha Ha! expression

le plus grand the tallest adjective

grand big, tall adjective masculine

méchant nasty adjective

plus
more (comparison 

form -er) adverb of quantity

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Malheureusement, c’est le plus moche du 
groupe.

 
"Unfortunately, he is the ugliest of 
the group."

Au contraire, c’est une opportunité 
fantastique !

 
"On the contrary, it’s a unique 
opportunity!"

Ce sont les chanteuses préférées des 
jeunes.

 
"They are the youth’s favorite 
singers."

Tout le monde peut se tromper.
 

"Anyone can make a mistake."

Personne n’est plus petit que lui.
 

"Nobody is smaller than him."

Je suis en vacances et toi tu travailles, na 
na nère!

 
"I'm on holiday whereas you have 
to work haha!"

Combien mesure le plus grand homme du 
monde ?

 
"How tall is the tallest man in the 
world?"

Je suis un grand homme.
 

"I am a tall man."
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Ce bâtiment est grand.
 

"This building is tall."

Je pense au contraire qu’il est très 
méchant.

 
"I think on the contrary he is really 
nasty."

Tu as un T-Shirt plus grand?
 

"Do you have a bigger t-shirt?"

Tranquil Emile est plus calme que toi.
 

"Tranquil Emile is calmer than you."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

se tromper ("to be mistaken," "to be wrong") 
 The pronominal verb se tromper means "to be mistaken," and we use it to talk about one's 
mistake or misunderstanding. For example, if you have done something wrong, you will say 
Je me suis trompé, which means "I made a mistake." You can also say you are wrong about 
something, as in Je me suis trompé de rue, which means "I chose the wrong street." This verb 
works at every person, as in Elles se sont trompées de sens, which means "They went the 
wrong way." 

Another well-known meaning of se tromper is "to have an affair with" or "to be unfaithful," as in 
Il l'a trompée avec cette fille, which here means "He had an affair with this girl behind her 
back." 

Do not forget that this verb always needs a reflexive pronoun, as it is a pronominal verb! 

Conjugation table for the verb se tromper in the present tense: 

1. Je me trompe

2.  Tu te trompes

3.  Il/Elle/On se trompe

4.  Nous nous trompons

5.  Vous vous trompez

6.  Ils/Elles se trompent

le/la préféré(e) ("the favorite one") 
 Le or la préféré(e) is the word to use when talking about someone or something that is the 
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favorite one. It literally means "the favorite one" or "the most appreciated one." 
 You can, for example, say C'est le membre préféré de la famille, which means "He/she is the 
favorite member of the family." Also you can hear Ma soeur est la petite préférée de la famille, 
which means "My sister has always been the favorite of the family." In this context, this implies a 
certain jealousy! 

au contraire ("on the contrary") 
 Au contraire means "on the contrary" but also "on the opposite." This expression is always 
marking on an opposition either in space as in Je vais dans le sens contraire, which means 
"I'm going in the opposite direction" or an opposition in the meaning, as in Je pense au 
contraire qu'il faut agir vite, which means "On the contrary, I think we have to act quickly." 

We can also use au contraire as a polite way to accept something. For example, you can use it 
if someone is asking you something with a "do you mind" question, as in Ca te dérange si je 
passe chez toi ce soir? which means "Would you mind if I come to your place tonight?" Here, 
you can answer Au contraire! which means "On the contrary, it would be nice!" 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is Expressions Used in French to Compare Things and People. 
 Je suis plus grand que toi! 
"I'm taller than you!"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to compare things or people thanks to comparative 
expressions such as plus/moins que that mean "more or less than" and superlative expressions 
such as le plus or le moins" that mean "the most" or "the less." 

Plus/Moins Que ("More/Less Than"): Comparatives
 

The first comparison expression you have to know is plus or moins que, which means "more" 
or "less than." 

For example, if you want to say that Maxime is taller than Julien, you will say Maxime est plus 
grand que Julien. 

To say something is more than, you will have to follow this pattern: 
 The thing/person you want to compare + verb + plus + adjective + que + the other thing/
person compared. 

For Example: 

1. Cette voiture est plus rapide que cette moto. 
 "This car is faster than this motorbike."

2. Ces enfants sont plus intelligents que les autres. 
 "These children are smarter than others."
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3. Le piment rouge est plus fort que le curry. 
 "Red pepper is stronger than curry."

As you can notice in French (contrary to English), the length of the adjective doesn't matter 
here: whereas in English you can add "-er" to short adjectives, in French you only have one 
unique pattern, which is plus que. The pattern is always the following: 
 Plus + adjective + que  

To say something is less than, which is moins que, just as in Je suis moins grand que toi, 
meaning "I'm smaller than you," you will have to use this pattern: 

The thing/person you want to compare + verb+ MOINS + adjective + QUE + the other thing/
person compared 

For Example: 

1. Cette voiture est moins rapide que cette moto.  
 "This car is less fast than this motorbike."

2. Ces enfants sont moins intelligents que les autres.  
 "These children are less smart than others."

3. Le curry est moins fort que le piment rouge. 
 "Curry is less strong than red pepper."

Le Plus/Le Moins ("the Most"/"the Less"): Superlatives
 

In French, superlative expressions are very basic, as you just have to add le plus ("the most") or 
le moins ("the least") before the adjective. 

For the positive superlative le plus ("the most"), you will have to say Julien est le plus beau de 
la classe, which means "Maxime is the most handsome boy of the class." 

In this case, the pattern is: 

Subject + verb + le plus + adjective  

If you want to give a context, you can add de + the context, just as in de la classe. 
  For Example: 

1. C'est le plus petit parc de la ville. 
 "This is the smallest park of the city."
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2. Il a le sac le plus lourd. 
 "He has the heaviest bag."

Note that contrary to English, the length of the adjective doesn't matter here: whereas in 
English you can add "-est" to short adjectives, in French you only have one unique pattern, 
which is le plus. The pattern is always the following: 
  

Le plus + adjective  

To say something is "the least," which is le moins, just as in Julien est le moins grand de la 
classe, meaning "Julien is the least tall of the class," you will have to use this pattern: 

Subject + verb + le moins + adjective  

Note that in English, we would more likely say "the smallest" rather than the "the least tall" 
because it sounds less natural. But in French, le plus petit or le moins grand sounds both 
natural and correct. 

For Example:  

1. Maxime est le moins intelligent de la classe. 
 "Maxime is the least smart boy of the class."

2. Il porte le sac le moins lourd. 
 "He carries the least heavy/lightest bag."

Exception for the Adjective Bon 
 

Note that the adjectives bon and bien, which mean "good" or "well," are exceptions as they 
become mieux/meilleur and pire when we use them in a comparison or in superlative 
sentences. 

We cannot say plus mieux que or moins mieux que, or le plus mieux or even le moins mieux. 
Instead, you will use these patterns: 

If you want to say "better than," you have to use mieux que. 
 If you want to say "worse than," you have to say pire que. 
 If you want to say "the best," you have to say le meilleur. 
 If you want to say "the worst," you have to say le pire. 

For Example: 
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1. Cette maison est mieux décorée que celle-ci. 
 "This house is better decorated than this one."

2. La journée d'aujourd'hui a été encore pire qu'hier. 
 "Today has been even worse than yesterday."

3. Cet athlète est le meilleur de la competition. 
 "This athlete is the best of the competition."

4. Cette fille est la pire cuisinière que je connais. 
 "This girl is the worst cooker I know."

Sample Sentences 
 

Plus que/moins que "More Than"/"Less Than"

Il semble plus gentil que son ami. "He seems nicer than his friend."

Tu n'as pas l'air plus en forme qu'hier. "You don't seem in better form than 
yesterday."

Nous serions plus à l'aise dehors. "We would feel more comfortable outside."

Serait-il moins intéressé ? "Would he be less interested?"

Ils sont moins charmants que prévu. "They are less charming than planned."

Le Plus/Le Moins "The Most"/"The Least"

C'est le plus bel endroit que j'ai visité. "This is the most beautiful place I have ever 
visited."

Tu n'es pas le plus facile à vivre tu sais ! "You are not the most easygoing person, 
you know!"

Elles sont les moins motivées par le poste. "They are the less motivated by the job."

C'est le moins que je puisse faire. "This is the least I could do."

Mieux que/Le meilleur "Better"/"The Best"

Ce film est vraiment mieux que le précédent. "This movie is really better than the 
previous one."
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C'est toujours mieux que de rester ici. "It's always better than staying here."

Tu es vraiment le meilleur ! "You are really the best!"

Il fait le meilleur métier du monde "He is doing the best job ever."

Pire Que/Le Pire  "Worse"/"The Worst"

C'est pire que ce que j'imaginais. "It is worse than I thought."

Cette femme est pire qu'une vipère. "This woman is worse than vicious."

Le pire scénario a été évité. "The worst case has been avoided."

Il est le pire professeur que j'ai eu. "He is the worst professor I had."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 

Le petit Nicolas
 

The Petit Nicolas is a literature character created by the French writer René Goscinny and 
drawn by the famous illustrator Sempé in 1959. This kid, who is around seven years old, 
became really famous among young readers because his adventures are always very similar 
to kids' universal ones. 

The Petit Nicolas books tell the story of a smart and impish little boy at school and at home with 
his family. It also describes the daily life during the fifties in France. Nicolas has many friends, 
and each of them is very lovable as they all have a specific personality. You have, for example, 
Alceste, who is Nicolas's best friend and, of course, the famous Clotaire, who is the class 
mascot; he is always late and very clumsy. 

The tone of each story is always funny, which is a reason why these characters knew such a big 
success. 

Le Petit Nicolas is so popular in France (every French person knows him) that it is now a real 
part of French heritage and culture. Recently, a movie inspired by these novels even released 
in France in 2009 and was also very successful. 
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FRENCH

1. Marie: Pouvez-vous me mettre plus de haricots verts s'il vous-plait?

2. The merchant: Oui ma petite dame, mais ça fera plus de 2kg!

3. Marie: Pas de problème, j'ai pris plus d'argent pour faire le marché 
aujourd'hui!

4. The merchant: Il vous faudra plus de temps pour écosser tout ça!

5. Marie: "Oui, mais comme je travaille moins en ce moment, j'ai plus de 
temps pour faire la cuisine!"

ENGLISH

1. Marie: Can you add more French beans, please?

2. The merchant: Of course, my dear! But it's going to weight more than two 
kilograms then!

3. Marie: No problem, I have brought more money to do my shopping today.

4. The merchant: And it will take time to take out all the shells!

5. Marie: I know, but as I'm working less at the moment, I have more time to 
cook!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

temps time noun masculine

argent money noun masculine
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Haricots verts French beans noun

mettre to put verb

Ma petite dame My dear expression

pas de problème no problem expression

travailler to work verb

faire la cuisine to cook verb

ecosser to take off the shell verb

tout whole, all pronoun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Depuis combien de temps étudiez-vous le 
français?

 
"How long have you been studying 
French?"

Je n'ai pas d'argent liquide sur moi.
 

"I don't have any cash on me."

L'argent n'a pas d'odeur.
 

"Money doesn't have any odor."

Il n'aime pas dépenser son argent, il est 
vraiment radin.

 
"He doesn't want to spend his 
money; he is really cheap."

C'est assez ennuyant d'écosser des 
haricots verts.

 
"Shelling French beans is quite 
boring."

Aimez-vous les haricots verts en salade?
 

"Do you like French beans in a 
salad?"

Je peux mettre plus d’eau dans les fleurs.
 

"I can put more water in the flowers."

Elle met son manteau.
 

"She puts on her coat."

Ah ma petite dame! Les temps sont durs!
 

"Oh my dear! Times are hard!"

Il n’y a pas de problèmes, que des 
solutions.

 
"There are no problems, only 
solutions."
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Travaillez-vous dans cette école?
 

Do you work in this school?

Je ne veux pas travailler.
 

"I don't want to work."

Sais-tu faire la cuisine ?
 

"Do you know how to cook?"

As-tu écosser les petits pois ?
 

"Have you shelled the beans?"

Il y a tout ici.
 

"There is everything here."

Tout arrive.
 

"Everything has arrived."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

mettre ("to put") 
 The verb mettre in French can have many different meanings, but the main one is "to put" or 
"to insert." In our dialogue, Marie is asking the merchant to give her more beans, so she is 
asking Pouvez-vous me mettre plus de haricots verts s'ilvous plait? Here, the verb mettre 
implies "to put into the bag," "to insert." Also, the pronoun me before the verb is here to insist 
upon the receiver, who is Marie, as in, "Can you give me?" 

If you are putting butter on your bread, you will also say Je mets du beurre sur le pain, which 
has the same meaning as "I spread butter on the bread." Here, the verb mettre has the general 
meaning of "to apply" or "to put." 

Conjugation for the verb mettre in the present tense: 

1. Je mets

2.  Tu mets

3.  Il/Elle/on met

4.  Nous mettons

5.  Vous mettez

6.  Ils/Elles mettent

Pas de problème ("no problem") 
 Pas de problème means "no problem" or "don't worry," depending on the context. In our 
conversation, Marie says, Pas de problème, j'ai pris plus d'argent, which means "No problem, I 
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took more money." Here, it is an informal way to tell someone "it's okay" or "it doesn't matter." 
In French, we also often use Aucun souci to say the same thing. Young people particularly use 
these expressions, but everybody can also use them in informal situations only. 

Faire la cuisine ("to cook") 
 Faire la cuisine is a quite informal way to say "to cook." It literally means "to do the cooking." 
For example, you can ask Avez-vous déjà fait la cuisine pour votre femme? which means 
"Have you ever cooked for your wife?" 

But, be careful because cuisine has other meanings in French, as you can also use it to talk 
about dishes and food directly, as in Aimes-tu la cuisine française, which means "Do you like 
French food?" Here, we are not talking about the action to cook but about the type of food. 
This is the same word that we used. However, if you want to talk about high-class food, you will 
say la gastronomie, which is "the gastronomy." 

Finally, you can see the word cuisine when talking about the place where you cook, which is 
to say the "kitchen." In French, kitchen is the same word cuisine, as in Je suis dans la cuisine! 
that is, "I'm in the kitchen!" or La cuisine doit être propre for "The kitchen has to be clean." 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is Expressions Plus De, Moins De, and Autant De That Will Allow 
You to Talk About Quantities. 
 Pouvez-vous me mettre plus de haricots verts s'il vous-plait? 
"Can you put more French beans please?"
 

After this lesson, you will be able to say in French "I have more time," "you have less money," 
or "there is more than." 

Using Plus De/Moins De with Nouns
 

The first thing we'll see is how to ask for more or less. If you want to ask to have more of 
something, and the thing is not precise number, you will use the pattern Plus de + noun. 

For Example: 

1. Je voudrais plus de champagne. 
 "I would like more champagne."

If you want to ask to have less of something and the thing is not a precise number, you will use 
the pattern Moins de + noun to say "less." 

For Example: 
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1. Je voudrais moins d'eau dans la baignoire. 
 "I would like less water in the bath."

In our conversation, Marie is asking for more beans and says Pourrez-vous me mettre plus de 
haricots s'il vous plait ? which means "Can you add more beans, please?" 

Using Plus De/Moins De with Time
 

If you want to talk about time duration, you will also use plus de and moins de. 

For Example:  

1. J'ai plus de temps pour faire la cuisine. 
 "I have more time to cook."

2. Il a beaucoup plus de temps libre. 
 "He has much more free time."

Plus de + temps, as in Je voudrais plus de temps, means "I would need more time." 

Moins de + temps to say "less," as in Ils ont moins de temps pour voyager means "They have 
less time to travel." 

Using Autant De with Nouns and Time
 

If you want to say there is the same quantity of something, you will use autant de, which means 
"as much as." The pattern is autant de + noun. 
  
 For Example: 

1. Il y a autant de désordre qu'hier. 
 "There is as much mess as yesterday."

If you want to talk about the same length of time, you will also use autant de, which means "as 
much as." 

For Example:  

1. Pourquoi as-tu mis autant de temps? 
 "Why did it take so long /so much time?"
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Sample Sentences 
 

French "English"

Il a plus d'argent. "He has more money."

Avez-vous besoin de plus 
d'ombre?

"Don't you need more shade?"

Je ne veux pas plus 
d'explications.

"I don't want more explanations."

Elle émet moins de critiques 
qu'avant.

"She expresses less criticism than before."

J'ai moins de temps 
qu'avant

"I have less time than before."

Nous avons moins d'heures 
pour se preparer.

"We have fewer hours to get prepared."

J'ai plus de temps pour 
profiter de la vie.

"I have more time to enjoy life."

Vous aurez plus de dix 
minutes pour répéter le 
texte.

"You will have more than ten minutes to repeat the text."

Auras t-il autant de chance 
qu'hier?

"Will he have so much luck as yesterday?"

Cela prendra t-il autant de 
temps?

"Will it take so much time?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

French Traditional Markets
 

One of the most typical French atmospheres you can find in France is the one of traditional 
markets, which take place in the streets of almost all French cities. 

It takes place once or twice a week, beginning early in the morning and ending around one 
p.m. 
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Of course, the most beautiful markets are ones in small Provencal villages located in the south 
of France, near Avignon, St. Tropez, or Aix-en-Provence. Other very famous markets are 
located in northeast France, in cities like Strasbourg, where the traditional Christmas market 
attracts thousands of people each year. 

Everywhere in France, you can find markets where you can buy the region's specialties, such 
as food, decorations, or clothes. 

A big advantage of markets is that you can often bargain over prices and that you can shop 
sales each week. The best technique is to go there at the end (around noon) and to buy 
reduced-price stuff and food. 

The French village Gassin, which is generally considered the most beautiful village of the 
whole country, has a marvelous market that will really give you an idyllic picture of France. 
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FRENCH

1. Karine: J'ai envie de manger des fraises!

2. Philippe: Encore! Mais je suis déjà allé à l’épicerie en acheter ce matin!

3. Karine: Mais chéri, tu sais bien que les femmes enceintes ont toujours des 
envies soudaines de nourriture!

4. Philippe: J'ai compris, j'y vais! Je vais en racheter!

5. Karine: Oui vas-y, et achètes-en assez cette fois!

ENGLISH

1. Karine: I want to eat strawberries!

2. Philippe: Again? But I have already been to the grocery store to buy some this 
morning!

3. Karine: But darling, you know well that pregnant women always have 
sudden cravings for food!

4. Philippe: Okay, got it! I'll go back to buy some more!

5. Karine: Yes, please, and buy enough of them this time!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

Vas-y Go ahead expression

assez enough
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encore again Adverb

avoir envie de
to want, to long for 

something verb

épicerie grocery store noun

bien savoir to know well verb

J’ai compris! I got it! expression

envies soudaines sudden cravings phrase

femme enceinte pregnant woman phrase

chéri(e) darling, honey noun chérie (feminine)

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Aie du courage. Vas-y. Réalise ton rêve.
 

"Have some faith. Go ahead. Fulfill 
your dream."

J'ai trop de travail et pas assez de temps.
 

"I have too much work and not 
enough time."

Le client est encore revenu pour se 
plaindre.

 
"The customer came back again to 
complain."

J'ai envie d'un gâteau aux carottes.
 

"I feel like carrot cake."

Je suis allé à l’épicerie ce matin.
 

"I went to the grocery store this 
morning."

Je sais bien que je ne suis pas le meilleur.
 

"I am well-aware of not being the 
best."

J’ai compris ! J’arrête de t’embêter!
 

"I got it! I'll stop disturbing you!"

Elle a des soudaines envies de chocolat.
 

"She has sudden cravings for 
chocolate."

Ces sièges sont réservés aux femmes 
enceintes.

 
"These seats are reserved for 
pregnant women."

Ma chérie est partie.
 

"My darling left."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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Avoir envie de ("to want to"/"to fancy something") 
 The word envie is a literal translation of "envy;" however, in French, we now use it to talk about 
a thing we want or wish, not only about something we are jealous of. 

We often use the expression avoir envie de (which literally means "to have a will to do") in daily 
French conversation when talking about things we really want or things we plan to do. 

It is a really convenient expression because you can basically use it in many situations to 
express your will or your desire, as in J'ai envie de manger des fraises, which means "I want to 
eat some strawberries" or Il a envie de parir, which means "He wants to leave." 

You can either use this expression with a noun or with a verb just after it: 
 With a noun (avoir envie de + noun): 

For Example: 

1. As-tu envie d'un verre? 
 "Do you want to have a drink?" (The verb "to drink" is omitted, but it is implied.)

2. J'ai envie de Chinois. 
 "I want to eat Chinese food." (The verb "to eat" is implied.)

Note: We mainly use the expression avoir envie de + noun when we are talking about food or 
drink. 

With a verb (avoir envie de + verb): 

For Example: 

1. Ils ont envie de dormir sous la tente. 
 "They want to sleep in a tent."

2. Nous avions très envie de partir. 
 "We really wanted to leave."

3. Aurais-tu envie de changer de vie? 
 "Would you like to change your life?"

Bien savoir ("to know well") 

It's a way to insist on something you are well aware of. 

For Example: 

1. Je sais bien que tu es toujours en retard. 
 "I know well you are always late."/"It's a well-known fact that you are always late."
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2. Tu sais bien qu'il est très ronchon. 
 "You know well that he is very grouchy."

3. Comme tu le sais bien, nous n'aurons pas assez de temps. 
 "As you know well, we won't have enough time."

4. Tu sais bien t'y prendre avec les filles! 
 "You know your way around seducing women!"

We construct the expression bien savoir que as follows : 
 Subject + savoir verb + que + direct object 

For Example: 

1. Je sais bien que tu n'aimes pas les legumes. 
 "I know well you don't like vegetables."

When conjugated at the present tense, the expression Je sais bien que tu n'aimes pas les 
legumes becomes: 
 - Je sais bien que. 
 - Tu sais bien que. 
 - Il/elle/on sait bien que . 
 - Nous savons bien que. 
 - Vous savez bien que. 
 - Ils/elles savent bien que. 

Assez de ("enough") 
 You can use it to express both "there is enough" or "not enough" (when speaking about a 
quantity). 

The following are examples of usual expressions with "enough": 

For Example: 

1. Tu dois acheter assez de nourriture pour deux semaines. 
  "You have to buy enough food for two weeks."

2. Nous n'avons pas assez de temps pour se promener. 
 "We don't have enough time to walk around."

3. Est-ce qu'il y en a assez? 
  "Is there enough?"

To say "there is enough" or "not enough," follow this pattern: 
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 Il y a + assez + de + noun 

For Example: 

1. Il ya assez d'eau dans la baignoire. 
 "There is enough water in the bath."

A negative for it becomes: 
 Il n'y a + pas + assez + de + noun 

For Example: 

1. Il n'y a pas assez de gens dans la sale. 
 "There are not enough people in the room."

If you want to say "to have" + "enough," you can use this pattern: 

Avoir verb + assez + de + noun  

For Example: 

1. J'ai assez d'énergie pour toute la journée. 
 "I have enough energy for all day."

Or, with the negative form "I don't have" + "enough," it becomes: 
 Negation form + avoir verb + assez + de + noun 

For Example: 

1. Il n'a pas assez d'amis.  
"He doesn't have enough friends."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Use of the Adverbs Y and En. 
 Je vais en racheter! 
"I'll go back to buy some!"
 

After this lesson, you will be able to use these two very common adverbs in order to avoid 
place name and things repetitions. En and y work like substitution words for places' and 
things' names. They could be literally translated as follows: 
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1. Y means "there," asin Y es-tu déjà alle? ("Have you ever been there?") 

2. En means "some" or "it," as in Est-ce que tu en veux? ("Do you want some?")

Of course, using y or en as substitution adverbs implies that you have explicitly mentioned the 
topic of your conversation previously in your sentence. Otherwise, the person you will speak 
with won't understand what you are talking about. 

For Example:  

1. Je vais a la piscine demain, tu veux y aller avec moi? 
 "I am going to the swimming pool tomorrow; do you want to go there with me?" 
 Here, y refers to the place complement piscine. (In English, "there" refers to 
"swimming pool" too.)

2. Mon frère joue au tennis. Moi, j'en ai fait pendant 5 ans. 
 "My brother plays tennis. I played (it) for five years." 
 Here, en refers to the object complement "tennis." (In English, "it" refers to "tennis" 
too.)

In all cases, you have to mention the place name (place complement) or object complement 
you are talking about either earlier in the sentence or earlier in the conversation to set up the 
context. 

For example, if you just say Tu en veux? ("Do you want some?") without saying your topic, 
people won't understood what you are talking about. 

The Adverb Y for Places and Destinations
 

If you don't want to repeat a place several times in a sentence, you have to use the adverb y. Y 
can replace any place, including specific places as cities, regions, or countries. 

Don't forget that you should have already mentioned the place previously in a sentence if you 
use the adverb y. 

For Example: 

1. Je suis allé à Marseille l'année dernière, tu y es déjà allé toi? 
  "I went to Marseille last year, have you ever been there?"

(Here, y refers to the place complement "Marseille.") 

In our conversation, we had Mais je suis déjà allé à l'épicerie t'en acheter ce matin! [...] J'ai 
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compris, j'y vais! [...] Oui vas-y...  Here, y refers to the place complement l'épicerie ("grocery 
store"). 

Sample Sentences 
 

1. On part a Grenoble, tu y vas aussi non? 
 "We are going to Grenoble; you also are going there aren't you?"

2. Mamie est allee au marche ce matin, elle n'y etait pas allee depuis longtemps. 
 "Grandma went to the market this morning; she hasn't been there for a while."

3. Gabriel a déjà voyage en Afrique mais moi je n'y suis jamais allee. 
 "Gabriel has already traveled to Africa, but I have never been there."

The Adverb En, Meaning "Some," Will Allow You to Avoid Object Complements' Repetitions
 

We use this adverb when we have already mentioned a thing previously in a sentence and we 
want to mention it again without repeating it. 

For Example: 

1. J'ai acheté des bonbons, est-ce que tu en veux? 
 "I bought some sweets; do you want some?"

(Here, en refers to the object complement bonbons ("sweets").) 

In our conversation, we had J'ai envie de manger des fraises! Encore! Mais je suis déjà allé à 
l'épicerie t'en acheter ce matin! Here, en refers to the object complement fraises 
("strawberries"). 

Review of Conjugation of Etre 
 

Conjugation table for the verb etre at the present tense: 
 - First person singular: Je suis sous la douche. 
 - Second person singular: Tu es sous la douche. 
 - Third person singular: Il/elle/on est sous la douche. 
 - First person plural: Nous sommes sous la douche. 

Sample Sentences 
 

With y positive form
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French "English"

Es-tu déjà allé à Paris?Oui j'y suis déjà allé. "Have you ever been to Paris? Yes, I have 
already been there."

Il est parti à Limoges, y est-il encore? "He has left for Limoges; is he still there?"

Nous y sommes arrivés! "We did it!"

With Y Negative Form

French "English"

Il n'y a pas de thé dans la théiere. "There is no tea in the teapot."

Tu n'y iras pas! "You won't go there!"

Allez-y, n'ayez pas peur! "Let's go there, don't be afraid!"

With En Positive Form  

French "English"

Il en a beaucoup dans ses poches. "He has many in his pockets."

Vous en aviez envie. "You wanted to."

Nous en avons besoin. "We need it."

With En Negative Form  

French "English"

Il n'en a pas beaucoup dans ses poches. "He doesn't have many in his pockets."

Vous n'en n'aviez pas envie. "You didn't want to."

Nous n'en avons pas besoin. "We didn't need it."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The High Birth Rate in France
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One amazing thing in France is that there are many young children and young adults, 
especially compared to other developed countries where the birth rate is usually very low and 
where it's easier to find a job in a nursing home than in a nursery! 

With almost two children by a woman on average, France has a much closer rate to Ireland 
than to Germany or Italy, for example, even though those countries are closer on a cultural 
point of view. 

But why do French women have such high birth rates? Maybe because the major portion of 
births happens within the French immigrant population. The French national institute of 
statistics counted that former immigrants and their descendants (second generation) 
represent now nineteen percent of the country's population. 

However, figures are also high for French women in general, and this can be explained by 
different reasons. When surveys are done on this topic, French people often answer that 
babies' births are positive. They consider it a way to raise French people's spirit, and that it's 
maybe the best thing to do during an economic crisis: it gives hope and plans for the future. 
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FRENCH

1. Mme Dupont: Docteur, j'ai très mal au dos et je voudrais des médicaments.

2. Docteur: Où avez-vous mal exactement?

3. Mme Dupont: J'ai surtout mal en haut du dos.

4. Docteur: Je vois, avez-vous parfois mal à la tête?

5. Mme Dupont: Oui j'ai souvent mal à la tête mais c'est de famille, ma mère a aussi 
des maux de tête.

6. Docteur: D'accord, je vais vous prescrire des anti-douleurs pendant 3 jours. 
Ca sera deux comprimés chaque matin.

7. Mme Dupont: Merci docteur.

ENGLISH

1. Mme Dupont: Doctor, I have strong back pain, and I need some medicine, please.

2. Doctor: Where does it hurt exactly?

3. Mme Dupont: It's especially painful at the top of my back.

4. Doctor: I see, and do you have headaches sometimes?

5. Mme Dupont: Yes, I often have headaches, but it's in the family, as my mother also 
has headaches.

6. Doctor: All right, so I'm going to prescribe some painkillers that you will 
have to take for three days. It will be two pills each morning.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Mme Dupont: Thank you, doctor.

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

comprimés pills noun masculine

chaque matin each morning phrase

médicaments medicine; drugs noun masculine

avoir mal au dos to have a  backache verb

surtout especially; above all adverb

avoir mal à la tête to have a headache phrase

pendant 3 jours for 3 days phrase

anti-douleurs painkillers noun masculine

prescrire to prescribe verb

parfois sometimes adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Il faut prendre deux comprimés par jour.
 

"You have to take 2 pills per day."

Chaque matin, je fais un jogging dans le 
parc.

 
"Each morning, I jog in the park."

La pharmacie vend des médicaments.
 

"The pharmacy sells medicine."

J’ai mal au dos depuis 5 jours.
 

"I've been having a back pain for 5 
days."

Nous apprécions surtout l'honnêteté.
 

"We especially appreciates honesty."

J'ai toujours mal à la tête quand je suis 
fatigué.

 
"I always have a headache when I 
am tired."
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Je dois suivre un nouveau traitement 
pendant trois jours.

 
"I have to undergo a new treatment 
for 3 days."

J’ai arrêté mes anti-douleurs hier.
 

"I stopped taking my painkillers 
yesterday."

Combien de médicaments le médecin t’a t-
il prescrit?

 
"How much medicine did the doctor 
prescribe for you?"

Je suis parfois en retard.
 

"I am sometimes late."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

surtout ("especially"/"above all") 
 We use the adverb surtout both to say "above all" and "especially." We will see that even 
though there is a nuanced difference between these two words in English, in France we can 
use surtout in many situations. 

surtout ("especially," "precisely") 
 If you want to specify something among others or to be as precise as possible, you can use 
surtout, as in our conversation. 

For Example: 

1. J'ai surtout mal en haut du dos. 
 "It's especially painful on the top of the back."

2. De tous les enfants de l'école, c'est surtout lui qui pose problème. 
 "Among all the school's children, he is the one who especially poses a problem."

Here, surtout allows you to point out one special person/thing. 

surtout ("above all," "more than all the rest") 
 If you want to talk about something that is more important or more urgent than other things, 
you can also use the adverb surtout. 

For Example: 

1. C'est surtout une question de fierté. 
 "It's above all a matter of pride."
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Here, surtout allows you to say something is predominant or is before everything. It helps to 
prioritize your speech. 

pendant ("during"/"while") 
 We use the preposition pendant for expressing length in time. You can use it to talk about a 
precise duration but also to talk about two simultaneous actions that occurred at the same time. 

pendant ("during"/"meanwhile") 
 If you want to talk about duration, length of time, or periods, you have to use pendant, which 
means "during." You can directly put a duration expression, such as minutes, hours, days, or 
years, after it. 

For Example:  

1. Je reste en France pendant l'été. 
 "I stay in France during the summer."

2. Elle a pleuré pendant une semaine. 
 "She cried during a week."

3. Cette famille a vécu ici pendant cinquante ans. 
 "This family lived here for fifty years."

If you use more general expressions related to time after pendant, it will mean "while"-
something like "meanwhile." 

For Example:  

1. Pendant ce temps, j'attendais dehors. 
 "Meanwhile, I was waiting outside."

2. Pendant un instant j'ai bien cru que c'était lui. 
 "For a little while, I really thought it was him."

3. Il m'a menti pendant tout ce temps, tu imagines! 
 "He lied to me all the while; do you believe that!"

pendant que ("while") 
 We can translate the expression pendant que as "while"; we use it to talk about two 
simultaneous actions that happen at the same time. Pendant que is always followed by a verb, 
and its role is to link two clauses. 

For Example:  

1. Je sors le chien pendant que tu prépares le petit dejeuner. 
 "I'm taking the dog out for a walk while he is preparing the breakfast."
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2. Il va se doucher pendant que je range mes affaires. 
 "He's going to have a shower while I'm putting away my stuff."

Here, you can see the construction is always the same: 
 First clause + pendant que + second clause 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is Expressions Like J'ai Mal, Ca Me Fait Mal, Je Suis Malade, or 
C'est Douloureux. 
 J'ai très mal au dos. 
"I have strong back pain ."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to talk about pain and illness, which can be very important if 
you feel bad once in France and you need to explain your symptoms. After this lesson, you 
will be able to say in French "I have a pain here, "it hurts here," "I feel a pain here," and "it's 
painful." 

Avoir Mal ("To Feel a Pain")
 

The expression avoir mal literally means "I have a pain," but in English, we would rather say the 
"[name of the body part] + ache", or the "[name of the body part] + hurts," or also, "to feel a 
pain somewhere." 
  In French, you naturally say j'ai mal a la tête (meaning, "I have a pain in the head"), whereas in 
English you would rather say "I have a headache" or "my head hurts." 
  In French, you can always use the pattern avoir mal ("to have a pain") for every type of pain. 
You just have to say avoir mal + a la (if it is a feminine singular body part) or avoir mal + au (if it is 
a masculine or plural body part). 
  Here are some detailed patterns: 
  Avoir verb + mal + a + la + feminine singular noun 
 Avoir verb + mal + au + masculine or plural noun 
  Here are some examples with feminine singular body parts: 

For Example:  

1. J'ai mal a la tête. 
 "I have a headache."

2. J'ai mal a la jambe. 
 "My leg hurts."

3. J'ai mal a la main. 
 "My hand hurts."
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4. Il a mal a la cheville. 
 "His ankle hurts."

5. Ils ont mal a la langue. 
 "Their tongues hurt."

Here are some examples with masculine or plural body parts: 

For Example:  

1. J'ai mal au ventre. 
 "I have a stomachache."

2. J'ai mal aux dents. 
 "My teeth hurt."

3. Il a mal au bras. 
 "His arm hurts."

4. Elle a mal aux pieds. 
 "Her foot hurt."

Faire Mal ("It Hurts")
 

Here, the easiest way to say "it hurts me" in French is ca me fait mal (the infinitive form is faire 
mal). You can use this form when talking about something that hurts you. 

For Example: 

1. Quand tu touches ma jambe, ca me fait mal! 
 "When you touch my leg, it hurts!"

2. Ca me fait mal si je marche trop. 
 "It hurts (me) if I walk too much."

3. Le café me fait mal au ventre. 
 "Coffee gives me stomachaches."

The pattern here is very simple and invariable: 
 Ca (or the thing that hurts you) + me + fait + mal 

Avoir Une/Des Douleurs ("To Feel 
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Pain(s)")
 

Another way to talk about pain is to use the noun douleur that means "pain" or the associated 
adjective douloureux that means "painful." 

With the noun douleur, you will have to use the verb avoir. 

For Example:  

1. J'ai une douleur dans l'oeil. 
 "I feel a pain in my eye."

2. Il m'a dit qu'il avait une douleur au niveau du genoux. 
 "He told me he felt a pain on his knee."

3. Elle a des douleurs très fortes dans les jambs. 
 "She has very strong pains in her legs."

Here, the pattern is: Avoir + une/des douleur(s) + body part and/or intensity 

Je Suis Malade ("I Am Ill")
 

To say you feel bad or ill, you can say Je suis malade. You have also other expressions to 
express that you don't well. These are "state expressions," so you have to use the etre verb + 
adjective. 

For Example: 

1. Je ne suis pas très en forme. 
 "I don't feel very well."

2. Je suis un peu patraque aujourd'hui. (familiar) 
 "I feel a bit crummy."

3. Je suis febrile. (formal) 
 "I feel feverish."

Of course, there are many other ways to say which illness you have, but be careful: this time it's 
different, you have to use the avoir verb + noun. 

For Example: 

1. J'ai la nausea. 
 "I feel nauseous."
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2. J'ai un rhume. 
 "I caught a cold."

3. J'ai la migraine. 
 "I have a migraine."

4. J'ai de la fièvre. 
 "I have a fever."

The general rule is that you have to use the verb être when you are talking about a general 
statement, as in Je suis malade ("I am ill"), but you have to use the verb avoir if you speak about 
a specific illness, as in J'ai la nausée, which means "I feel nauseous." 

Sample Sentences 
 

French "English"

Avoir mal "To have a pain"

Il a très mal au ventre aujourd'hui. "He has strong stomachaches today."

Tu n'as pas mal a la tête en faisant ca ? "Don't you have headaches by doing this?"

Ils ont toujours mal quelque part ! "They ached all over."

Est-ce que tu as mal quelque part ? "Does it hurt you?"

Ou as-tu mal ? (informal) "Where does it hurt?"

Ou avez-vous mal ? (formal) "Where does it hurt?"

Faire mal "It hurts"

Ca fait très mal quand vous appuyez ici ! "It hurts a lot when you press here!"

Est que ca te fait mal la ? "Does it hurt here?"

Ces chaussures font tres mal. "These shoes hurt a lot."

Avoir une/des douleur(s) "To feel pain(s)"

J'ai des douleurs chroniques. "I have chronic pains."

Ses douleurs au dos persistent. "His backaches continue."
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Elle a des douleurs tres vives dans le ventre! "She has really strong pains in the stomach!"

Etre malade/avoir une maladie "To feel sick"/"To have an illness"

Il est toujours malade. "He is always sick."

Il a une maladie grave. "He has a serious illness."

Ce n'est pas marrant d'être malade. "Being ill is not funny."

Je ne savais pas qu'elle était malade. "I didn't know she was ill."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Health Insurance System in France
 

The French health system works as a big cooperative, as every French resident normally has 
to participate in its functioning by paying a part of it. 

Even though it is a very expensive system (a debit on the population's wages is not enough to 
cover it), and the deficit is today around six billion euros, the French system keeps being one 
of the best in the world. In France, you have, for example, universal health coverage that 
basically every person living in France can use; even if he is very poor or homeless, he can 
see a doctor and get treatment for free. 

For workers, this system offers many advantages, as you can access quite easily and rapidly 
many general and specialist practitioners. It's true that the so-called sécurite sociale is very 
different from the Anglo-Saxon system, and most foreigners who come to France often regret 
it once back in their country of origin. 

The big issue today is that this system is not balanced anymore from an economical point of 
view: as more and more French people are getting older and retired, they cannot participate 
in wage debits anymore. 

But, for the moment, France is still one of the last countries where a usual consultation will cost 
you almost nothing, as you will be reimbursed for the most part. 
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FRENCH

1. Karine: Excusez-moi monsieur, je vais à cette adresse mais je suis perdue!

2. L'inconnu: Quelle coïncidence! Je vais justement au même endroit, nous 
pouvons y aller ensemble?

3. Karine: Pourquoi pas, vous y allez aussi à pied?

4. L'inconnu: Non j'y vais en métro, c'est plus rapide!

5. Karine: Et bien allons-y ensemble !

ENGLISH

1. Karine: Excuse me, sir. I'm going to this address, but I am lost.

2. Stranger: What a coincidence! I'm just going to this place too; can we go 
together?

3. Karine: Why not, are you going there on foot too?

4. Stranger: No, I'm going there by metro; it's faster!

5. Karine: So, let's go there together!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

Allons-y. Let's go. phrase

coïncidence coincidence noun feminine

justement precisely adverb
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Je suis perdu I am lost expression

au même endroit at the same place phrase

ensemble together adverb

rapide fast adjective

à pied on foot phrase

Pourquoi pas...? Why not....? Expression

en métro by metro phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Allons-y ensemble !
 

"Let's go together."

Notre rencontre était une énorme 
coïncidence.

 
"Our encounter was a huge 
coincidence."

C'est justement pour ça que je ne voulais 
pas te voir.

 
"It's precisely why I didn't want to 
see you."

Je suis perdu et je n'ai pas de carte !
 

"I am lost and I have no map!"

Nous avons passé nos vacances au même 
endroit.

 
"We went on holidays at the same 

place."

Allons-y ensemble !
 

"Let's go together."

Cette épreuve, nous la surmonterons 
ensemble.

 
"This challenge, we'll overcome it 
together."

Le TGV est un des trains les plus rapide du 
monde.

 
“TGV is one of the fastest trains in 
the world.”

Cette rue n'est accessible qu'à pied.
 

"This street is only accessible on 
foot."

Veux-tu jouer au tennis ? Pourquoi pas.
 

"Do you want to play tennis? Why 
not?"
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Je vais au travail en métro.
 

"I go to work by metro."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

excusez-moi 
 We often use excusez-moi, which we can translate as "Excuse me," to call someone you don't 
know, like a stranger in a street or a salesman in a shop. 

For Example: 

1. Excusez-moi, combine coûte cette jupe? 
 "Excuse me, how much does this skirt cost?"

We can also use it to apologize for a small thing, such as if you have bumped into somebody. 
But the expression Je suis désolé, which means "I'm sorry," is preferred. 

  

justement 
 We can use justement in three different situations. 
 The first one is the same as in the dialogue, and it means "at this moment," and we can 
translate it as "just." For example, Je parlais justement de toi means "I was just talking about 
you." 

In the second situation, you will use justement to insist on something, and its translation is 
"precisely." 

For Example: 

1. C'est justement ce que tu aurais dû faire. 
 "It's precisely what you should have done."

In the last case, justement means "rightly" or "correctly." 

For Example: 

1. Tu as répondu à cette question très justement. 
 "You answer this question very correctly."
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être perdu/se perdre 
 You can use the verb perdre with or without a pronoun, but the meaning will be slightly 
different. 
 Without the pronoun, je suis perdu ("I am lost") is a statement, a result. 

For Example: 

1. Bon, maintenant c'est certain, nous sommes perdus. 
 "Okay, now of this is sure: we are lost."

Using the pronoun, je me suis perdu ("I get lost"), you will talk about the fact that you are lost. 

For Example:  

1. J'ignore comment je me suis perdu. 
 "I don't know how I got lost."

Sometimes we also use être perdu abstractly. 

For Example:  

1. Il est perdu. 
 "There is no hope for him."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Basic French Expressions Using the Verb Aller.   
 J'y vais en metro. 
"I'm going there by metro."
 

After this lesson, you will be able to say in French "I'm going to..." or "let's go." 

1.  "I'm Going To"
 

This is the most-used form of the verb aller. And it is always followed by the preposition à and 
the place where you are going. Be careful: if this place is a masculine noun, the preposition à 
becomes au. 
  To say that you're going somewhere, you will have to follow this pattern: 
 Person who is going somewhere + verb aller + preposition à or au+ the place 

For Example: 
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1. Je vais à la poste. 
 "I am going to the post office."

2. Nous allons au restaurant. 
 "We're going to the restaurant."

3. Ils vont à la plage. 
 "They are going to the beach."

2. Aller Quelque Part Ensemble
 

We can use ensemble, the French word for "together," with the verb aller ("to go"). 
 You can use it to ask someone whether he or she wants to come with you. 

For Example: 

1. Je vais à la piscine, nous pouvons y aller ensemble. 
 "I'm going to the swimming pool; we could go together."

2. Je pars à la même heure que toi, est-ce que nous y allons ensemble?  
 "I am leaving at the same time as you; should we go together?"

3. How Do You Go Somewhere? 
 

If you want to say how you are going somewhere, you have to be careful with the preposition 
after the verb aller. While in English you always use "by," in French it could be à, en, or both! 

For Example:  

1. Je vais à la boulangerie à pied. 
 "I'm going to the bakery by foot."

2. Tu vas au cinema en voiture. 
 "You're going to the theater by car."

To know when to use à and when to use en, ask yourself whether you can get inside this thing. 

If yes, you will use en: you can get into a car, a train, or a plane, so they need en. 

If the answer is "not really," as for a bike or a motorcycle, you use à or en. 

If not, you will use à, as in à pied ("by foot"). 
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4. Allons-y!  
 

We can translate the famous English expression "let's go" as allons-y or on y va, which is more 
familiar. You need to have the pronoun y: it expresses the place where you are going. 

For Example: 

1. 1. Tu es prête? Tu as tes clés et ton manteau ? Bon, allons-y !  
 "You're ready? You have your keys and your coat? Well, let's go!"

2. 2. Vous voulez vraiment aller au restaurant ?  
 "You really want to go to the restaurant?"

3. 3. Bien sûr, on y va ! 
 "Of course, let's go!"

Sample Sentences 
 

Je Vais À/Au "I Am Going To"

Je vais à l'école. "I am going to school."

Je vais au musée. "I am going to the museum."

Je vais à la faculté. "I am going to college."

Je vais au commissariat. "I am going to the police station."

Aller Ensemble "To Go Together"

Nous allons au supermarché ensemble. "We are going to the supermarket 
together."

Ils vont au stade ensemble. "They're going to the stadium together."

Vous allez en France ensemble. "You are going to France together."

Comment Aller Quelque Part "How Do You Go Somewhere"

Je vais à pied à la gare puis je vais à paris en 
train.

"I'm going to the train station by foot, then 
I'm going to Paris by train."

Il va au Japon en bateau. "He is going to Japan by boat."
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Tu vas à Marseille en train? Non, j'y vais en 
avion.

"Do you go to Marseille by train? No, I'm 
going by plane."

Allons-y "Let's Go"

Allons-y si tu as vraiment envie. "Let's go if you really want to."

Allons au cinema ! "Let's go to the theatre!"

Tu es fatigue? Non, c'est bon, on y va. "Are you tired? No, it's okay, let's go."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Addresses in France
 

French addresses are always the same: the number of the building, the name of the street, the 
name of the city, and its postal code. You must write all of this and the name of the people 
you're mailing on the envelope before sending. 
 
 French postal codes have five figures. The first two are the number of the territorial division; 
the last three are the number of the city. For example, the postal code of Lille is 59800: 59 is 
the number of the division, and 800 is the number of the city. In a city, there are "streets," des 
rues, but also "avenues," des avenues; some "boulevards," des boulevards, and some 
"squares," des places." The name of the streets can be, for example, names of historical 
figures, such as avenue du Général de Gaulle; common words, such as rue teinturier; and 
geographical places, such as boulevard d'Alsace. 
 
 French streets are always arranged this way: odd-numbered on one side and evens on the 
other, by increasing order. The numbers are usually displayed close to the gate. So, if you 
have a look, you will see the numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and so forth on one side, and the 
numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 and so forth on the other. 
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FRENCH

1. Sylvie: Pouvez-vous faire un paquet cadeau s'il vous plait?

2. Sales assistant: Oui, si vous voulez. Voulez-vous que je fasse un nœud?

3. Sylvie: D'accord mais attention, je ne voudrais surtout pas que ca fasse 
trop!

4. Sales assistant: Ne vous inquiétez pas, j’ai fait une formation la semaine dernière 
donc je sais tout sur les paquets cadeaux maintenant!

5. Sylvie: Très bien, dans ce cas, je vous laisse faire!

ENGLISH

1. Sylvie: Can you wrap a gift, please?

2. Sales assistant: Yes, if you want. Do you want me to make a bow?

3. Sylvie: Okay, but be careful, I really don't want something too garish!

4. Sales assistant: Don't worry; I followed a training last week, so I know everything 
about gift wrapping now!

5. Sylvie: Great; in that case, I'll let you do it then!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

maintenant now adverb

Si vous voulez
If you would like 

(formal) expression
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Ne vous inquiétez 
pas Don’t worry (formal) expression

en faire trop to overdo verb

paquet cadeau gift-wrap noun masculine

nœud bow; knot noun masculine

formation training noun feminine

laisser faire
to let (somebody) do 

(something) verb

attention be careful adverb

dans ce cas in this case phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Tu viens maint enant ?
 

"Are you coming now?"

Maint enant , c'est  un nouveau départ .
 

"Now, it 's  a new start."

Si vous voulez , nous pouvons t rouver 
un accord.

 
"If you'd like, we can come to an 
agreement."

Ne vous inquiét ez  pas pour ca ce 
n’est  pas grave.

 
"Don’t worry about that, it ’s 
nothing."

Il me fait  t rop r ire. C'est  un vrai 
comique.

 
"He makes me laugh so much. It 's a 
real comedian."

Peux-t u défaire ce paquet  cadeau?
 

"Can you undo this gift-wrap?"

Tu as un joli nœud dans les cheveux.
 

"You have a nice bow in your hair."

J’ai fait  une format ion pour devenir  
pât issier .

 
"I did a training to become a pastry 
cook."
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Je l’ai laissé faire la cuisine.
 

"I let him prepare the food."

Vous êt es un spécialist e: je vous 
laisse faire.

 
"You are a specialist: I leave it up 
to you."

At t ent ion, ces objet s sont  fragiles.
 

"Be careful, these objects are 
fragile."

Tu veux des vacances? Dans ce cas 
t u dois t ravailler  ce week-end.

 
"Do you want a vacation? In that 
case, you must work next 
weekend."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

How t o Use  t he  Expression Si Vous Voulez ("If You Want ")
 

This expression is made of two main parts.

First, we have si, which means "if" in English, and we use it to introduce a hypothesis or 
something that is not certain. Here, si allows you to make a suggestion to someone politely 
(formal way).

For  Example:

1. Si vous voulez, nous pouvons aller au parc. 
 "If you want, we can go to the park."

Here, you suggest something to someone, but very delicately, as you first ask whether the 
person agrees with this suggestion. Note that to switch to the informal way to say that, you 
just have to say Si tu veux, which is the second-person singular (informal way in French).

Another situation when you can use si vous voulez is when someone asks you a question 
and you want to answer yes but with a slight nuance, as in "yes, if you want." So, you can 
say this when you're okay to do something, but it is above all because you don't really have a 
choice.

For  Example:
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1. Voulez-vous aller au cinéma? 
 Oui, si vous voulez. 
 "Do you want to go to the movie theater?" 
 "Yes, if you want to."

Implicitly, this expression means "yes, if it is what you want, we'll go then."

In both cases, the expression si vous voulez is very simple to use as it is a ready-made 
expression; you just have to use it as a "block" and put it before your suggestion in the first 
case.

Or, if you answer with it, you just have to say oui + si vous voulez.

Another way to say si vous voulez in an even more polite way is to say si vous souhaitez, 
which is the exact translation of "if you wish." We only use this phrase in formal situations.

Another alternative to the expression can also be si vous préférez, which means "if you 
prefer." In this case, we put the emphasis on the person's preference.

For  Example:

1. Si vous préférez, on peut allez chez moi 
 "If you prefer, we can go to my home"

The  Expression Ne Vous Inquiétez Pas
 

This expression is composed of the verb inquiéter, which means "to worry." As it is in a 
negative form, it means "don't worry" in a formal way because it is in the second-person 
plural.

If you want to switch to the informal way, you just have to say Ne t'inquiètes pas.

You can use the expression Ne vous inquiétez pas in many situations, but it will be always to 
reassure someone. Please find here many usual expressions with ne vous inquiétez pas.

For  Example:

1. Ne vous inquiétez pas, ca va aller ! 
 "Don't worry; it will be okay!"

2. Ne vous inquiétez pas, tout ira bien. 
 "Don't worry, everything will be okay."
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3. Ne vous inquiétez pas si vous n'avez pas de nouvelles de moi. 
 "Don't worry if you don't receive any news from me."

4. Ne vous inquiétez surtout pas pour moi ! 
 "Please don't worry about me!"

5. Ne vous inquiétez pas pour l'anniversaire, j'ai déjà tout prevu. 
 "Don't worry about the birthday; I have already planned everything."

Note that you can either use ne vous inquiétez pas alone in a sentence, as in Ne vous 
inquiétez pas, which is simply "don't worry," but you can also use it in a more extended 
sentence by adding a preposition like pour to say "don't worry about" or by adding si to say 
"don't worry if."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is t he  Usual French Verb Faire. 
 Je vous laisse faire! 
"I'll let  you do (it )!"
 

After this lesson, you will be able to say in French "I do something," "I make something," "it is 
too much," and "I let you do" in French.

Je Fais ("I Do," "I Organiz e," "I Make," "I Prepare," "I Complet e")
 

The first pattern we are going to study is the one we use more frequently, Je fais, which here 
is the first-person singular, present tense. It is the equivalent of the "to do" verb in English, as 
it means "I do."

In this case, je fais is always followed by a direct complement, as in Je fais quelque chose, 
which means "I do something."

The pattern here is always: verb faire conjugated + direct complement [the thing I do]

For  Example: 

1. Je fais mes devoirs. 
 "I do my homework."

Here, je fais is in the first-person, present tense, but of course this pattern works for all 
persons. Find here a conjugation table with all persons in present tense:

French "English"
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Je fais mes devoirs. "I do my homework."

Tu fais tes devoirs. "You do your homework." (informal form)

Il/Elle/On fait ses devoirs. "He/She does her homework."

Nous faisons nos devoirs. "We do our homework."

Vous faites vos devoirs. "You do your homework." (formal or plural 
collective form)

Ils/Elles font leurs devoirs. "They do their homework."

But we will see that in French, the verb faire can also replace many other verbs in casual 
language, such as the verbs organiser ("to organize"/"to plan"), préparer ("to prepare"/"to 
cook"), and also effectuer ("to complete"). 
 
 For  Example:

1. Voulez-vous que je fasse un nœud? 
 "Do you want me to make a bow?"

Here, we use the verb faire (which has the initial meaning "to do") to say "to make," "to 
create," or "to prepare" something. In many situations, we use the verb faire to replace these 
verbs, so it is very convenient to know it.

When talking about something you cooked, you will naturally use this verb.

For  Example:

1. J'ai fait une tarte 
 "I prepared a pie."

Also, you can use this verb to talk about something you created.

For  Example:

1. Pierre a fait un dessin 
 "Pierre made a drawing."

Last, but not least, the verb faire can also replace verbs like "to complete," "to go to," or "to 
follow" when talking about studies, trainings, or travels.
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For  Example:

1. J'ai fait une formation. 
 "I followed a training."

Trop En Faire ("To Overdo")
 

Here, we use the verb faire in a ready-made expression that literally means "to do too much," 
and we can translate it in English by "to overdo something." If you have a look at this 
expression, trop en faire, it is the literal translation of "to over-do."

For  Example:

1. Je ne veux pas que ça fasse trop. 
 "I don't want you to overdo it."

You can use it in different situations, both talking about persons or things.

For  Example:

1. Ce n'est pas la peine d'en faire trop. 
 "No need to overdo it."

2. Il en fait vraiment trop a chaque fois. 
 "He always overdoes."

3. A vouloir en faire trop, on fait mal. 
 "Less is more."

Laisser Faire ("To Let  Do")
 

This is an expression to say that you "let someone do something" without interfering.

For  Example:

1. Je vous laisse faire. 
 "I let you do."

Here, we only have to conjugate the verb laisser, while the verb faire remains in infinitive form.

This is a convenient expression that you can use when you don't want to interfere in a 
situation or to indicate when you want something to be done by another person.
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For  Example:

1. Je l'ai laissé faire car il ne voulait rien entendre. 
 "I let him do, as he didn't want to listen to me."

2. Nous les laissons faire car nous ne voulons pas de problèmes. 
 "We let them do because we don't want any trouble."

3. Il m'a laissé tout le ménage a faire. 
 "He let me do all the cleaning."

4. Je l'ai laisse faire la vaisselle. 
 "I let him do the dishes."

Sample  Sent ences 
 

Faire ("To Do") "English"

Je fais une promenade tout les week-end. "I do a walk every weekend."

Il fait toujours un discours. "He always does a speech."

Nous faisons un concours de karaoke. "We do a karaoke competition."

Faire ("To Make," "To Creat e," "To 
Complet e," "To Organiz e")

Faites-vous un gâteau pour ce soir? "Are you preparing a cake for tonight?"

J'ai fait un super voyage en Australie. "I took a fabulous trip to Australia."

Il a fait des études de droit. "He completed law studies."

Est-ce que tu fais une soirée d'anniversaire. "Do you organize a birthday party?"

Trop En Faire ("To Overdo")

Ca fait trop, c'est vulgaire. "It is too much; it looks vulgar."

Il en a trop fait pour épater la foule. "He overdid it to impress the crowd."

Laisser Faire ("To Let  Do")

Je l'ai laisse faire sans réagir. "I let him do without reacting."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Your  Christ mas Present s Are  Wort h Money
 

A new phenomenon has dramatically grown in France for ten years and is now very popular: 
it is the resale of Christmas presents on the Web.

Each year, from the twenty-sixth of December, a large number of Christmas presents are 
resold on the Internet on specialized websites or on secondhand ones.

For French people who are facing the economic crisis, it is good way to transform unwanted 
presents into cash flow. It is also a practical gesture not to be burdened with presents that 
are going to remain in closets or with presents that have been offered twice.

Some years ago, it would have been considered very ungrateful to earn money thanks to a 
present, but today troubles with money are justifying it, and selling one's own Christmas 
present can even be seen as a sign of cleverness.
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FRENCH

1. (In a French café)

2. (Glasses sounds, French music)

3. Tristan: As-tu choisi ce que tu voudrais boire sur la carte?

4. Vanessa: Oui je voudrais un café noisette, et toi qu’as-tu choisi?

5. Tristan: J’aimerais commander un café-gourmand mais je ne vois pas le 
garçon de café!

6. Vanessa: Il est là! [Speaking to the waiter] Pouvez-vous nous apporter un 
café noisette et un café-gourmand s’il vous-plait?

7. Garçon de café: Très bien, désirez-vous du sucre dans votre café Madame?

8. Vanessa: Non merci, je préférerais un café sans sucre s’il vous-plait.

ENGLISH

1. (In a French café)

2. (Glasses sounds, French music)

3. Tristan: Have you chosen what you'd like to drink on the menu?

4. Vanessa: Oh, yes, I would like a coffee with a dash of milk, and you have 
decided?

5. Tristan: I would love to order a "café gourmand," but I don't see the waiter 
coming!

CONT'D OVER
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6. Vanessa: He's just here! [Speaking to the waiter] Could you please bring us a 
coffee with a dash of milk and a "café gourmand?"

7. Garçon de café: Okay, would you like some sugar in your coffee, Madam?

8. Vanessa: No, thanks, I would prefer a sugar-free coffee please.

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

désirer to want, to desire for verb

café-gourmand

coffee served with a 
selection of 

delicious delights
noun masculine

commander order verb

café
a coffee served with 
a just little bit of milk noun masculine

sucre sugar noun masculine

choisir to choose verb

carte menu noun masculine

apporter to bring verb

garçon de café waiter noun masculine

préférer to prefer Verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Vous désirez ?
 

"What do you want?"/"What would 
you like?"

Je désire aller  à Bordeaux le week-
end prochain.

 
"I'd like to go to Bordeaux next 
weekend."
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Peut -on commander en ligne ?
 

"Can we order online?"

J'ai commandé le plat  du jour .
 

"I ordered the dish of the day."

Il y a un café près de chez  moi.
 

"There is a café close to my home."

Je voudrais un café, s'il vous plaît .
 

"I would like a coffee, please."

Mon t aux de sucre est  faible!
 

"My sugar levels are low!"

Vous met t ez  du sucre dans vot re 
café?

 
"Do you put sugar in your coffee?"

Je met s t oujours du sucre dans mon 
café.

 
"I always put sugar in my coffee."

J'aimerais choisir  quelque chose que 
je n'ai jamais essayé.

 
"I would like to choose something I 
have never tried."

Comment  avez -vous choisi cet t e 
magnifique paire de lunet t es?

 
"How did you choose those 
beautiful pair of glasses?"

Pourquoi as-t u choisi cet t e couleur?
 

"Why did you choose that color?"

Personne ne peut  choisir  à vot re 
place, c'est  à vous de le faire vous-
même.

 
"Nobody can choose for you, you 
have to do it yourself."

Je l'ai choisie car  c'est  elle qui a le 
plus d'expér ience pour ce t ravail.

 
"I chose her because she had the 
most experience for the job."

Il a choisi la couleur de sa voit ure 
aléat oirement .

 
"He chose the color of his car 
randomly."

Quel cours t u choisis?
 

"Which class do you choose?"

Je choisis mon plat  sur  la cart e.
 

"I choose my dish on the menu."

Si vous ne m'apport ez  pas les 
document s le plus vit e possible, vous 
serez  viré.

 
"If you don't bring me the 
documents as soon as possible, 
you're fired."
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On nous a demandé d'apport er  nos 
propres boissons à la soirée.

 
"We were asked to bring our own 
drinks to the party."

apport ez -moi l'addit ion s'il vous 
plait .

 
"Bring me the check, please."

Ce soir , j'apport e le vin.
 

"Tonight, I bring the wine."

S'il t e plait , appelle le garçon de café!
 

"Please call the waiter!"

Nous préférons cet t e pièce.
 

"We prefer this room."

Ils préfèrent  y aller  en voit ure, mais 
moi je vais prendre le mét ro.

 
"They prefer to go by car, but I will 
take the subway."

Je préfère aller  au cinéma.
 

"I prefer to go to the movie theater."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

How t o use  t he  verb commander ("t o order")

You mainly use this verb when you are in a restaurant or a bar and order your drink and dish. 
For example, you can say to the waiter Ça y est, j'ai commandé, meaning "It's okay, I'm ready 
to order."

The waiter could also ask you Souhaitez-vous commander? which is a polite way of saying to 
a customer "Do you want to order now?"

When the waiter is coming to take your order, you can say Je vais commander un café, un plat 
du jour et un dessert, for example, which means "I'm going to take a coffee, the special dish 
of the day, and a dessert."

The pattern of the verb commander is simple; you just have to conjugate the verb and add 
what you want to order after it.

For  Example:

1. Je vais commander le plat de poisson. 
 "I'm going to order the fish dish."
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2. Ils ont commandé une bouteille de Champagne. 
 "They ordered a bottle of Champagne."

3. Ils n'ont pas encore commandé leur plat. 
 "They have not ordered their dish yet."

The  expression Garçon!

This expression is composed of the unique word garcon! which literally means "Boy!" We use 
it in only a specific case: when calling a waiter in a traditional French brasserie.

But be careful, because even if this word is still famous among foreigners, in France we don't 
use it so much now as it is considered very old-fashioned! Today, a waiter could be 
surprised to hear that, unless it is an old person who says it.

Here are the actual ways to ask for a waiter to come for all types of restaurants/bars in France:

1. S'il vous plait! (Raising your hand at the same time) = "Please!"

2. Excusez-moi! (Raising your hand at the same time) = "Excuse me!"

On the contrary, French people still use the word garçon to talk about a waiter in general 
(without calling him this way). That's why we had in our dialogue Je ne vois pas le garcon de 
café. Note that the entire expression is Garçon de café!

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is t o Express a Wish Polit ely by Using Je Voudrais. 
 Oui je voudrais un café noisette. 
" Yes, I would like  a coffee  wit h a dash of milk."
 

In this lesson, you'll learn how to express that you want something in a polite way, as in "I 
would like something" or "I would like to do something." Je voudrais: Expressing your wishes 
politely.

We translate the form "I would like" with Je voudrais.

For  Example: 

1. Je voudrais un café s'il vous plait. 
 "I would like a coffee, please."
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Je voudrais allows you to express what you would like. As in English, you use the conditional 
form of the verb "to want"; in French, this verb is vouloir. It's like saying "I want this" but in a 
softer way, for example, when you order something or you are looking for something.

It also works with an infinitive verb, as in "I would like to."

For  Example: 

1. Je voudrais manger. 
 "I would like to eat."

2. Je voudrais sortir ce soir. 
 "I would like to hang out tonight."

Indeed, t wo forms are  possible:

1. "Would like" + noun -> "I would like some sugar, please." In French, we say Je 
voudrais du sucre s'il vous plait.

2. "Would like" + infinitive verb ->"I would like to drink a glass of wine." In French, we 
say Je voudrais boire un verre de vin.

And this conditional form works with other verbs to express a willingness.

For  Example:

1. Je préfèrerais 
 "I would prefer"

2. J'aimerais 
 "I would love"

In all cases, the construction with either a noun or an infinitive verb works.

So, we translate the sentence "I would prefer a sugar-free coffee" as Je préfèrerais un café 
sans sucre (conditional + noun). And, "I would love to go to this café" is J'aimerais aller dans 
ce café (conditional + infinitive verb).

Thanks to the conditional form + noun or conditional form + infinitive verb, you can now ask 
everything you want in a convenient and polite way in French!

Some other examples from the conversation:

Condit ional + Noun "English"
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Je voudrais un café noisette. "I would like a coffee with a dash of milk."

Je voudrais le plat du jour. "I would like the special menu."

Condit ional + Infinit ive  Verb "English"

Je voudrais commander un café-noisette. "I would like to order a 'café noisette.'"

Je voudrais choisir un dessert. "I would like to choose a dessert."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Les Brasseries Traditionnelles à la Française 
 

One of the most famous French places is maybe the French "bar," also called a brasserie or 
café in France.

In the past, even the smallest village in France countryside had a brasserie or at least a small 
zinc, which is the familiar word used to say "a bar." Nowadays, many brasseries have 
disappeared because they are not fashionable enough, especially for young French people 
who now prefer lounge bars, for example. But the spirit of the ancient brasserie is still strong 
in French people's minds, especially in Paris, where you can still find many of them.

In the typical Parisian brasserie, the atmosphere is always very informal, and people from all 
backgrounds and social levels meet there every day from very early in the morning to very 
late in the evening. In the morning, you can drink many things there, like coffee, traditional 
café au lait or café noisette, but also hot chocolate. In the evening, many men drink a beer or 
a Ricard, which is an alcohol beverage made of anise plant.

Some Parisian brasseries are more classy and expensive than others, often because they are 
historical places, such as the very famous Café de Flore or Les Deux Magots located in Saint-
Germain-des-prés, where famous writers like Jean-Paul Sarte and Hemingway used to go 
regularly. Don't miss them if you go to Paris!
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FRENCH

1. Karine: Bonjour Sophie, je ne te dérange pas j'espère, qu'est-ce que tu es 
en train de faire?

2. Sophie: Je suis en train de monter un meuble mais j'ai besoin de prendre 
une pause!

3. Karine: Tu es en train de monter un meuble toute seule?

4. Sophie: Oui, je suis en train de refaire ma chambre et j'ai acheté une 
nouvelle étagère.

5. Karine: Et bien, il est vraiment temps que tu te trouves un copain toi!

ENGLISH

1. Karine: Hi, Sophie, I hope I don't disturb you; what are you doing?

2. Sophie: I'm assembling a piece of furniture, but I need to have a break now!

3. Karine: You're assembling a piece of furniture all alone?

4. Sophie: Yes, I'm redecorating my bedroom, so I bought a new shelf.

5. Karine: Well, it's really time for you to find a boyfriend!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

déranger to disturb; to bother verb

monter un meuble
to assemble a piece 

of furniture verb
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toute seule
all alone; on your 

own phrase

refaire sa chambre
to redecorate one’s 

bedroom verb

acheter to buy verb

nouvelle new; news noun feminine

étagère shelf

vraiment truly, really adverb

trouver to find verb

copain boyfriend, buddy noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Excusez-moi de vous déranger.
 

"Sorry to bother you."

Je laisse mon mari monter les meubles.
 

"I let my husband assemble the 
furniture."

Je peux le faire toute seule, merci.
 

"I can do it all by myself, thank you."

Les adolescents veulent refaire leur 
chambre tous les jours.

 
"Teenagers want to redecorate their 
bedroom everyday."

Il a acheté une maison.
 

"He bought a house."

Les médias sont désespérés par le manque 
de nouvelles juteuses.

 
"The media is desperate from the 
lack of juicy news."

Le professeur a instauré de nouvelles 
règles en classe.

 
"The teacher established new rules 
in the classroom."

Mon dictionnaire est sur l'étagère.
 

"My dictionary is on the bookshelf."

Oh, vraiment ?
 

"Oh, really?"

C'est vraiment le cas.
 

"It's really the case."
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Il a trouvé hier son ticket de loto.
 

"He found his lotto ticket yesterday."

Est-ce que tu as un copain?
 

"Do you have a boyfriend?"

Je fais une virée avec les copains.
 

"I take a trip with my buddies."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

How to use the verb déranger ("to disturb," "to bother," or "to disarrange") 

We use the French verb deranger to express many different verbs in English. 

You can use it when you disturb someone or something, when you bother someone, or when 
you disarrange something that was tidy. 

1. déranger = "to disturb" or "to bother" 

The first usage of this verb is related to the notion of "disturbance"; for example, when you 
don't dare to enter a room so that you don't bother the person inside, you will knock on the 
door saying: Je suis désolée de vous déranger, which means "I'm sorry to bother you." 

Also, you can use this verb déranger when you need silence or need to be alone. In hotels, for 
example, you can put the board Ne pas déranger on the door, which means "Do not disturb." 

There are many ways to use the verb déranger in this case. Please find below the most used 
patterns: 

The thing or person that bothers + the verb déranger + the person who is bothered, as in: 

Je dérange Laura ("I disturb Laura") 

or 

The thing or the person that bothers + the person who is bothered + the verb deranger, as in: 

Le bruit nous derange 

or 

The thing or the person that bothers + the person who is bothered + the verb déranger, as in: 

Je la derange. ("I disturb her.") Here, the pronoun la refers to "Laura," the person you bother. 
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Je suis désolé de vous déranger. ("I am sorry to bother you.") Here, also, the pronoun vous 
refers to the person you bother. 

2. déranger = "to disarrange" or "to turn things upside down" 

In this case, the verb déranger refers to things or places that are disturbed; for example, when 
someone leaves a room in a mess. As the verb for "to put away" in French is ranger, déranger is 
in fact the contrary. 

For example, you can hear Il a tout dérangé dans la maison. 

Here, the pattern is always the person who disarranges + the verb déranger + the thing or 
place you disarrange. 

copain 

The word copain in French means "friend" or, more exactly, "buddy," but it is precisely a 
"false friend" because it can also mean "boyfriend," depending on the context. 

Please note that in each case, copain is a word you would rather use with friends only because 
it is a bit familiar (the equivalent of "buddy"). In more formal situations, you can use the usual 
word ami if your friend is a boy or amie if it is a girl. 

Copain was initially used to refer to a close friend, as its first semantic meaning comes from the 
two words co-pain, which means "share-bread." So, a copain was the one with whom you 
shared your food in the past times. Today, people still very much use this word, especially 
youngsters to talk about their friends, as in Ce sont mes meilleurs copains, which means "They 
are my best buddies." To make it feminine, you have to say copine, as in Ce n'est pas vraiment 
une bonne copine, which means "She is not a true friend." 

The real difficulty for foreigners with copain/copine is that they can also mean "boyfriend" or 
"girlfriend" in a conversation, depending on the context and also on the way the person is 
talking about him or her. 

In fact, at the beginning, the familiar words for saying "boyfriend" or "girlfriend" were petit 
copain and petite copine. But nowadays, in casual conversations, French people often omit the 
petit and just say copain and copine when speaking about their love relationships. The easiest 
way to recognize when someone is talking about his or her boyfriend or girlfriend is to listen 
for him or her to say mon copain or ma copine, which mean either "my boyfriend" or "my 
girlfriend." By putting a possessive adjective in front, the person means his or her own copain 
or copine. If you still have a doubt on the relationship he or she is talking about, you can of 
course ask, as even French people are sometimes a bit lost with this expression! 

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is a First Introduction to the Present Gerundive Form Etre en Train 
de in French, Which Is the Equivalent of the Verb "Be + -ing" Form in English. 
 Je suis en train de monter un meuble mais j'ai besoin de prendre une pause! 
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 "I'm assembling a piece of furniture, but I need to have a break now!" 

 

In this lesson, you'll learn how to express that you are currently doing something, and you will 
be able to say things like, "What are you doing?" and "I am doing" this or that. 

Etre en train de = verb + -ing 

In French, we use the word group être en train de to express that an action is currently under 
way. In our conversation we had Qu'est-ce que tu es en train de faire? ("What are you doing?") 
and Je suis en train de monter un meuble ("I am assembling a piece of furniture."). 

Here, the word "now"' is implied in each sentence, as the action is always in progress when 
we use en train de. 

To use the pattern être en train de, you have to conjugate the verb être ("to be"), which is in être 
en train de, and add the infinitive verb that describes the action just after. For example, if you 
want to say "I am eating," you will say être en train de + verb manger, which becomes Je suis 
en train de manger. 

If you want to say "I am not eating," you will say ne pas être en train de + the verb manger, 
which becomes Je ne suis pas en train de manger. 

If you want to ask a friend "Are you eating?" you will say être en train de in the interrogative 
form + the verb manger, which becomes Es-tu en train de manger? 

These patterns work for all persons and with all verbs. 

For Example: 

1. Je suis en train d'écrire une lettre. 
 "I am writing a letter."

2. Tu es en train de courir vers l'école. 
  "You are running to school."

3. Il/Elle/On est en train de rater la séance de cinema. 
  "He/she is missing the movie."

4. Nous sommes en train de boire un café. 
 "We are drinking a coffee."

5. Vous êtes en train de finir votre travail. 
 "You are finishing your work."
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6. Ils/elles sont en train de vivre un cauchemar. 
 "They are living a nightmare."

Contrary to English, we never have to conjugate the verb that defines the action (manger, in 
our first example)! You let it remain in the infinitive form because the only verb you have to 
conjugate is être ("to be"), which is in être en train de. 

For the negative form, you just have to turn the expression être en train de into the negative 
form and leave the action still in infinitive form. 

For Example: 

1. Je ne suis pas en train d'écrire une lettre. 
 "I am not writing a letter."

2. Tu n'es pas en train de courir vers l'école. 
 "You are not running to school."

3. Il n'est pas en train de rater la séance de cinema. 
 "He/she is not missing the movie."

4. Nous ne sommes pas en train de boire un café. 
 "We are not drinking a coffee."

5. Vous n'êtes pas en train de finir votre travail. 
 "You are not finishing your work."

6. Elles ne sont pas en train de vivre un cauchemar. 
 "They are not living a nightmare."

For the interrogative form, you just have to turn the expression être en train de into the 
interrogative form and leave the action still in infinitive form. 

For Example: 

1. Suis-je en train d'écrire une lettre? 
 "Am I writing a letter?"

2. Es-tu en train de courir vers l'école? 
  "Are you running to school?"

3. Est-il en train de rater la séance de cinéma? 
  "Is he/she missing the movie?"
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4. Sommes-nous en train de boire un café? 
 "Are we drinking a coffee?"

5. Etes-vous en train de finir votre travail? 
 "Are you finishing your work?"

6. Sont-elles en train de vivre un cauchemar? 
 "Are they living a nightmare?"

Here some other examples from the conversation. 

For Example: 
  

Positive "English"

Je suis en train de changer de vêtements. "I am changing my clothes."

Tu es en train de prendre une douche. "You are having a shower."

Il est en train de mentir. "He is lying."

Negative "English"

Nous ne sommes pas en train de rigoler. "We are not joking."

Vous n'êtes pas en train de faire vos devoirs. "You are not doing your homework."

Ils ne sont pas en train de partir. "They are not leaving."

Interrogative "English"

Es-tu en train de changer d'avis? "Are you changing your mind?"

Sont-ils en train de nous arnaquer? "Are they ripping us off?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Success of the "Do It Yourself" Concept in France
 

More and more French people are starting DIY on Sundays, as it is the new fashionable hobby 
in France. In French, the translation of "DIY" is faire du bricolage. 
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Now, it is no longer considered a chore to fix or to decorate your house. On the contrary, it is a 
way to relax oneself. 

French women are especially eager to redecorate their own interiors alone, and the 
phenomenon is so important that many TV shows on weekends are now dedicated to 
decoration and DIY costs. You can learn how to fix a door or redecorate your living room 
easily. 

The success story of DIY is particularly obvious if you go on weekends to a DIY store; they are 
often crowded. People come there with their children to buy new materials and to get new 
ideas, so it has become a real family outing! 

The most famous French DIY stores are Catorama, Leroy-merlin, and Bricorama, and they 
have never been so popular. Two reasons can explain this success: first, because it is obviously 
less expensive than to ask to a professional. Second, because it matches the new tendency to 
make things alone and to have customized objects. 
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FRENCH

1. [Au téléphone]

2. Vanessa: Bonjour Tristan, ça va? Que vas-tu faire aujourd'hui ?

3. Tristan: D'abord, je vais faire les courses et puis je vais aller au cinéma.

4. Vanessa: C'est tout? Tu ne vas pas courir aujourd'hui? Tu avais promis de 
commencer ton jogging…

5. Tristan: Je suis désolé mais je vais raccrocher car j'ai un double-appel. A 
plus tard Vanessa!

ENGLISH

1. [On the phone]

2. Vanessa: Hello, Tristan, how are you? What are you going to do today?

3. Tristan: First, I'm going to go grocery shopping; then I am going to go to 
the cinema.

4. Vanessa: That's all? You're not going to run today? You promised to go 
jogging...

5. Tristan: I'm sorry, but I'm going to hang up because I have another phone 
call. See you later, Vanessa.

VOCABULARY

French English Class

d'abord first adverb
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faire les courses to go grocery shopping phrase

aller au cinéma to go to the cinema verb

C'est tout. That's all, that's it. phrase

promettre to promise verb

raccrocher to hang up (the phone) verb

à plus tard see you later phrase

faire des courses to go shopping verb

écrocher le téléphone to pick up the phone verb

courir to run verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Je viens chez toi mais je vais d'abord chez 
une amie.

 
"I'm coming to your place, but I'm 
going to a friend's first."

Je fais les courses tous les jours.
 

"I go grocery shopping every day."

Je fais les courses tous les samedis.
 

"I go grocery shopping every 
Saturday."

Je vais au cinéma chaque semaine.
 

"I go to the cinema every week."

C'est tout ce dont j'ai besoin.
 

"That's all that I need."

Je ne te promets rien.
 

"I’m not promising you anything."

Tu es gonflé, tu avais promis d'être à 
l'heure et tu as 2 heures de retard!

 
"You got some nerve: you'd 
promised you would be here on 
time and you are two hours late!"

Marie m'a raccroché au nez!
 

"Marie has hung up on me!"

Je rentre à la maison. À plus tard!
 

"I'm going home, see you later!"

Tu as fait des courses au centre 
commercial.

 
"You went shopping at the mall."
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C’est le répondeur, elle n’a pas décroché.
 

"It’s the answering machine, she 
hasn’t picked up the phone."

Il court le marathon.
 

"He runs the marathon."

Le cheval court dans le champ.
 

"The horse is running in the field."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Faire les courses and faire des courses 

These two expressions look alike, but they don't imply the same meanings. 

Faire les courses means "to go grocery shopping;" it's about something recurrent, like when 
you run errands every week at the supermarket. 

For Example: 

1. Je vais faire les courses, je reviens dans deux heures. 
 "I am going to go grocery shopping; I'll be back in two hours."

Faire des courses is about shopping generally, when you buy food or clothes or other stuff for 
pleasure. 

For Example: 

1. Je suis allé faire des courses hier et j'ai trouvé une belle chemise. 
 "I went shopping yesterday, and I found a nice shirt."

C'est tout 

It's a French stock expression that we can also use as a question. We can translate it as "that is 
all." 

For Example: 

1. Je fais ces deux exercices et c'est tout. 

2. "I do these two exercises and that's all."
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Promettre 

Promettre is the French verb for "to promise." The noun is une promesse, which means "a 
promise." 

Be careful, the pattern is Promettre quelque chose à quelqu'un OR Promettre à quelqu'un 
quelque chose. 

If the promise is an action, if you promise to do something, you will use de plus an infinitive 
verb. 

For Example: 

1. J'ai promis à Jacques de faire la vaisselle. 
 "I've promised Jack to do the dishes."

Also, we often use the verb promettre with pronouns. 

For Example: 

1. Je lui ai promis de faire la vaisselle. (à Jacques)

2. Je l'ai promis à Jacques. (de faire la vaisselle)

3. Je le lui ai promis. (de faire la vaisselle, à Jacques)

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Will Be the French Expression Aller + Verbe. 
 Je suis désolé mais je vais raccrocher car j'ai un double-appel. A plus tard Vanessa! 
"I'm sorry, but I'm going to hang up because I have another phone call. See you later, 
Vanessa."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to talk about a fact in the near future. 

After this lesson, you will be able to say in French "I'm going to do something." 

How to Use the Near Future
 

What we call futur proche in French always follows this pattern: 

Subject + verb aller at present tense + verb in the infinitive form 
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For Example: 

1. Je vais aller à l'école. 
 "I'm going to go to school."

2. Je vais aller au restaurant ce soir. 
 "I'm going to the restaurant tonight."

As you see in the second example, you can use the verb aller twice as in its equivalent in 
English "to be going to go." 

When to Use the Futur Proche? 
 

We use the futur proche to talk about something that we're sure will happen soon. It can 
happen later in the day or even during the week, but we use it to talk about something that's 
almost certain. 

For Example: 

1. Futur proche: Je vais aller au Japon.  
 "I'm going to go to Japan."

2. Futur: J'irai au Japon. 
 "I will go to Japan."

In the first case, it is certain, almost a fact. You're going to Japan next week or during the next 
holiday. You've already booked your plane tickets, maybe a hotel: it is no longer a hypothesis. 
In the second case, you don't know when (the precise date): nothing has been organized yet, 
but you will go one day before your death because you want to. It's more a promise made to 
yourself. 

Conjugation 

Here is the conjugation of the verb aller at the present tense: 

je vais

tu vas

il/elle/on va

nous allons

vous allez
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ils/elles vont

 

Sample Sentences
 

Here are other sentences using futur proche: aller + verbe: 

1. Je vais repeindre la cuisine. 
 "I'm going to repaint the kitchen."

2. Ils vont plus s'entrainer cette semaine. 
 "They're going to train more this week."

3. Nous allons ranger notre chambre. 
 "We're going to tidy our room."

4. Vous allez travailler jusqu'à minuit. 
 "You're going to work until midnight."

5. Tu vas regarder le match ce soir. 
 "You're going to watch the game tonight."

6. Elle va retrouver Nicolas à Paris. 
 "She's going to meet Nicolas in Paris."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Le Marathon de Paris
 

The Paris marathon is the fifth biggest marathon in the world. Every year, on the second 
Sunday of April, around 40,000 runners go across the city: at the foot of the Arc de Triomphe, 
the participants take starter's orders before heading down the Champs-Elysées toward Place 
de la Concorde. The Rue de Rivoli then leads them to the Place de la Bastille, and after the 
greenery of the Bois de Vincennes wood, the difficulty of the return journey is soothed by 
views of the Notre Dame Cathedral and then the Eiffel Tower. 

The Paris marathon was created in 1976. Vincent Kipruto from Kenya holds the record. It took 
him two hours, five minutes, and forty-seven seconds to run the 42.195 kilometers (26 miles 
and 385 yards). 
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It's already too late to take part in the next edition. All places for the 2012 Paris Marathon are 
already sold. So you have an extra year to train. 
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FRENCH

1. [dans la maison de Mamie]

2. Joséphine: Ça se passe bien à l'école Julien?

3. Julien: Oui j'ai de bonnes notes surtout en mathématiques!

4. Joséphine: Félicitations! Et est-ce que tu sais quel métier tu veux faire plus tard?

5. Julien: Oui quand je serai grand, je serai médecin comme Papa!

ENGLISH

1. [in Grandma's house]

2. Joséphine: Is it going well at school, Julien?

3. Julien: Yes, I have good marks, especially in mathematics.

4. Joséphine: Congratulations! And do you know what job do you want to do?

5. Julien: Yes, when I grow up, I will be a doctor like Daddy.

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

ça se passe
it is going, it is 

happening phrase

école school noun feminine

bonne good adjective feminine
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surtout especially; above all adverb

félicitations congratulations noun feminine, plural

métier job, profession noun masculine

médecin doctor noun
feminine or 
masculine

comme as, like conjunction

papa daddy noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ça se passe bien dans ta nouvelle 
entreprise?

 
"Is it going well at your new 
company?"

Nous travaillons dans la même école.
 

"We work in the same school."

J'apprends l'anglais à l'école.
 

"I'm learning English at school."

Bonne journée Monsieur Martin!
 

"Have a nice day Monsieur Martin!"

Nous apprécions surtout l'honnêteté.
 

"We especially appreciates honesty."

Félicitations pour ton nouvel emploi!
 

"Congratulations on your new job!"

Tu es fiancé? Félicitations!
 

"Are you engaged? 
Congratulations!"

Pilote est un métier exigeant.
 

"Being a pilot is a demanding job."

Je consulte un médecin régulièrement.
 

"I visit the doctor regularly."

Je suis comme toi: j'aime le chocolat.
 

"I'm like you; I like chocolate."

Comme tu vois, ce n'est rien.
 

"As you see, it's nothing."

Mon papa est meilleur que le tien.
 

"My dad is better than yours."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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ça se passe... 

The verb se passer has plenty of meanings. In the dialogue, ça se passe bien means "is it 
going well?" You can also ask or answer ça se passe mal. The formal question is Comment ça 
se passe? which is to say "How is it going?" It is always at the third person of singular. 

métier 

It means "job." But there are lots of synonyms, and each one has a special nuance. We also say 
"job" in France. We often use it to name the student's job, part-time and without qualifications 
needed. 

We use un métier for "manual jobs" or jobs that require an apprenticeship. The more common 
and neutral word nowadays is une profession. 

la famille 

Let's check whether you remember the name of the main family members and their 
nicknames: 

French "English"

mère, maman "mother," "mum(my)"

père, papa "father, "dad(dy)"

grand-mère, mamie "grandmother," "grandma"

grand-père, papi "grandfather," "grandpa"

tante, tatie "aunt"

oncle, tonton "uncle"

fille "daughter"

fils "son"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Will Be the French Tense Le Future. 
 Oui quand je serai grand, je serai médecin comme Papa! 
"Yes, when I grow up, I will be a doctor like Daddy."
 

After this lesson, you will be able to talk about the future. 
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How to Create the Future
 

Le futur is made of the infinitive form + endings of the verb avoir at the present tense. 

For Example: 

finir ("to finish") 

je finir + ai 

tu finir + as 

il/elle/on finir + a 

nous finir + ons 

vous finir + ez 

ils/elles finir + ont 

This is the general pattern. There are, of course, many exceptions. The endings are always the 
same but radicals can change. Here are some examples. 

For Example: 

Infinitive Future

pouvoir  è je pourrai

vouloir  è tu voudras

aller  è il ira

voir  è nous verrons

faire  è vous ferez

savoir  è ils sauront

avoir j'aurai

être je serai

When to Use Le Futur?
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You must use le futur when you talk about things that haven't happened yet. But don't use it if it 
is not a fact because the French use another tense to talk about a hypothesis in the future. 

The Structure "When I..., I Will..."
 

In the dialogue, you have this sentence: Quand je serai grand, je serai médecin comme Papa! 
("When I grow up, I will be a doctor like Daddy.") 

In French, you have the pattern [when + future, future], whereas in English, it is [when + 
present, future]. 

For Example: 

French "English"

Je travaillerai dimanche prochain. "I will work next Sunday."

Vous devrez prendre l'avion. "You will have to take the plane."

Il aura beaucoup d'amis avec lui. "He will have lots of friends with him."

Nous apprendrons notre leçon. "We will learn our lesson."

Quand je serai à Paris, je mangerai plein de 
pain.

"When I am in Paris, I will eat tons of bread."

Quand ils auront de l'argent, ils prendront 
des vacances.

"Whey they have money, they will take 
holidays."

Tu m'aideras demain ? "Will you help me tomorrow?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The French School System
 

The French school system is very different from other main systems in the world. 

In France, we can start school at three years old at the école maternelle ("nursery school"). This 
school is not mandatory as children can also stay home until they are six years old. L'école 
maternelle lasts generally three years, and it is divided into three sections: petite, moyenne, 
and grande sections ("small," "medium," and "big"). 

From six years old, the elementary school starts with the "CP," which is the "preparatory class," 
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during which pupils learn to read and to write. Then, you have the CE1, the CE2, the CM1, and 
finally the CM2 classes for a total of five years in elementary school. 

Then, pupils at around eleven years old enter the collège, which is the equivalent of the "junior 
high school" or "secondary school." Here, classes are named in decreasing numbers as 
pupils start the la sixième (6ème), which means "the sixth grade"; then la cinquième (5ème), la 
quatrième (4ème), and la troisième (3ème). 

The high school starts at around fifteen years old with the seconde class (2nd), then the 
première (1ère) and finally the terminale. At the end of the terminale, all French pupils have to 
take the Bac, which is the nickname for the baccalaureate. This is the most important exam as it 
is the one that allows pupils to go to a university. 
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FRENCH

1. [à l'extérieur d'une discothèque]

2. Vanessa: Nous avons un peu trop bu ce soir non? Est-ce que tu peux 
conduire?

3. Tristan: Mais oui! Je n'ai bu que 3 verres, je peux conduire!

4. Vanessa: Non tu ne peux pas conduire si tu as bu plus de 2 verres!

5. Tristan: Bon...bon, on peut prendre un taxi alors! Sinon, on peut marcher 
jusqu'à la maison!

6. Vanessa: Ah non sûrement pas! Regarde, voici un taxi!

ENGLISH

1. [outside of a nightclub]

2. Vanessa: We've drunk a bit too much tonight, no? Are you able to drive?

3. Tristan: Of course! I just drank three glasses; I can drive!

4. Vanessa: No, you can't if you drank more than two glasses!

5. Tristan: Well...okay, so we can take a taxi. Otherwise, we can walk home.

6. Vanessa: Certainly not! Look, here is a taxi.

VOCABULARY
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French English Class Gender

un peu a bit adverb

trop too adverb

boire to drink verb

pouvoir can verb

conduire drive verb

que deux verres just two glasses expression

sinon otherwise

marcher to work, to walk verb

prendre take verb

un taxi a taxi noun masculine

voici here is, this is preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Je parle un peu français
 

"I speak a bit of French."

Ma jupe est trop grande.
 

"My skirt is too large."

Il boit mais il a encore soif.
 

"He drinks, but he's still thirsty."

A: Tu ne bois pas un café ? B: Si, avec du 
sucre.

 
"A: You aren't drinking coffee, are 
you? B: Yes,
with some sugar."

Je peux lui montrer comment le faire.
 

"I can show him how to do it."

Pardon, vous pouvez me laisser passer ?
 

"Excuse me; can you let me go 
through?"

Le couple marrié conduisait sur une route 
de campagne.

 
"The married couple drove on the 
country road."

Ils n'ont que deux assiettes.
 

"They just have two plates."
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Fais tes devoirs sinon je te punis.
 

"Do your homework otherwise I will 
punish you."

Il marche.
 

"He walks."

Mon téléphone marche bien.
 

"My telephone works well."

Vous prenez un verre?
 

"Would you like a drink?"

Les cochers sont devenus des chauffeurs 
de taxi.

 
"Carriage drivers turned into cab 
drivers."

Je suis Françoise, et voici Julien.
 

"I am Françoise, and this is Julien."

Regardez ! Voici la Tour Eiffel.
 

"Look! Here is the Eiffel Tower."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

un peu trop 
 We can translate un peu trop as "a bit too" or "a bit too much." We use it to moderate. Whether 
an adjective does or does not follow, the expression is the same. 

For Example: 

Without adjective 

1. As-tu beaucoup bu? Oui, un peu trop. 
 "Did you drink too much? Yes, a bit too much."

With adjective 

1. Je suis un peu trop fatigué pour jouer au tennis. 
 "I am a bit too tired to play tennis."

  

prendre un taxi 
 You use the verb prendre when you take a vehicle: a taxi, a bus, a train, or a plane. The name 
of the vehicle, without a preposition, follows it. It always follows this pattern: prendre + vehicle 
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(as in prendre le bus, prendre la voiture, prendre l'avion). 

que deux verres 
 Que, a French word you'll encounter very often, expresses, in this case, a restriction. We can 
translate it as "just." The sentence will be in the negative form. You can use que any time you 
quantify something and you want to say "it is not so much." You place it before the number 
you're limiting. 

For Example: 

1. Je n'ai mangé que deux chocolats. 
 "I have just eaten two chocolates."

2. Je n'ai lu qu'un livre. 
 "I have just read one book."

3. Je ne ferais que quatre exercices. 
 "I will just do four exercises."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is the Basic French Expressions That Use the Verb Pouvoir.  
 Je n'ai bu que 3 verres, je peux conduire! 
 "I just drank three glasses; I can drive!"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to express a capacity and a possibility. 

After this lesson, you will be able to say in French "I can..." or "I may..." 

1. Express a capacity 

This is the most used form of the verb pouvoir. If you are "able to do something" or if you "can 
do" it, you'll use pouvoir. The verb after pouvoir is always in the infinitive. 

You will have to follow this pattern: 

1. Subject + verb pouvoir + verb in the infinitive + the complement

For Example: 

1. Je peux faire cet exercice. 
 "I can do this exercise."
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2. Nous pouvons dormir dans cette pièce. 
 "We can sleep in this room."

2. Express knowledge  

You have to be careful: in French, we use a different verb to express knowledge. In French, 
we "learn" reading, writing, and swimming. In English, you use "can," whereas in French, you 
use savoir and not pouvoir with the same pattern. After savoir, the verb is also in the infinitive. 

For Example: 

1. Je sais lire. 
 "I can read."

2. Il sait écrire. 
 "He can read."

3. Ils savent nager. 
 "They can swim."

3. Ask something politely 

You can use pouvoir in a question when you speak to a salesman or a waiter in order to be 
more polite. Be careful to recognize the exception in the conjugation of pouvoir for a 
question: it is not peux-je?, but puis-je? 

For Example: 

1. Puis-je avoir du ketchup? 
 "Can I have some ketchup?"

2. Pouvez-vous m'apporter l'autre chemise? 
 "Can you bring me the other shirt?"

4. Ask something politely 

We can also use pouvoir to express: 

* permission 

For Example: 

1. Je peux fumer ici. 
 "I can smoke here."
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* possibility 

For Example: 

1. Il peut neiger demain. 
 "It may snow tomorrow."

* choice 

For Example: 

1. Tu peux arriver à 10h ou 11h. 
 "You can come at ten or eleven."

Other examples: 

French "English"

to express a capacity

Je peux soulever cette boite. "I can lift this box."

Il peut courir plus vite que moi. "He can run faster than me."

Tu peux manger 5 hamburgers! "You can eat five burgers!"

to express knowledge

Vous savez conduire. "You can drive."

Tu sais écrire ton nom. "You can write your name."

Elles savent jouer au tennis. "They can play tennis."

to ask something politely

Peux-tu acheter le pain? "Can you buy some bread?"

Vous pouvez me passer le sel? "Can I have the salt?"

to express permission

Tu ne peux manger que 5 chocolats. "You can only eat five chocolates."
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Elle a eu une bonne note; elle peut acheter 
cette robe.

"She has good marks; she can buy this 
dress."

to express a possibility

Jean peut arriver dès ce soir. "Jean may arrive tonight."

Elle peut être en retard s'il y a des 
embouteillages.

"She may be late if there is traffic jam."

to express a choice

Tu peux manger à la maison ou à la cantine. "You can eat at home or at the cafeteria."

Elle peut apprendre l'italien ou l'espagnol. "She can learn Italian or Spanish."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Les Réglementation Sur L'Alcool en France
 

France is the country of wine, and so, many often consider it the country of alcohol. 

In France, you can buy and drink alcohol when you are eighteen years old. Alcohol causes 
problem mainly on the roads. It accounts for 30% of traffic accidents and especially affects 
young people. You cannot drive if you have drunk more than two glasses of alcohol; that is, 0.5 
grams per liter of blood. 

Many advertising campaigns have been created to turn the tide. The most famous ones are 
Boire ou conduire, il faut choisir, which means "Drink or drive, you have to choose," and Celui 
qui conduit, c'est celui qui ne boit pas, which means "The one who drives is the one who does 
not drink." The government has recently decided to offer breathalyzers in nightclubs and to 
increase public awareness with actions in high schools and reconstructions of traffic 
accidents. 
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FRENCH

1. Philippe: Tristan, sais-tu combien coûte ce jean? Ce n'est pas marqué sur 
l'étiquette.

2. Tristan: Non, je ne sais pas, demande au vendeur il saura lui!

3. Philippe: Monsieur s'il vous plait, savez-vous combien coûte ce jean? Je ne 
sais pas où est le prix!

4. Vendeur: Oui il côute 400€.

5. Philippe: 400€! Je sais que c’est une grande marque, mais quand même!

6. Vendeur: Mais vous savez, c’est la toute nouvelle collection, c’est pour ca!

ENGLISH

1. Philippe: Tristan, Do you know how much this pair of jeans is? It is not written 
on the tag.

2. Tristan: No, I don't know; ask the sales assistant, he will know it!

3. Philippe: Please, sir, do you know how much this pair of jeans is? I don't see 
where the price is!

4. Vendor: Yes, it is four hundred euros.

5. Philippe: Four hundred euros! I know it is a famous brand, but still!

6. Vendor: But you know, it is the brand's new collection, that's why!

VOCABULARY
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French English Class Gender

c'est pour ca that's why expression

tout nouvelle brand new phrase

combien how much adverb

coûter to cost verb

marqué written

etiquette tag noun

grand(e) big, large, tall adjective

marque brand noun feminine

Mais quand même! But still! expression

savoir to know verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

C'est pour c a que je ne t'ai pas dit la 
vérité.

 
"That's why I didn't tell you the truth."

Ca vient de sortir, c'est tout nouveau.
 

"It has just brought out, it is brand 
new."

C'est combien ?
 

"How much is it?"

Combien coûte ce fromage qui pue?
 

"How much is this stinky cheese?"

Le billet d'avion coûte neuf cent cinquante 
euros.

 
"The plane ticket costs 950 euros."

Son nom n'est pas marque sur la liste.
 

"His name is not written on the list."

Tu as oublie de retirer l'etiquette de ton 
blouson.

 
"You forget to remove the tag of 
your jacket."

Il est grand.
 

"He's tall."

J'ai une grande maison.
 

"I have a big house."

J'ai des grands pieds.
 

"I have big feet."
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Il a une voiture de marque prestigieuse!
 

"He has a prestigious brand car."

Mais quand même, il aurait pu te prévenir!
 

"But still, he could have warned you!"

Vous savez que le mot "miss" est "mademoiselle" en français?
 

"Do you know that the word 'miss' is 'mademoiselle' in French?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. How to use the verb combien coute ("how much") 

We use the expression combien coute to ask a price in French. For example, when you are in a 
store, you can ask a sales assistant Combien coute ceci? which means "How much is this?" You 
can also say Combien ca coute? which is a bit more informal. Another very casual way to ask a 
price is simply C'est combien? which is just "How much?" 

But if you want to mention something precisely, then you have to use the pattern Combien 
coute + the noun of the thing you are interested in. 

For Example: 

1. Combien coute ce jean? 
 "How much are these jeans?"

2. Combien coutent ces chaussures? 
 "How much are these shoes?"

Here, note that when the object you ask for is plural (chaussures, for example) the verb couter 
is also plural. 

2. Ca coute... ("It costs...") 

To answer the question Combien coute ce jean? the sales assistant will say, Il coute + the price 
concerned. 

Here, the pronoun il (third person singular) refers to the "jean." So, the pattern for the answer is 
quite simple: the thing (or the pronoun referring to this thing) + verb coute + price. 

For Example: 

1. Ces chaussures coutent 100 euros. 
 "These shoes cost one hundred euros."
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2. Le manteau noir coute 65 euros. 
 "The black coat costs sixty-five euros."

3. Ca coute 9 euros. 
 "It/this costs nine euros."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson Is a First Introduction to the Common French Verb Savoir, Which 
Means "to Know." 
 Je sais que c'est une grande marque, mais quand même! 
 "I know it is a famous brand, but still!"
 

In this lesson, you'll learn how to use this verb in the present tense in order to be able to say 
things like "I know that" or "Do you know that...?" and also be able to say the expression "I 
don't know." 

1) Je sais = "I know" 

To simply say "I know" in French, you say Je sais. You can also use it to confirm something that 
you have been told, as in "Yes, I know." For example, if a colleague says, La reunion 
commence a 6h, you can answer Je sais, which means "I know." This implies "Yes, I'll come." 

On the contrary, if someone asks you something and you don't know the answer, you would 
say Je ne sais pas, meaning "I don't know." 

If someone asks you, "What is the capital city of Australia?" and you don't have the answer, you 
would say Je ne sais pas. 

1) Savoir Que = "To Know That"
 

In French, you use the pattern savoir + que... to express that you know something, as in a piece 
of information, or that you are aware of something, as in "to know that + something." 

For Example: 

1. Je sais que c'est une grande marque. 
 "I know (that) it is a famous brand."

Here, you have the verb savoir conjugated at the first person singular: Je sais + the 
conjunction que that you use to link the verb to the clause (it's the equivalent of "that" ), and 
finally the clause that you use to say the thing you are aware of, which here is c'est une grande 
marque. 
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So the basic pattern is always Savoir + que + clause (the thing you know) 

An important thing to remember is to always put the que in this type of sentence because, 
contrary to English, which often omits the "that," que is mandatory in French. 

Two kinds of words mainly follow savoir que, such as: 

1. A conjugated verb (as in c'est in our previous example)

2. A noun

Following are examples with a verb after savoir que. 

For Example: 

1. Je sais que je suis en retard. 
 "I know I am late."

2. Tu sais que je fais top jeune pour y aller. 
 "You know I look too young to go there."

3. Il sait qu'il doit le nettoyer. 
 "He knows he has to clean it."

4. Nous savons qu'il ne viendra pas. 
 "We know he won't come."

5. Vous savez qu'elle change d'avis tout le temps. 
 "You know she changes her mind all the time."

6. Elles savent que vous êtes recherché par la police. 
 "They know you are wanted by the police."

Following are examples with a noun after savoir que. 

For Example: 

1. Je sais que le ballet commence a 8h. 
 "I know the ballet starts at eight o'clock."

2. Tu sais que la vie est dure ici. 
 "You know life is hard here."

3. On sait que l'hiver arrive. 
 "He knows winter is coming."
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4. Nous savons que le train partira à l'heure. 
 "We know the train will leave on time."

5. Vous savez que les enfants sont turbulents. 
 "You know kids are unruly."

6. Ils savent que l'école est fermée le dimanche. 
 "They know the school is closed on Sundays."

2) Savoir + Interrogative Adjective = "To Know How Much/How/Where, etc."
 

You can directly add an interrogative adjective after the savoir verb to ask or to wonder how 
much, when, where, or why. In this case, you don't have to use the conjunction que. 

For Example: 

1. Je ne sais pas ou est le prix. 
 "I don't know where the price is written."

2. Je sais combien ca coute. 
 "I know how much it is."

3. Lui seul sait quand aura lieu le spectacle. 
 "He is the only one to know when the show takes place."

4. Elle sait pourquoi je suis venu. 
 "She knows why I came."

5. Elles savent comment il est arrivé à passer la frontier. 
 "They know how he managed to cross the border."

3) Savoir + Infinitive Verb = "To Know How to Do Something"
 

In French, you use the pattern savoir + infinitive verb to say you are able to do something or 
that you know how to do it. 

For Example: 

1. Je sais nager. 
 "I can swim."
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Here, the verb "to know" becomes a synonym of "can" in English. You use it when you are 
able to do something "special," like an activity or a sport. You can also use it to talk about 
something you have been taught and that you manage to do now. 

So the basic pattern is always Savoir + infinitive verb 

For Example: 

1. Je sais faire du vélo. 
 "I can ride a bike."

2. Tu sais parler en public. 
 "You are good at public speaking."

3. Il sait skier depuis qu'il a quatre ans. 
 "He has been able to ski since he was four."

4. Nous savons. 
 "We can speak French fluently."

5. Vous savez écrire avec les deux mains. 
 "You are able write with both hands."

6. Elles savant manger avec des baguettes. 
 "They can eat with sticks."

You can also use the pattern savoir + infinitive verb to express that you are good at something. 
Usually in this case, you add the adjective bien. 

For Example: 

1. Je sais bien chanter. 
 "I sing well."

2. Tu sais bien t'y prendre avec les filles. 
 "You are good at seducing girls."

3. Il sait bien parler francais. 
 "He is good at speaking French."/"He can speak French well."

Here are some other examples from the conversation. 

For Example: 
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French "English"

Savoir que... "to know that..."

Je sais que c'est un grand jour pour toi. "I know it is a great day for you."

Tu sais qu'il n'y est pour rien. "You know he has nothing to do with it."

Ils savent que vous dites la vérité. "They know you are telling the truth."

Savoir + interrogative adjectives

Je sais combien de jours ca va durer. "I know how many days it is going to last."

Nous savons d'où il vient. "We know where he comes from."

Vous savez comment il a fait pour gagner. "You know what he did to win."

Savoir + infinitive verbs

Sais-tu jouer aux cartes ? "Do you know how to play cards?"

Je sais bien mentir quand il le faut! "I am good at lying when it is necessary!"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Grands Magasins of Paris
 

If you love shopping, you have to go to the Paris Grands Magasins, which literally means the 
"Big Stores" in Paris. They were created in the late nineteenth century to gather all kinds of 
products in the same place. They are located in historical and beautiful buildings, so even if 
shopping is not your cup of tea, it is as worth it to visit them as visiting a museum can be. 

There are three historical Grands Magasins in Paris, and the most famous one is certainly Les 
Galeries Lafayette, which attracts thousands of Parisians and tourists each year. In the same 
district called Haussmann (in the ninth arrondissement), there is also Le Printemps that is very 
famous too, especially among Parisians because it offers many kinds of products including 
clothes, books, cosmetics, house products such as crockery, decorations, and household 
linens, 

Finally, there is Le Bon Marché, which is located on the Seine's left side, in the seventh 
arrondissement. This one is particularly known as the most expensive because only famous 
luxury brands are sold there. It is perhaps known as the less "young" one too. 
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These big stores sell many diversified kinds of products, but they have one common point: 
they tend to be quite expensive! The most popular range of products is female fashion clothes 
that are often created by designers. You can of course find all French luxury brands there. 

The best times to go shopping in these stores are during les soldes ("sales"), which generally 
take place twice a year in January and June. During this period, designer brands make 
discounts of fifty or even seventy percent on many items. 

And, all year long, if you are a non-resident of the European Union, you can ask for a twelve 
percent discount on your purchases (détaxe). 
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FRENCH

1. Vanessa: Bonjour, je voudrais un billet pour le prochain concert de Mylène 
Farmer s'il vous plait. Pourriez-vous me donner une place au 
premier rang?

2. Employee: Je suis désolée mais il n'y a plus de places pour ce concert.

3. Vanessa: C'est impossible! La vente des billets a commencé ce matin!  
Pourriez-vous revérifier s'il vous plait?

4. Employee: Je vous confirme que tout a déjà été vendu madame, je suis navrée!

ENGLISH

1. Vanessa: Hello, I would like a ticket for the next Mylène Farmer concert, 
please. Could you give me a seat in the front row, please?

2. Employee: I am sorry, but there are no more seats available for this concert.

3. Vanessa: Impossible! But the ticket sale has just started this morning! Could 
you check again, please?

4. Employee: I can confirm to you that everything has been already sold, 
madam, I am sorry!

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

être navré be terribly sorry phrase feminine

place seat, place noun feminine

revérifier check again verb

commencer to start verb
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vendre to sell verb

premier rang front row phrase

plus de no more

déjà already adverb

être to be verb

prochain(e) next adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Je suis navrée de ne pas pouvoir  
venir . (feminine)

 
"I am very sorry not to be able to 
come."

Que t out  le monde se met t e à sa 
place s'il vous plaît .

 
"Everybody, please take your 
seats."

Tu peux me réserver  ma place à 
t able?

 
"Can you reserve a seat at the 
table?"

Revérifie que t u as bien fermé la 
fenêt re.

 
"Check again you have correctly 
closed the window."

Il a commencé à t ravailler  à la st at ion-
service il y a une semaine.

 
"He started working at the gas 
station a week ago."

Les gens s'animent  lorsque la 
musique commence.

 
"People become alive when the 
music starts."

Il faut  un t alent  spécial pour vendre 
quelque chose.

 
"You need a special skill to sell 
something."

Le fleur ist e vend t out es sort es de 
plant es.

 
"The flower shop sells all sorts of 
plants."

Nous nous asseyons au premier  rang.
 

"We sit in the first row."

Je n'ai plus de papier  t oilet t e.
 

"I am out of toilet paper."

Il est  déjà amoureux!
 

"He is already in love!"

Il a déjà pr is une décision.
 

"He already made a decision."
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Il est  gent il
 

"He is nice."

Mon anniversaire est  la semaine 
prochaine.

 
"can you close that window, 
please?"

Le prochain t rain est  à 9h.
 

"The next train is at 9:00."

Je désire aller  à Bordeaux le week-
end prochain.

 
"I'd like to go to Bordeaux next 
weekend."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Il n'y a plus ("There  is/are  no more")

The expression Il n'y a plus is the equivalent of the English expressions "there is no more 
something" and "there isn't anything left." In all cases, we use it to say that something is 
missing or that you don't have something anymore.

The pattern in French is quite simple:

Il n'y a plus + de + t he  t hing missing

For  Example:

1. Il n'y a plus de légumes dans les rayons. 
"There are no more vegetables on display."

2. Il n'y a plus une seule personne dans la rue. 
 "There isn't anyone left in the street."

3. Il n'y a plus aucune chance pour que ça marche.* 
"There is no more chance to make it possible."

In French, it doesn't make any difference whether it is a singular or a plural object that is 
missing; it is always the same pattern: Il n'ya plus + de + the thing missing.

*Note that if you want to say that "There is not even a thing left," you can say Il n'y a plus 
aucun/aucune + the thing missing, which literally means "There is not even one thing left."

Avoir déjà ("t o have  already")
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The expression avoir déjà is a pattern to express that "you have already" done something or 
that something is already completed. In English, we use the "present perfect tense" to 
express this idea; in French we use the passé composé to express it (avoir + verb).

The pattern is the following one:

Avoir verb conjugat ed + adverb déjà + verb + t he  t hing complet ed

For  Example:

1. J'ai déjà mangé le gateau. 
"I have already eaten the cake."

2. Tu as déjà fini tes devoirs. 
"You have already finished your homework."

3. Il a déjà donné son argent. 
"He has already given his money."

4. Nous avons déjà fait du cheval. 
"We have already ridden a horse."

5. Vous avez déjà couru un marathon. 
"You have already run a marathon."

6. Ils ont déjà mis leur manteaux. 
 "They have already put on their coats."

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Will Be  t he  Polit e  Way t o Ask Someone  for  Somet hing 
Using t he  Int errogat ive  Pat t ern Pourriez-Vous...S'il Vous Plait? 
 Pourriez-vous revérifier s'il vous plait? 
"Could you check again, please?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to ask someone something very politely. This phrasing is 
useful when you are in a formal situation, when you're with someone you don't know, if you 
are a client or a sales assistant, etc.

After this lesson, you will be able to ask something by saying "Could you...please?"

"Could You...Please?" 
 

The equivalent of the interrogative pattern "Could you...please?" in French is 
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Pourriez-vous...s'il vous plait?

Using this expression is very simple. You have to follow this pattern:

Pourriez-vous + t he  t hing you want  + s'il vous plait

Four elements compose this expression:

Pourriez 

Vous 

Verb + 

S'il vous plait 

For  Example:

1. Pourriez-vous me donner cette boite s'il vous plait? 
 "Could you give me this box, please?"

2. Pourriez-vous me dire où est le lait s'il vous plait? 
 "Could you tell me where the milk is, please?"

3. Pourriez-vous aller chercher ma fille à la gare? 
 "Could you pick up my daughter at the train station, please?"

4. Pourriez-vous finir les réparations rapidement s'il vous plait? 
 "Could you finish repairs quickly, please?"

5. Pourriez-vous répondre dès que possible s'il vous plait? 
 "Could you reply as soon as possible, please?"

What  Can You Answer  wit h This Pat t ern?
 

We mainly use this pattern to ask for a service or for a favor from someone. As pourriez-vous 
is the conditional form, the question sounds softer than just pouvez-vous, which is in the 
present tense. Here, it is exactly the same nuance as the one between "could you" and "can 
you."

In some specific cases, you can also use it to ask a concrete thing (to ask someone to give 
you something, for example).

To ask for something immaterial, like a service or a favor:

We generally use pourriez-vous...s'il vous plait to ask for a favor. In this case, you can use any 
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verb or complement you want, according to the service/favor you are asking for.

To ask for something concrete, like an object:

In this case, the verb + complement will be a thing like: me donner + the thing you want.

For  Example:

1. Pourriez-vous me donner le menu s'il vous plait? 
 "Could you give me the menu, please?"

You can also use the verb rendre, which means "to give back," and the pattern is the same.

For  Example:

1. Pourriez vous me rendre ce crayon s'il vous plait? 
 "Could you give me back this pen, please?"

Note that if you ask for a something concrete like an object, you will generally use one of 
these verbs: donner, which means "to give," or render, which means "to give back."

Sample  Sent ences
 

French "English"

Pourriez-vous... s'il vous plait? "Could you...please?"

Pourriez-vous m'aider s'il vous plait? "Could you help me, please?"

Pourriez-vous me montrer le chemin jusqu'à 
musée s'il vous plait?

"Could you show me the way to go to the 
museum, please?"

Pourriez-vous me donner ceci s'il vous 
plait?

"Could you give me this, please?"

Pourriez-vous me dire dans quel hôtel il est 
possible de dormir ce soir?

"Could you tell me in which hotel I can 
sleep tonight, please?"

Pourriez-vous poster cette lettre s'il vous 
plait?

"Could you send this letter, please?"

Pourriez-vous changer de radio s'il vous 
plait?

"Could you change the radio station, 
please?"
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Pourriez-vous fermer la fenêtre s'il vous 
plait?

"Could you close the window, please?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Famous French Singers from Yest erday t o Today
 

France's most famous singer is probably Edith Piaf, who is now known worldwide, especially 
for her songs La vie en rose and L'hymne à l'amour. Another more recent famous singer is 
Serge Gainsbourg (a male singer), who was very popular during the 1970s and 80s.

The so-called yéyé period, which lasted during the 1960s, is perhaps the most interesting 
one for French music. During this prolific decade, artists like Claude François, Françoise 
Hardy, and Sylvie Vartan became youngsters' idols and are still very popular on French 
radio.

The singer who is certainly the most successful, even nowadays, in France is Johnny 
Hallyday. As you may guess, Johnny Hallyday is not his real name; in fact, it's Jean-Philippe 
Smet. His most popular song is called Allumez le feu, which is a rock song. Even today, 
Johnny Hallyday is one of the most famous singers ever, and he is one of the only artists who 
was able to fill the biggest French stadium for his concerts.

His female equivalent is Mylène Farmer, who is also the singer who sells the highest number 
of albums each year. Surprisingly, she is not very famous abroad, but in France, she is a real 
phenomenon and has been successful since the 1980s. Her style is very specific, as her 
songs are always very melancholic and often inspired by Edgar Allan Poe's poems.

Today, though, the most famous French artists are electro music DJs who are known 
everywhere in the world, including David Guetta, Bob Sinclar, and the Daft Punk.
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FRENCH

1. [Dans un grand hôtel parisien, au téléphone]

2. Marie-Louise: Bonjour, j'ai commandé un petit déjeuner il y a une demi-heure et il 
n'est pas arrivé, que se passe-t-il?

3. Réceptionniste: Je suis navré madame, nous avons peut-être oublié de noter cette 
commande. Malheureusement cela est déjà arrivé.

4. Marie-Louise: Je vois, je vous ai pourtant bien précisé le numéro de chambre!

5. Réceptionniste: Oui madame, il est noté: chambre 103. Veuillez nous excuser pour 
ce désagrément, votre commande arrive tout de suite.

ENGLISH

1. [In a luxury Parisian hotel, on the phone]

2. Marie-Louise: Hello, I've ordered a breakfast half an hour ago, and it is still not 
here. What's happening?

3. Receptionist: I am terribly sorry, Madam, we may have forgotten to take this 
order. Unfortunately, it has already happened.

4. Marie-Louise: I see... Though I have also specified my room number.

5. Receptionist: Yes Madam, it is written down: room 103. Please accept our 
apologies for this annoyance; your order is coming immediately.

VOCABULARY

French English Class Gender

pourtant though adverb
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préciser specify verb

numéro de chambre room number noun masculine

Veuillez nous 
excuser.

Please accept our 
apologies. expression

commander order verb

il y a une demi-heure half an hour ago phrase

être navré be terribly sorry phrase feminine

noter
to write down, to 

note verb

malheureusement unfortunately adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Il a rat é et  pourt ant  il ét ait  
concent ré.

 
"He failed even though he was 
concentrating."

Tu as donné not re adresse mais as-
t u précisé l'ét age?

 
"You told our address but did you 
specify the floor?"

Bienvenue à l'Hôt el Saule, vot re 
numéro de chambre est  le 206.

 
"Welcome to the Saule Hotel, your 
room number is 206."

Nous nous sommes t rompés? 
Veuillez  nous excuser.

 
"We made a mistake? Please 
accept our apologies."

Peut -on commander en ligne ?
 

"Can we order online?"

J'ai commandé le plat  du jour .
 

"I ordered the dish of the day."

Je lui ai t éléphoné il y a une demi-
heure.

 
"I phoned him half an hour ago."

Je suis navrée de ne pas pouvoir  
venir . (feminine)

 
"I am very sorry not to be able to 
come."
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Les not es de Gabriel ce t r imest re 
scolaire ét aient  assez  bonnes.

 
"Gabriel's grade for his school 
trimerter were quite good."

Nous sommes malheureusement  t rop 
pressés pour rest er  longt emps.

 
"We are unfortunately in too much 
of a hurry to stay long."

Malheureusement , il n'est  pas là.
 

"Unfortunately, he's not here."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

petit-déjeuner 

Le petit-déjeuner is French for "breakfast." In France, we have four major meals. There were 
five before. In the morning, when you wake up, this is le petit-déjeuner. At noon, this is le 
déjeuner, which is French for "lunch." In the afternoon, kids and some adults are used to 
having un goûter around four p.m. Finally, at night around eight p.m., it is le dîner, "the 
dinner." The meal that has disappeared is le souper, which was served around eleven p.m. 

être navré 

The expression être navré is stronger and maybe more polite than just être désolé. When you 
are navré, first you're "sorry," but this expression also shows that you are "compassionate." 
You don't use it when you bump into someone in the streets or for other small stuff; instead, 
you use it for more serious problems. 

For  Example:  

1. Je suis navré, j'ai cassé ton vase préféré. 
 "I am terribly sorry; I broke your favorite vase."

Veuillez nous excuser 

Veuillez comes from the verb vouloir. We use this form in very formal language; you can also 
see it written at the end of letters (Veuillez agréer, Madame, Monsieur). 

We translate it as "please" in English because veuillez is sort of the equivalent of vous voulez 
bien s'il vous plait. 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Is t he  French "Compound Past  Tense," Le Passé 
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Compose. 
 Bonjour, j'ai commandé un petit déjeuner il y a une demi-heure et il n'est pas arrivé, que 
se passe-t-il? 
"Hello, I've  ordered a breakfast  half an hour  ago, and it  is st ill not  here. What 's 
happening?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to use the most common French past tense. 

After this lesson, you will be able to talk about facts in the past. 

1. What  Is Le Passé Compose?
 

This is the most common French past tense. If you don't know how to say something that 
happened in the past in French, use le passé composé. Even if it may sound odd sometimes, 
French people will understand you. 

The passé composé has three possible English equivalents. For example, j'ai marché can 
mean: 

"I walked" (simple past) 

"I have walked" (present perfect) 

"I did walk" (past emphatic) 

2. When t o Use  Le Passé Composé
 

The passé composé can express: 

• An act ion complet ed in t he  past

For  Example: 

1. As-tu travaillé ce weekend? 
 "Did you work this weekend?"

2. Vous avez déjà fini. 
 "You have already finished."

• An act ion repeat ed a number  of  t imes in t he  past
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For  Example:  

1. J'ai visité le Japon plusieurs fois. 
 "I have visited Japan several times." 

• A ser ies of act ions complet ed in t he  past

For  Example: 

1. Quand je suis à Paris, j'ai vu la Tour Eiffel. 
 "When I was in Paris, I saw the Eiffel Tower."

3. Conjugat ion
 

Le passé composé is a compound conjugation. The two parts are: 

• The present tense of the auxiliary verb (either avoir or être)

Person Avoir Être

J' ai suis

Tu as es

Il/elle/on a est 

Nous avons sommes

Vous avez êtes

Ils/elles ont sont

• The past participle of the main verb

Like all compound conjugations, le passé composé may be subject to grammatical 
agreement. 

Sample  Sent ences
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Passé Composé Avec L'auxiliaire Avoir "English"

J'ai mangé tout le gateau. "I ate the whole cake."

Tu as déjà vu ce film. "You've already seen this movie."

Nous avons fait nos devoirs. "We did our homework."

Elles ont vraiment voyagé toute l'année ? "They really did travel all year long?"

Passé Composé Avec L'auxiliaire Être "English"

Je suis tombé dans l'escalier. "I fell down the stairs."

Elle est partie en France. "She has gone in France."

Vous êtes allés à la piscine. "You were at the swimming pool."

Tu es devenu médecin. "You became a doctor."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Le Petit Déjeuner à la Française.
 

The traditional French breakfast in most French hotels is very similar to what the average 
French person eats. 

There is always bread, especially "baguettes," and "croissants," or other Viennese pastries. 
The French usually eat a slice of bread with butter, jam, and honey. The question is whether 
to dunk or not to dunk the slice of bread in your hot beverage? It is up to you and your tastes! 
This hot beverage can be coffee that is black or with milk, hot chocolate, or tea, with a glass 
of fruit juice. 

These days, the situation is changing: most children eat cereals, and some adults are now 
doing the same. Fruits and yogurt are also appearing on French tables, but there is still no 
chance that you'll find sausages, eggs, or bacon... 
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FRENCH

1. Karine: Alors, comment c’était ton audition?

2. Lisa: Très bien puisque je n'y suis pas allée!

3. Karine: Comment ça? Tu ne t'es pas présentée?

4. Lisa: Non, je n'ai pas eu le courage! Le jury était impressionnant et j’ai eu 
le trac!

5. Karine: Au moins, tu n'es pas tombée dans les pommes comme la dernière 
fois, c'est déjà ça!

ENGLISH

1. Karine: So, how was your casting?

2. Lisa: Great, since I didn't go there!

3. Karine: What do you mean? You didn't attend it?

4. Lisa: No, I didn't have the courage to make it! The panel of judges was 
too impressive, and I had stage fright!

5. Karine: You did not faint like last time; at least it's something!

VOCABULARY

French English Class

C'est déjà ca! At least, it is something! expression

tomber dans les pommes faint phrase
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avoir le trac have stage fright phrase

impressionnant impressive

jury panel of judges noun

Ne pas avoir le courage de Not to have the courage to phrase

Se présenter a To come to phrase

audition casting noun

très bien very well phrase

puisque since conjunction

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Tu es venue, c'est  déjà ca!
 

"You came, it 's at least something!"

Elle t ombe t oujours dans les pommes 
quand elle donne son sang.

 
"She is always fainting when she 
gives her blood."

Le personnage pr incipal de la pièce 
avait  le t rac.

 
"The main character of the play 
had stage fright."

Les Whit e St r ipes sont  un duo 
impressionnant .

 
"The White Stripes are an 
impressive duet."

Le jury ét ait  composé de 3 
personnes.

 
"The panel of judges was 
composed of 3 persons."

Il n'a pas le courage d'aller  si loin.
 

"He doesn't have the heart to go 
so far."

As-t u déjà passé une audit ion?
 

"Have you ever attend to a 
casting?"

La clinique est  t rès bien et  est  
réput ée.

 
"The clinic is very good and has a 
good reputation."

Je ne suis pas là-bas, puisque je suis ici.
 

"I am not there, since I'm here."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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puisque = "since"/"because" 

Puisque is a very useful junction word that you should remember because it can help you to 
link sentences logically. 

It means "since" or sometimes "because," so that it is very convenient and elegant to use 
when mentioning sentences that have a relation of cause and effect. 

For  Example: 

1. Je ne l'ai pas vu puisqu'il n'était pas là. 
 "I didn't see him since he was not here."

2. Il ne viendra pas puisqu'il est à l'hôpital. 
 "He won't be able to come because he is in the hospital."

In each case, you could replace puisque with parce que, which means "because," as they 
have basically the same meaning. However, puisque is much more elegant and appropriate 
to create a nice sentence since it is slightly less heavy than parce que. 

For example, Il ne viendra pas puisqu'il est à l'hôpital is more elegant than Il ne viendra pas 
parce qu'il est à l'hôpital. 

The pattern to use puisque is the following one: 

Consequence  + puisque + reason  

In our conversation, we had Très bien puisque je n'y suis pas allée. Here, très bien is the 
consequence (or, more exactly, the analysis), while je n'y suis pas allée is the reason. 

Ne pas avoir le courage de = "t o not  have  t he  courage/t he  heart  t o" 

Ne pas avoir le courage de is a ready-made expression you can use when you don't feel 
able to do something either because you are afraid or because you know you are too weak to 
do so. 

The equivalent in English would be "to not have the heart to do" or "to lack courage to do." 
In French, this expression has now an extended meaning as we also use it to say you don't 
have enough energy to do something or that you lack motivation. 

For  Example: 

1. Je n'ai même pas le courage de prendre une douche. 
 "I don't even have enough energy to take a shower."

2. Il n'a pas eu le courage de me dire la vérité. 
 "He didn't have the courage to tell me the truth."
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3. Nous n'avons pas eu le courage de le laisser seul. 
 "We didn't have the heart to leave him alone."

The pattern in French is quite simple: 

Ne pas avoir le courage de (conjugated) + infinitive verb describing what you cannot do 

GRAMMAR

The  Focus of This Lesson Will Be  t he  Use  of t he  Passé Composé in t he  Negat ive  
Form, Which We  Use  t o Explain That  Somet hing Did Not  Happen or  Has Not  
Happened Yet  in t he  Past . 
 Non, je n'ai pas eu le courage!  
"No, I didn't  have  t he  courage  t o make  it !" 

 

This lesson will be a first introduction to the negative form of the passé composé in French, 
which is the most-used pattern to talk about past action that didn't happen. 

After this lesson, you will be able to ask something by saying "I didn't go there," "I didn't 
have," or "You didn't do something." 

1. How can you use the passé composé in the negative form in French?

As is the case for the positive form, you have to use the passé compose in the negative form 
as soon as you are talking about a non-achieved act ion t hat  is relat ed t o t he  recent  
past . 

The pattern stays basically the same as it does in the positive form; that's to say être or avoir 
auxiliary + the verb at the past participle. 

The main difference is that it is in the negative form, so that you have t o t urn t he  auxiliary 
être or  avoir t o t he  negat ive  form, thanks to these patterns: 

Ne pas être + t he  verb at  past  part iciple  

Or 

Ne pas avoir + t he  verb at  past  part iciple  

So that you will have two basic forms: 

• With the auxiliary être + verb aller at past participle:
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1. Je ne suis pas allé(e)

2. Tu n'es pas allé(e)

3. Il/Elle/on n'est pas allé(e)

4. Nous ne sommes pas allé(e)s

5. Vous n'êtes pas allé(e)

6. Ils/Elles ne sont pas allé(e)s

• With the auxiliary "avoir" + verb "faire" at past participle):

1. Je n'ai pas fait

2. Tu n'as pas fait

3. Il/Elle/on n'a pas fait

4. Nous n'avons pas fait

5. Vous n'avez pas fait

6. Ils/Elles n'ont pas fait

With être as a past participle: 

1. Je ne suis pas venu pour toi. 
 "I didn't come for you."

2. Tu n'es parti tôt ce matin. 
 "You didn't leave early this morning."

3. Elle n'est pas encore rentrée. 
 "She hasn't come back yet."

4. Nous ne nous sommes pas endormis dans notre lit. 
 "We didn't fall asleep in our bed."
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5. Vous n'êtes pas encore arrivé à la persuader. 
 "You have not managed to convince her yet." (Here, vous is the singular formal form 
of "you"; that's why arrivé has no -s.)

6. Vous ne vous êtes pas levés assez tôt. 
 "You didn't wake up early enough." (Here, vous is the plural formal form of "you"; 
that's why levés has an -s.)

7. Ils ne se sont pas lavés les mains avant de manger. 
 "They didn't wash their hands before eating."

With avoir as a past participle: 

1. J'ai perdu du poids depuis la dernière fois. 
 "I have lost weight since last time."

2. Tu n'as pas fini ton assiette. 
 "You have not finished your dish."

3. Elle n'a même pas réagi. 
 "She didn't even react."

4. Nous n'avons changé d'avis. 
 "We haven't changed our mind."

5. Vous n'avez pas peint ce tableau. 
 "You didn't paint this painting."

6. Vous n'avez pas pris de douche aujourd'hui. 
 "You didn't have a shower today."

7. Ils ne se sont pas lavés les mains avant de manger. 
 "They didn't wash their hands before eating."

Sample  Sent ences
 

Passé Composé Sent ences "English"

Je ne suis pas resté à la maison. "I didn't stay home."

Tu n'as pas pris ta journée? "You didn't take a day off?"

Il ne s'est pas encore reveille. "He hasn't woken up yet."
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Nous n'avons rien fait. "We didn't do anything."

Vous avez donné de l'argent à cette 
association.

"You gave some money to this 
association."

Ils ne se sont pas vus depuis longtemps. "They haven't seen each other for a long 
time."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Molière  

Every French person knows Molière. He is the most famous playwright and actor of France, 
and he is considered to be one of the greatest masters of comedy in Western literature. He 
lived during the seventeenth century during the kingdom of Louis XIV. 

His most famous plays are Le Malade Imaginaire ("The Imaginary Invalid"), Le Misanthrope 
("The Misanthrope"), and "Dom Juan." His characters often make fun of bourgeoisie and 
traditions. His plays are still in some French theaters nowadays, especially in la Comédie 
Française, a theater created seven years after his death (in 1673) to honor him. 

A part of his fame is also due to his death. According to the legend, he died on the stage. 
Actually, he fainted on the stage and died a few hours later, once at home. 

Correct ion 

Main audio, at min 3:27 it is said that Molière lived during the kingdom of Louis XVI (16th), 
but he lived during the kingdom of Louis XIV (14th). 
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